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Abstract
Studying the thermal history of E arth’s mantle can provide a better understanding 

of E arth’s evolution on a planetary scale. In this work, several mechanisms affecting 

the thermal evolution of Earth’s mantle are investigated.

The NusseltRayleigh power law relationship (Nu(Ra)) was calculated from the re

sults of a series of models with three dimensional spherical geometry and free slip 

boundary conditions. Basally and internally heated convection was examined. For 

Nu(Ra) = aRaP, (3 was found to be 0.294 ±  0.004 for basally heated systems and 

0.337 ±  0.009 for internally heated systems. Model cases were extended to Rayleigh 

numbers higher than any previous study (109). /3 was not observed to reduce at high 

Rayleigh number, therefore, as this mechanism cannot be invoked to moderate ther

mal flux in the past, the influence of time dependent layering on thermal evolution 

was considered.

A parameter space exploration of Rayleigh number and 660 km phase change Clapey 

ron slope demonstrates that present day Earth could have a partially layered mantle 

and that full two layer convection is possible in the past at higher Rayleigh num

bers. Evolution of mantle temperature was modelled, with the models cooling from
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an initially layered state. As layering breaks down at high Rayleigh numbers, the 

mantle passes through a wide domain of partial layering before achieving whole man

tle convection. The partially layered regime is characterised by a series of avalanches 

from the upper into the lower mantle. When an avalanche reaches the core mantle 

boundary it triggers a pulse of plumelike instabilities in the opposing hemisphere, 

producing a pulse in global surface heat flux. As the mantle cools, the avalanchepulse 

events evolve towards higher frequency and lower magnitude.

If this mechanism occurs within Earth, the gradualist view of Earth’s thermal evolu

tion may need to yield to a more eventdriven model. The mechanics of avalanche 

pulse events could also provide an explanation for geochemical observations of periodic 

maxima in melt extraction from the mantle.

The modelling of E arth’s mantle produces large data volumes. A distributed comput

ing solution to the data storage problem was investigated. The system, MantleStor, is 

based on PeertoPeer technology and intended to operate over hundreds of standard 

workstations. A trial implementation demonstrates that MantleStor is able to safely 

store data in a challenging network environment. Data integrity was maintained with 

over 30% loss of storage machines. MantleStor is an example of an eScience project, 

a discussion of eScience and its implications is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Studying Earth

One of the lasting legacies of the 20th Century space race is the image of Earth 

from space. This view changed perceptions of our planet and assisted in the birth 

of modern geoscience. In parallel, the theory of plate tectonics became generally 

accepted, demonstrating the significant influence of E arth’s interior on its surface 

processes and biosphere. These realisations stimulated research into the mechanisms 

driving plate tectonics and the planet as a whole, the study of geodynamics.

The interior of Earth is difficult to study as direct access is impossible. Fortunately, 

the mid 20th Century also saw the development of affordable computing hardware 

(e.g. the Intel 8086 processor, 1978). This allowed computer processing and mod

elling to become an intrinsic part of scientific research. In the context of geodynamics, 

it became possible to model processes that could never be observed directly or syn

1
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thesised in the laboratory. It also became possible to apply complex algorithms to 

seismic data, enabling imaging of Earth’s interior. The study of geodynamics and 

indeed much of modern science would not be possible without such computational 

power.

Science has always been about models, be they conceptual or mathematical. The 

accuracy of a mathematical model is dependent on how closely it represents the 

physical system. As models become more accurate they also become more complex 

and thus more computationally expensive. Model accuracy is therefore closely linked 

to the available computing resources. At the time of writing, the power of available 

supercomputers is such that it is possible to model E arth’s mantle with the correct 

geometry at resolutions approaching 10 km. The more pressing technical problem 

has become one of how to analyse and visualise the output of these models in suf

ficient spatial and temporal detail to understand how the mantle has evolved over 

time. With visualisation comes a high data volume, which must be stored. Data 

storage has developed in parallel with the microprocessor, but modelling is as often 

limited by the amount of output that can be stored as it is by the power of a given 

supercomputer. Thus, there is a need to seek out new ways of storing model output 

data.

Modelling alone will achieve little if predictions are not testable. In geodynamics, 

the main observational methods that feed into modelling are: geochemistry, seismol

ogy and mineral physics. A model must reconcile observations from these disciplines
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if it is to be considered an accurate representation of Earth.

1.2 The Structure of Earth

Earth’s mantle is the region located between the crust and the core (Figure 1.1), 

it consists of solid silicate material but can be considered to act as a liquid on geologic 

time scales. It is important to note that on an atomic level, the flow mechanism is not 

the same as for a liquid. Mantle rock deforms as point defects migrate through the 

crystal lattice. Thus, the mantle is able to transfer heat by convection. On short time

Crust
Outer Core Inner Core

Mantle

Source of Earth picture: www.3dnwortd.com/usera/1Amages/UltimateEarth.Ipg

Figure 1 .1 : A sketch of Earth’s interior showing the solid crust and mantle, the liquid 
outer core and the solid inner core. The 660 km depth mineral phase change is also 
indicated. Not to scale.

http://www.3dnwortd.com/usera/1Amages/UltimateEarth.Ipg
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scales, the mantle is solid and transmits earthquake waves in an elastic manner. The 

660 km boundary indicated in Figure 1.1, is often used to separate the mantle into 

upper and lower portions. The boundary represents a pressure related phase change 

in the primary mantle mineral olivine, an ironmagnesium silicate. There are several 

other phase changes that occur within the mantle, the most important of which are 

at 410 km and just above the coremantle boundary.

The outer core is composed of liquid iron and a small quantity of light elements. 

The outer core convects vigorously, giving rise to Earth’s magnetic field. The inner 

core is predominantly solid iron and grows as the outer core cools and freezes. The 

crust is E arth’s rigid uppermost layer. It comprises thick continents and thinner ocean 

floor and together with a thin section of the upper mantle, forms the lithosphere. The 

lithosphere is broken into a number of plates, which move across Earth’s surface at 

an average rate of 23 cm per year. The motion of the plates, like the mantle, is 

driven ultimately by buoyancy forces. Ocean plates sink at subduction zones because 

they are colder and denser than the material below. The rigidity of the plates adds 

complexity as it potentially allows compressional forces to be transmitted over great 

distances. Convection in the mantle below plates may also be capable of exerting a 

significant stress. The question of whether plate motion is instigated by ‘slab pull’ or 

‘ridge push’ is somewhat outdated as midocean ridges are clearly extensional in na

ture, while the brittle nature of the lithosphere makes it unlikely that the extensional 

forces can be transmitted over great distances without being taken up by faulting. It 

may be more useful to visualise ocean plates in particular as sliding down the gravity
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gradient from ridge to subduction zone, in a similar sense that a river flows down to 

the sea. The crust is the point at which the solid Earth interacts with the hydro

sphere, atmosphere and biosphere, making it one of the more important boundaries 

on Earth.

1.3 Thermal Evolution

In the most basic terms, the thermal evolution of Earth is the process of how the 

initial heat of formation and subsequent radiogenic heating interact with the mech

anisms cooling the planet. Parameterised convection modelling (Mckenzie & Weiss 

1975, for an early example) has been used for many years due to i t’s relative effi

ciency. The scaling relationships used are derived from both theory (e.g. Turcotte & 

Oxburgh 1967) and experimental work (e.g. Richter et al. 1983). The most common 

representation of parameterised modelling is a temperaturetime curve from forma

tion £«4.6 Billion years ago (Ga) to present (e.g. Figure 1 .2 ). The only available fixed 

point is the present day heat flux of ~44 Terawatts (TW) (Pollack et al. 1993) and 

the assumption that Earth was hotter in the past, the difference being the secular 

cooling (dissipation of the initial heat of formation) and the reduction in radiogenic 

heating rate.

The relationship between mantle temperature and the vigour of convective heat trans

fer is related to viscosity. The viscosity of the mantle is strongly temperature depen

dent (Busse 1989, and references therein). The expected result of this is (1) large 

lateral variations in viscosity with lateral temperature variations and (2 ) more rapid
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1800

thermal
catastrophe

1700

600 j y (0)=0.3
cosmochemical

H  1500

1400
(3=03

E=300 kJ/mol
1300

Time B.P. [Ga]
Figure 1.2: An example of a thermal evolution model. T* is average mantle tem
perature, 7  is the Urey ratio, E is the activation energy for temperature dependent 
viscosity and f3 is a scaling factor relating convective vigour and mantle heat flux 
(discussed in detail in Chapter 2). From Korenaga (2008)

convection if the mantle was hotter (lower viscosity) in the past (Tozer 1965). The 

former effect has been explored experimentally and shown not to significantly impact 

convective scaling relationships (Richter et al. 1983). It may be that the latter effect 

buffers mantle temperature to some degree, allowing more rapid cooling when the 

mantle is hotter. The difficulty with such an interpretation is the unsteady and time 

dependent state of mantle convection may preclude the kind of stabilisation require 

for such a mechanism to operate effectively. A related concept is the possibility that 

the coremantle boundary heat input has remained relatively stable over time, due to
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the crystallisation of the inner core and the efficiency of conduction across the CMB. 

The mantle could still have been hotter however, due to a higher rate of radiogenic 

heating in the past.

Most of the other factors affecting this process are poorly known or are difficult 

to reconcile. An example of a typical problem follows. The proportion of surface heat 

flux due to radiogenic sources has been defined as the Urey ratio (Christensen 1985):

Where 7  =  Urey Ratio, H  =  Total Radiogenic Heating (W) and Q =  Total Heat Loss 

(W). The value of the Urey ratio is generally considered to lie between 0.15 and 0.3. 

However, if this number is used to model parameterised heat flow back in time, the 

temperature of the mantle rapidly tends to infinity before 4 Ga (e.g. Korenaga 2005, 

Figure 1.2). A Urey ratio of 0.7 gives a better trend but is unlikely to reflect the true 

composition of the mantle. In any case, after painstakingly estimating the Urey ratio 

of the mantle, it seems improbable that the answer is inaccurate to such a degree. 

This apparent paradox has acted as motivation in the search for mechanisms, which 

modify Earth’s past heat flux. A key factor in much of this investigation is of course 

the unique position of Earth in the solar system, such that water exists as liquid, 

solid and gas at the surface and in the atmosphere. Plate tectonics is also certain to 

play an important role. Many of the features of the convecting mantle are also still 

poorly understood.
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1.4 Further Problems and Paradoxes

In addition to the Urey paradox described above, there are other apparent contra

dictions in the deep Earth. There is uncertainty as to the magnitude of the various 

sources of the present Earth surface heat flux. Table 1.1 demonstrates the discrep

ancy between what is measured at the surface and what can be accounted for within 

the Earth. Whether this discrepancy represents a real problem, or could be explained 

by improved error estimates, is unclear.

Source/sink Magnitude (TW )
Heat flux at Coremantle boundary 27.5

Radiogenic heat production in mantle 1 2

Radiogenic heat production in crust 8

Secular cooling 9.4

Total surface heat flux 44
Apparent unaccounted sources 7.1 to 12.6

Table 1.1: Earth’s energy balance (Pollack et al. 1993).

The efficiency of the convecting mantle system exerts a powerful control over the heat 

flux. Given that there is a finite amount of heat within the Earth, the dissipation of 

this heat into space will depend on how efficiently heat can leave the system. As the 

thermal conductivity of silicate rock is very low, convection in the mantle (~80 % of 

planetary volume) is the primary means of heat transfer to the surface.

Geochemical investigations of the mantle also provide some interesting problems. 

Argon 40 is produced by the decay of potassium 40 with a halflife of 1.3 Gyr. As the
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Argon atom is too heavy to leave Earth’s atmosphere it is reasonable to assume that 

any 40Ar produced has remained in the Earth system. The produced volume of 40Ar 

is controlled by the amount of 40K in the Earth at formation. However, observations 

indicate that only ^50% of the expected 40Ar can be accounted for (Allegre et al. 

1996). It has been suggested that the ‘missing’ Ar is held in some deep reservoir in 

the mantle.

Nonvolatile bulk Earth composition is often assumed to be similar to chondrite com

position as chondrite meteorites are thought to represent the raw material out of which 

the solar system formed. This assumption was backed up with a wide variety of geo

chemical studies that showed most non volatile elements in the Earth were present in 

chondritic proportions. Unfortunately, high sensitivity studies such as those by Boyet 

& Carlson (2005) and Bennett et al. (2007) find that samples previously identified as 

having similar 142N d/144Nd ratios to chondrites actually show a small but significant 

deviation. This indicates that either the Earth is not of chondritic composition, or 

that some process has removed certain elements or isolated them within the Earth, 

resulting in a situation where the accessible mantle is of slightly nonchondritic com

position.

What the geochemical interpretations described above share, is the idea of an iso

lated reservoir or reservoirs within the Earth, which are only rarely sampled. Un

fortunately, seismic tomography finds no evidence major for separations within the 

mantle at present (Figure 1.3). Either some underlying assumption about the bulk
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Trench

Central America

Figure 1.3: Seismic tomographic image showing a subducted slab penetrating the 
lower mantle. Red represents slow (hot) material and blue is fast (cold) material. 
From: Van der Hilst et al. (1997).

Earth composition is wrong or there is a seismically ‘invisible’ volume of material 

that has remained largely unsampled for billions of years.

Studies into the behaviour of Helium (He) provide a counterpoint to the apparent 

contradictions of mantle geochemistry and seismology. Measurements of He isotope 

ratios may be used to compare Mid Ocean Ridge Basalt (MORB) and Ocean Island 

Basalt (OIB). Results seem to show that OIB has a higher 3 He/4He ratio in compar

ison with MORB. The conclusion has been drawn that OIB represents the sampling 

of a deeper isolated mantle reservoir while MORB samples the well mixed upper 

mantle. However, Parman et al. (2005) suggest that He may not behave completely 

incompatibly during melting and that the OIB/MORB difference can be explained 

by melting of depleted mantle. This is supported by the generally lower amounts of
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He in OIB as opposed to MORB (Yamamoto & Burnard 2005). The He example 

serves as a reminder that many of the chemical and isotopic systems relied upon by 

various mantle theories may not be adequately understood.

1.5 M odelling

Computational modelling is essentially an extension of the laboratory experiment. 

In the laboratory, there are limits on the physical size of an experiment and on the 

magnitude of fundamental parameters such as temperature, pressure and material 

properties. These limits may be imposed by cost, practicality or the fact that the 

system may be impossible to model accurately at a small scale. The mantle falls 

into the latter category, particularly where geometry is concerned, because it is not 

possible to model a whole planet with its own gravity on the workbench. Thus, math

ematical modelling has arisen to allow more realistic systems to be understood and 

experimented with. Simple 1Dimensional parameterised models of the mantle require 

very little processing and can be done on paper, for example, the convection mod

elling of Turcotte & Oxburgh (1967). More sophisticated models use 2Dimensional, 

3Dimensional or 3D spherical geometry.

Examples of geodynamical modelling codes include: ConMan (2D) (King et al. 1990), 

Citcom(S) (3D and 3D spherical) (Moresi & Solomatov 1995, Zhong et al. 2000), 

StagYY (3D spherical geometry) (Tackley 2008) and TERRA (3D spherical ge

ometry) (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & Baumgardner 

2000). This study uses TERRA, a FORTRAN code, which has the advantage of be
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ing computationally efficient and well established, having been in use since the 1980’s. 

TERRA is based on an efficient multigrid solver, scales well with increasing resources 

and can model the whole mantle at high convective vigour. Additionally, there are a 

number of methods within TERRA that allow the tracing of chemical heterogeneities 

(Stegman et al. 2003) and selective radial resolution refinement (Davies 2008). No 

code is perfect and TERRA has some weaknesses that must be appreciated in order 

to correctly interpret results. TERRA does not generally implement temperature 

dependent viscosity efficiently, the effects of rheology and tectonic plates (when in

cluded) must be imposed as a surface velocity condition. From a software design 

perspective, TERRA follows a typically ‘scientific’ approach; there are as many ver

sions of TERRA as there are users and it is written in the procedural programming 

style. While this does not cause performance issues, the code is not as accessible as 

a modern objectoriented code. As alluded to above, this is a problem that many 

scientific codes share. A final and universal disadvantage is that all high resolution 

mantle modelling codes require large supercomputers, machines that are expensive to 

procure and maintain.

The technical aspects of TERRA relevant to this work are described in greater detail 

in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Briefly, it is a finite element 3D spherical geometry code 

with a computational grid derived from a regular icosahedron. The computational 

grid is produced by pairing the 2 0  triangles of the icosahedron into 1 0  diamonds 

and subdividing these diamonds repeatedly. The domain is then decomposed into 

multiples of 4 for allocation to individual processes. The code has been parallelised
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using MPI (message passing interface) by Bunge & Baumgardner (1995). At the start 

of a run an initial temperature condition is provided and the code then solves fluid 

dynamic equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The equa

tion of state may be compressible or incompressible. TERRA is run on clusterstyle 

supercomputers, from the most basic ’Beowulf’ machine made by linking standard 

PCs together, to £20 million CRAY XT4 machines. Typical computational resources 

required by TERRA range from 81024 processors and from 22048 GB of RAM, de

pending on model resolution. Output may be generated for a number of visualisation 

tools, Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) and MantleVis were used in this work.

1.5.1 Challenges Posed by M odelling

High model resolution is desirable as it allows Earthlike parameters to be used 

and permits results to be more directly compared to Earth’s mantle. High resolu

tion requires large computational resources, particularly in terms of system memory. 

There are methods that allow higher resolution in important regions of a model (the 

boundaries) without incurring the cost of high resolution over the entire computa

tional grid (Davies 2008).

Even with such techniques, the volume of data that can be generated by a high 

resolution model case is significant, particularly if modelling involves ensemble runs 

and timeseries visualisation. The volume of data produced by codes such as TERRA 

could easily overwhelm available storage if all potential data were output. The ex

pensive solution to this problem would be to purchase more central storage or a large
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tape archive system. An alternative (less expensive) method is to distribute storage 

over a number of networked machines. This is done in a closely coupled manner on 

clusters using file systems such as NFS or Lustre but generally operates as ‘scratch’ 

storage, not as an archive. A more loosely coupled approach might be to use many 

widely separated workstations to store data in their unused hard disk space, using 

a lightweight distributed storage application. The latter approach has been inves

tigated in this work through the construction of MantleStor, a peer to peer (P2P) 

based storage system.

1.5.2 Techniques of Hard Disk Scavenging

A variety of distributed storage systems exist and tend to be used for online content 

delivery and search services. The main technique used in this study is that of P2P net

working. P2P design principles assume unreliability, decentralised structure and low 

performance overhead. P2P technology has been one of the most interesting emergent 

technology of the Internet age as is enables large files to be distributed efficiently (e.g. 

BBC iPlayer). Systems such as Skype also make extensive use of P 2 P technology. 

MantleStor has been built upon a P2P API (Applications Programming Interface) 

called Peer to Peer Simplified (P2PS) developed by the Triana Research group at 

Cardiff University (Wang 2005). P2PS is conceptually similar to the more widely 

known JXTA (Gong 2001). P2PS provides a library of Java classes, which provide a 

P2P communication infrastructure between machines running a P2PS peer. Messages 

are passed using XML (Extensible Markup Language) Advertisements. MantleStor 

extends some of the features of P2PS by adding file transfer, storage, indexing and a
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search mechanism.

1.5.3 Indexing

The central aspect of storing and searching data within any system is the index

ing system. For MantleStor, it was decided that information relating to the model 

case that produced the data should be used to index it. The reason for this choice 

is simple, TERRA output files are named in a manner that means little to anyone 

other than the user who ran the code. Therefore, for the archive to be of any use, 

data should be tagged with information recognisable to any geodynamical modeller. 

Typical examples include: the time span over which the model has run, model res

olution, physical input parameters and output values such as the Nusselt number, a 

nondimensional parameter of heat flux. The indexing method is the key part of this 

storage system, distinguishing it from other storage and P2P applications. It adds 

a layer of data discovery that can be exploited to guide the user when considering 

which model runs to carry out when investigating new geodynamical questions. In 

short, it puts historical model outcome information in the hands of the user.

1.5.4 Sum m ary

This work presents research into the thermal evolution of Earth through 3D 

spherical geometry modelling and considers the eScience approaches required for 

this class of problem. The scaling of heat flux with convective vigour, the viability 

of phase change layering and the effects of time dependent layering of the mantle 

are investigated using near Earthlike parameters. By using distributed peer to peer
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techniques it should be possible to not only overcome the storage limitations on 

TERRA simulations, but also to create a distributed lookup, which would give users 

a better overview of extant model runs.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is composed of two major themes (a) understanding mechanisms affect

ing the thermal evolution of Earth and (b) the exploration of a distributed storage 

solution to the data deluge produced by the modelling. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 represent a 

progression through a series of mechanisms related to the thermal evolution of Earth, 

with the conclusions of each chapter motivating the next. Chapters 5 and 6  propose, 

test and analyse the distributed storage system devised (MantleStor); chapter 7 uses 

experiences gained throughout the project to examine the wider implications of com

puting in science (eScience).

The thesis is assembled such that the core chapters (27) are written in the style 

of selfcontained papers. As a consequence, each chapter contains an abstract, intro

duction, previous work, methods, discussion and conclusion. Some common aspects 

of the work appear in several chapters. For example, TERRA is described in chapters 

24. In each case, the aspect of the code most relevant to that chapter is presented 

in detail. All references are collected in a bibliography at the end.



Chapter 2

Nusselt-Rayleigh Number Scaling for

Spherical Shell Earth Mantle

Simulation up to a Rayleigh Number

of 109

2.1 Abstract

An investigation of the power law relationship between Nusselt number (Nu) and

Rayleigh number (Ra) for Earth’s convecting mantle is presented. The Nu(Ra) rela

tionship was calculated from the results of a model with three dimensional spherical

geometry and free slip boundary conditions. Both basally and internally heated con

vection has been examined. For Nu(Ra) = aRa&, (3 was found to be 0.294 ±  0.004 

for basally heated systems, which is lower than the value of |  suggested by conven

17
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tional boundary layer theory. The exponent /3 = 0.337 ±  0.009 for internally heated

systems, when the internally heated Ra is converted to a basally heated equivalent Ra

to allow comparison. The influence of the method used to calculate /3 was also con

sidered, with particular attention paid to high Ra. As an example of the significance

of /3 = 0.29 rather than a Ra of 109 results in a surface heat flux which is «  32%

lower. There is no evidence that 0  reduces at high Ra; that mechanism cannot be

used to moderate mantle temperature when projecting back to early Earth conditions.

The differing planform of basally and internally heated models was shown to result in

different scaling relationships between RM S surface velocity and Ra for the two modes

of heating, in particular, a much lower surface velocity for internally heated cases

relative to equivalent Ra basally heated cases.

2.2 Introduction

The aim of geophysical research is to understand Earth and its processes over the 

entire history of the planet on all scales. The endeavour is hindered by incomplete 

knowledge of some of the basic mechanisms of planetary development. The thermal 

evolution of Earth is one such area. Earth is, to a large extent, a heat engine. As

sumptions regarding the evolution of temperature over time appear in most, if not 

all, conceptual models of plate tectonic theory, geochemistry and geophysics.

A favoured method of investigating Earth’s thermal evolution has been one dimen

sional (ID) parameterised modelling (e.g. Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967) of the mantle, 

which at over 80% of the Earth volume is by for the most important factor in the
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cooling of Earth. A number of valuable insights are possible from such relatively sim

ple models (Stevenson et al. 1983, Korenaga & Jordan 2002, Korenaga 2003, Sharpe 

& Peltier 1978, Schubert et al. 1979, Turcotte 1980, Davies 1980, Honda 1995, Nimmo 

et al. 2004, Choblet & Sotin 2000). Even when much more complex mantle convec

tion simulations can be undertaken in spherical geometry (Zhong et al. 2000, Tackley 

et al. 1994, Bunge et al. 1997, Davies 2005), there are still value in the parameterised 

models since: (i) they provide a convenient way to run a large number of simulations, 

(ii) allow vigors of convection to be considered, which cannot be resolved by full 3D 

numerical models, and (iii) can allow simulations of thermal evolution over virtually 

all of Earth history.

A critical aspect of these parameterised models is the assumed relationship between 

the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer, characterised by the nondimensional 

Nusselt number (Nu):

N u = —  (2 .1 )
Qk

where: q is the heat transferred by convection, while Qk =  kAT/D, is the amount 

of heat that would be conducted through a layer of thickness D with a temperature 

difference AT across it, k being the thermal conductivity.

The other important parameter is the convective vigour, characterised by the Rayleigh 

Number (Ra):
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Ra = !lfKiArD3  (2.2)
Kfl

where: g is the acceleration due to gravity, p is density, a  is the coefficient of ther

mal expansion, A T  is superadiabatic temperature drop across the shell, D is domain 

thickness (2900 km), n is thermal diffusivity, and p is dynamic viscosity. Both equa

tions are presented in their most common forms after Davies (1999).

A series of models with sub Earthlike parameters can be used to derive the Nusselt 

Rayleigh (Nu(Ra)) number relationship:

Nu(Ra) = aRa& (2.3)

where a is a constant and /?, the index of the power law relation, is the main value 

of interest. Nu(Ra) can be used to extrapolate to present day and ancient Earthlike 

conditions (higher Ra). These values can be compared with surface heat flux mea

surements and thus used to constrain the thermal budget of Earth today. Further

back in time the Nu(Ra) can be used to estimate heat fluxes at higher mantle tem

peratures (higher Ra).

The value of the Ra (Equation 2.2), is also often quoted to demonstrate how Earthlike 

a particular model is in terms of its convective vigour. Earth’s mantle is considered 

to have a basally heated Ra in excess of 3 x 106 (Davies 1999, assuming p  «  1022 

Pas) and probably in the range 108 (Bunge et al. 1997, Weeraratne & Manga 1998,
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assuming a greater contribution from internal heating). The assumed Ra of Earth is 

based on the Ra one obtains when putting Earth values into the Ra equation. The 

accuracy of these values is open to interpretation, leading to the overall uncertainty 

as to the exact Ra of Earth’s mantle.

Previous work to evaluate the relationship between Nu and Ra number has con

centrated on ID, 2D and 3D Cartesian box domains, with only a small selection of 

studies employing Earthscale 3D spherical geometry (Bercovici et al. 1989, 1992, 

Iwase &; Honda 1997). Although models that do not employ 3D spherical geometry 

can provide a valuable insight into mantle mechanisms, they may be limited by im

posed boundary conditions, for example, the ‘side walls’ of a 3D box and artificially 

imposed aspect ratios.

Many studies carried out in the 1980’s and early 1990’s lacked sufficient comput

ing resources to model high degrees of structural complexity, with many using sig

nificantly higher than Earthlike viscosity and limiting convection to low spherical 

harmonic degree or restrictive initial conditions to improve computational efficiency 

(Bercovici et al. 1989, 1992). In this study, the work of constraining the relationship 

between Nusselt number and Rayleigh number has been advanced by (i) using spher

ical geometry and (ii) utilising much higher resolutions and so more Earthlike values 

for viscosity and Ra. This allows the relationship to be constrained over a broader 

range of Ra and to higher Ra. This gives greater confidence in the derived param

eters of the relationship, and limits the degree of extrapolation. Very long model
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runs were undertaken allowing models to be started from shortscale random initial 

conditions. This removes the need for largescale initial conditions since over their 

long evolution the simulations adopt their preferred largescale pattern. Since more 

than one large scale planform can be stable at some Ra (Bercovici et al. 1989), using 

a random initial condition avoids the possibility of making the ‘wrong’ choice a priori.

Historically, p  was derived from boundary layer theory (Busse 1989, and references 

therein) in a square box model and estimated to be of order |  (Turcotte & Oxburgh 

1967). Boundary layer theory does not consider effects to do with wavelength of 

convection or the action of multiscale flow (e.g. plumes), therefore the actual value 

of 0  is unlikely to be exactly Mckenzie et al. (1974), in the first 2D Cartesian 

modelling of mantle convection, plot the Nu(Ra) scaling but do not explicitly state 

P, focussing more on the velocity scaling. Christensen (1984) suggested that p  may 

be closer to 0.1 for systems with a rigid lid at the upper boundary. However, Gurnis 

(1989) argued that the presence of plate tectonics on the Earth allowed much greater 

cooling efficiency, similar to that of a freeslip upper boundary. In his more Earthlike 

models p  was generally around 0.3. More recently, Solomatov and colleagues (Solo 

matov 1995, Reese et al. 1999) have derived the NuRa number relationship for the 

stagnant lid and sluggish lid regimes. This work follows Gurnis, focussing on the mo

bile surface model as being most representative for Earth. The stagnant and sluggish 

lid regimes might be more meaningful for other terrestrial bodies and therefore the 

relationship derived here should not be applied to other bodies without first deciding 

what regime best describes their evolution. Korenaga & Jordan (2002) and Korenaga
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(2003) confirmed a value of around 0.3 for models of the onset of convection with 

temperature dependent viscosity. A result indicating that, although simpler models 

lack some of the more subtle features of the real mantle, Nu(Ra) appears to be robust. 

Stevenson (2003) also noted that /3 is rarely observed to be exactly |  as predicted 

by the simple boundary layer models. Experimental work (Castaing et al. 1989) and 

some low vigour modelling work (Bercovici et al. 1989, 1992) has produced results 

where (3 = |  or 0.28. This has lead to the suggestion that there is a transition in 

the behaviour of a thermally convecting system at Ra beyond 107, with increasing 

convective vigour becoming less efficient at increasing the thermal throughput of the 

system. The impact of such a transition would be to make j3 variable, reducing at 

higher Ra. As this study utilises high Ra, the presence or absence this effect has been 

investigated.

2.3 Simulation M ethod

The most important controlling parameter for this study is the Ra. The actual 

Ra for Earth is thought to lie in the region of 108. To achieve a similar Ra in 3D 

spherical geometry requires high resolution modelling, which in turn requires very 

significant computing resources. Previous work has used the approach of simulating 

a range of lower Ra and using the derived scaling to extrapolate the results to higher 

values of Ra. This study also utilises this approach, however, recent innovations in 

the TERRA code and the availability of very large computing resources allows us to 

model up to Ra =  108. The consequence of this is that very little extrapolation is 

required.
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The TERRA code which is utilised here (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 

1995, Yang & Baumgardner 2000, Oldham & Davies 2004) is a benchmarked, finite el

ement fluid dynamics code used to simulate Earth’s mantle in 3D spherical geometry. 

TERRA is extremely scalable, and at high resolution allows near Earthlike viscosities 

to be used with a lateral resolution varying from around 15 km at the coremantle 

boundary to around 30km (or possibly better) at the surface. Lower resolution can 

be used for the sake of efficiency where lower Ra result in thicker thermal boundary 

layers, which are resolvable at lower spatial model resolution.

In order to achieve the very high Ra cases (cases B0 and 10, defined below) a new 

version of TERRA was used. Davies (2008) applied a multilevel multigrid approach, 

which allows a priori selective radial refinement of the model resolution. Thus it was 

possible to model the mantle with a resolution of ~  14 km at the surface and thereby 

resolve thermal boundary layers at a basally heated Ra =  108 and an internally heated 

Ra =  1.44 x 109.

The dynamical problem solved by TERRA can be defined in terms of conservation of 

mass

V • v =  0 (2.4)

momentum
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 V P  =  i/V2v +  agA Taf  (2.5)
P

and energy

c fT  1
—  +  V  • VT =  kV T  +  —  (2.6)
(jt pOp

where: v  is velocity, P  is dynamic pressure, v is kinematic viscosity, t is time, T  is 

temperature, ATa is adiabatic temperature drop, J  is rate of internal heat generation 

per unit volume, Cp is specific heat at constant pressure and f  is the inward directed 

unit radial vector.

A Newtonian viscosity constitutive equation was assumed (Bunge & Baumgardner 

1995). In this work, we assume the Boussinesq approximation, where density differ

ences are neglected except in the buoyancy term of the momentum equation. The 

Prandtl number is assumed to be infinite.

The equations are solved dimensionally in TERRA but can be nondimensionalised

using the following relations (after Davies & Stevenson 1992):

. x  , Kt . T  1 . D 2P
X =  D ’ 4 =  EP’ =  AT =  ~ ^ T   ̂ ^

where ‘primes’ indicate nondimensional terms and x is distance.

From these one obtains:
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where Q' is nondimensional internal heating and v ' is nondimensional velocity. 

Dropping the primes Equations 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 can then be written as:

V • v  =  0 (2.9)

V P  =  V2v +  R aT f (2.10)

&T
—  + v .  V T =  V2T +  Q (2.11)
at

Thus it becomes evident that the Ra is the key controlling nondimensional parameter.

The technical details of TERRA are available in the literature (Baumgardner 1985, 

Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang &; Baumgardner 2000). Briefly, the equations are

solved in the following order; an initial temperature field T is set up and is utilised to

solve for velocity and pressure, by means of an Uzawa pressure correction algorithm. 

The velocity is then used to find the rate of change of temperature, providing a 

new temperature with which to continue the calculation (Oldham 2004). These equa

tions are solved by a second order RungeKutta method, which is used to advance the 

calculation by a timestep A t. The computational domain (i.e. the spherical shell) is 

discretised by means of a regular icosahedron, where the 2 0  triangular sides (paired as 

10 diamonds) are repeatedly divided into 4 subdiamonds until the desired resolution 

is achieved. The degree of refinement is referred to as ‘m t’ and increases in powers of 

2 i.e. 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and so on. The grid is extended radially by placing several 

of these spherical shells above one another, generating a mesh of triangular prisms
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(layers) with spherical ends. In this study, nr, the number of radial layers, is set to:

nr =  T  + 1 2̂' 12^

The following assumptions were used in this study: free slip upper and lower bound

aries, no mineral phase changes, incompressible rheology, whole mantle convection, 

and constant viscosity. For basally heated cases both boundaries were isothermal, 

whilst for internally heated cases the upper boundary was isothermal and the lower 

boundary insulating.

The manner in which Ra and Nu are calculated depends on the style of heating. 

For a model where all heat enters through the base of the model:

Rabheat =  apgATd3 (2.13)

k
W here : n =  —— (214)pCp

and the Nusselt number is

htop x d x (rmax — rmin) . „ _
N u bheat =  — 7 ^ ---------------- : T a t , 2.15Ankyrmax x rm in )/\l

As internally heated cases have no fixed lower boundary temperature, different meth

ods for calculating Ra and Nu must be adopted. For internally heated cases Ra
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Rd'iheat =  (2.16)

and the Nu (after Reese et al. 2005) is

1U„. H X p X rm ax2 x (1   i f  x (3   2?/)) ,n ^
6k(Tavg — tb(l)) 1 0

Where: 77 =  inner to outer shell radius ratio (0.546... for the Earth), H  is the rate of 

internal heat generation (W/kg), rm ax  is the outer radius of the shell, rm in  is the 

inner radius of the shell, Tavg is the average temperature over all radial layers, tb( 1) 

is the temperature at the surface, and htop is the surface heat flux.

The concept of Nu and Ra remains the same. Where previously one was able to 

use AT, now the rate of internal heating combined with the shell thickness and ther

mal conductivity is used to produce a A T  equivalent, based on heat flux across the 

domain (Davies 1999). This allows Nu and Ra to be calculated for internally heated 

cases.

As can be seen from comparing Equations 3.1 and 3.2, the internally heated Ra 

will be 12 orders of magnitude larger than a basally heated Ra from an otherwise 

similar model. An internally heated Ra may be converted into its basally heated 

equivalent by dividing it by the corresponding Nu (after Davies 1999):

Rabheat, =  (2.18)N uiheat
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Ra>bheat and Rdbheati are used for all graphs unless stated otherwise.

2.3.1 Input Param eters

While we have shown above that our models are controlled by the dimensionless 

Ra, the TERRA code actually solves the equations dimensionally. For completeness, 

the actual input values that remain unchanged from case to case are presented in 

Table 4.4. In this study, the Ra was varied by varying the dynamic viscosity of the 

model. This produced Ra^heat in the range 103 to 108 for basally heated models and 

Reheat from 104 to 109 for internally heated models. Varying the Ra in this way 

over 5 orders of magnitude allows calculation of a more robust value for (3 than has 

previously been possible.

The initial conditions for each case were also identical (Figure 2.1) and are based 

on low amplitude, short wavelength temperature variations (note: only temperature 

is needed as an initial condition). Such an initial condition inevitably extends the 

time taken for a given model to evolve but has the advantage of not imposing an 

initial planform to the model. The cases that were investigated in this study are 

outlined in Table 2.2. 8 cases were entirely basally heated and 7 cases were entirely 

internally heated. Viscosities ranged down to the near Earthlike value of «  1021Pas. 

Model runs were allowed to evolve until a statistically stable condition was achieved. 

This differs from true steady state in that the models are intrinsically unsteady at 

high Ra, a feature which is likely to be shared by the real mantle. In this study, a
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Parameter Value
Equation of State Incompressible and Boussinesq
Reference Density 4.500 x 103 Kgm3

Gravitational Acceleration 10 ms2
Volume Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 2.500 x 10~5 1/K

Thermal Conductivity 4 W /m /K
Specific Heat at Constant Volume 1.000 x 103 Jk~lkg~l

Temperature at Surface 3.000 x 102 K
Temperature at CMB (Basal Heat) 2.850 x 103 K

Thermal Boundary Condition at CMB (Internal Heat) Insulating
Viscosity Profile Uniform

Boundary Conditions (velocity) Free Slip
Inner Radius of Spherical Shell 3.480 x 106 m
Outer Radius of Spherical Shell 6.370 x 106 m

Table 2.1: Common input values used for all cases. Note: As described above, since 
the governing equations can be expressed nondimensionally these values are simply 
here for completeness.

simulation is considered to have reached ‘steady state’ if there is no strong longterm 

trend in the surface heat flux as a function of time.

An important question is whether a case has been sufficiently well resolved. As 

an approximate measure, the number of radial model layers within the boundary 

layer should be > 5 (after Lowman et al. 2004), (Fig. 2.2); it is this requirement 

that dictates which resolution a case is most efficiently modelled at. High viscosity 

(low vigour) cases can be modelled using fewer radial layers as the thermal boundary 

layers are thicker. At lower viscosities (higher Ra), higher resolution is required to 

accurately resolve thinner boundary layers.
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Figure 2.1: Temperature field in degrees Kelvin of the initial condition common to 
all modelled cases.
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Figure 2.2: Radial temperature profile for Ra =  7.79 x 103, basally heated. Crosses 
represent layer boundaries. Case is well resolved.
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Case mt H (W/rri6) tb2 (K) vise (Pa • s) R®bheat{i)
BO 512/256 0 2850 9.177E+20 1.00E+08
B1 256 0 2850 1.00E+22 7.79E+06
B2 128 0 2850 5.00E+22 1.56E+06
B3 128 0 2850 1.00E+23 7.79E+05
B4 64 0 2850 1.00E+24 7.79E+04
B5 64 0 2850 5.00E+24 1.56E+04
B6 64 0 2850 8.00E+24 9.74E+03
B7 64 0 2850 1.00E+25 7.79E+03
10 512/256 5.00E12 Insulating 1.00E+21 2.71E+07
11 256 5.00E12 Insulating 1.00E+22 4.84E+06
12 128 5.00E12 Insulating 5.00E+22 1.52E+06
13 128 5.00E12 Insulating 1.00E+23 8.73E+05
14 64 5.00E12 Insulating 1.00E+24 1.51E+05
15 64 5.00E12 Insulating 5.00E+24 4.43E+04
16 64 5.00E12 Insulating 1.00E+25 2.60E+04

Table 2.2: Values that were varied in each case, mt  model resolution, H  specific 
radiogenic heat production rate, tb2  temperature on inner shell boundary, vise  
dynamic viscosity and R a^eat(t)  basally heated Ra or the basally heated equivalent 
(for the internally heated numbers).

2.4 Results

2.4.1 D egree of M odel Evolution and Accuracy o f the Result

The process of model evolution away from the initial condition to ‘steady state’ 

is shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Models were run until transient effects associated 

with evolution from the initial condition had stabilised. The significant difference 

between basally and internally heated cases is that internally heated models always 

have the same eventual heat flux, whereas basally heated models each find their own 

level. This occurs as heat output must equal heat generation at steady state in the 

internally heated cases, otherwise energy is not conserved. Basally heated models by
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Figure 2.3: Summary of model evolution for the basally heated cases, boxes indicate 
the time interval over which the average Nu was calculated. A  surface heat flux, B 
 kinetic energy (note  does not include highest Ra run data  data unavailable) log 
axes.
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Figure 2.4: Summary of model evolution for internally heated cases, boxes indicate 
the time interval over which the average Nu was calculated. A  surface heat flux, B 
 kinetic energy (note  does not include highest Ra run data  data unavailable) log 
axes.
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contrast need to balance their heat input at the base and loss at the surface. With 

the viscosity controlling the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, each basally 

heated case will have a different heat flux through the mantle.

The numerical error associated with the discretisation of the domain (resolution) 

was assessed by running high resolution cases with identical input values to lower 

resolution cases 12 and B3. Figure 2.5 compares the evolution of the original and 

higher resolution cases. The differences between the final Nu values was 0.3% for the 

basally heated case and 1.9% for the internally heated case. Average Nu values (over 

the last 1000 time steps) differed by 2.4% for basal heating and 2.3% for internal 

heating. This compares with a Nu time dependent variability of ^3%  for case Bl, 

indicating that any error from the discretisation is of similar order to the intrinsic 

variability of the cases at high Ra. The overall evolution pattern and final Nu values 

are very similar for original and higher resolution runs, indicating that the cases are 

adequately resolved.

2.4.2 N u(R a) R elationship

A formula for Nu(Ra) was found using the output of 8 cases with 100% basal 

heating and 7 cases with 100% internal heating. A potential source of error is the 

Nu, which will be time dependent in cases that are not true steady state, a feature of 

most realistic models of the mantle. It can be seen from Figures 2.3 and 2.4 that the 

surface heat flux of a statistically stable model tends to fluctuate about an average 

value. To eliminate this shortterm variability, the Nu was calculated by averaging
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Figure 2.5: (a) Basally heated case B3 at mtl28 and mt256/128. (b) Internally heated 
case 12 at mtl28 and mt256/128.
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NUbheat RO'bheat NUiheat Raiheat R&bheat (Equiv.)
63.2 1 x 108 53.2 1.44 X 109 2.71 x 107
30.7 7.79 x 106 29.7 1.44 X 108 4.84 x 106
19.4 1.56 x 106 18.9 2.87 X 107 1.52 x 106
15.3 7.79 x 105 16.4 1.44 X 107 8.73 x 105
7.32 7.79 x 104 9.50 1.44 X 106 1.51 x 106
4.25 1.56 x 104 6.48 2.87 X 105 4.43 x 104
3.77 9.74 x 103 5.53 1.44 X 105 2.60 x 10“
3.54 7.79 x 103   

Table 2.3: Summary of results.

over the last 1000 timesteps of each model at 10 timestep intervals. The last 1000 

timesteps of each run are higlighted by dotted boxs in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The re

sults are presented in Table 2.3 and plotted in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. From these mean 

values a power law fit was initially generated by simple linear regression (Figure 2.6). 

This fit, while good, can alternatively be generated in what might be considered a 

more rigorous manner, using a weighted least squares method. In the weighted least 

squares method the weights were taken to be the variance in the mean of the Nu, 

which were greater for the higher Ra runs due to their greater temporal variability. 

This fit is shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. It is important to note that the value 

for (3 produced by these two fits is very similar for basally heated cases but signifi

cantly different for internally heated cases. Nu(Ra) was found to be:

N u = 0.284Ra°bhZ ±0004 (2.19)
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for the basally heated cases (Fig. 2.6) and:

N u = 0.164fia°h3e3o7tf 0009 (2.20)

for internally heated cases (Fig. 2.7 using Rameau) when simple linear regression 

was used to fit the data. The value for /? obtained by weighted least squares fit are 

not used as the fit to the data is poor with that method, with a larger variance of 

residuals. When one considers the internally heated cases separately and plots the 

unchanged Rayleigh numbers (R a^at) one gets f3 «  0.24, a value very close to the 

value obtained by Iwase & Honda (1997) for internally heated models.

The value of (3 «  0.29 for the basally heated case is at odds with the value of |  

(0.33...) produced by boundary layer theory (Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967). The value 

of 0.337 for internally heated cases appears to agree, though we note that classical 

boundary layer theory was derived assuming basal heating. The error on (3 is however 

somewhat higher for the internally heated value than for the basally heated value and 

the weighted fit is notably different.

2.4.3 Surface velocity - Rayleigh number scaling

The difference between Nu(Ra) for basally and internally heated cases exists but 

is relatively small compared to the difference in the surface velocity. When the root 

mean square (RMS) surface velocity relationship to the Ra is plotted (Fig. 2.8), 

a given Ra demonstrates a lower RMS velocity for internally heated cases than for 

basally heated cases. The assumption implicit in TERRA is of no net rotation (rigid
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Unweighted line: Nu = 0.284RaOJ94 
Variance of residuals = 0.31

Weighted line: Nu = 0.255RaOJ” 
Variance of residuals = 13.52
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Weighted  Unweighted  Beta = 1 /3 ............... Beta = 2/7  

Figure 2.6: Two possible fits for output from the basally heated cases. Trends of |  
and |  are also shown. A value of |  being the value predicted by simple boundary 
layer theory, and |  being the value suggested by Castaing et al. (1989) from their 
high Ra, but low Prandtl number experiments. We note that the mantle has a very 
high Prandtl number. The magnitude of quantifiable errors is within the dimensions 
of the data points.
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Figure 2.7: Two possible fits for output from the internally heated cases. Trends of 
and |  are also shown for comparison. As before, the magnitude of quantifiable errors 
is within the dimensions of the data points.
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body rotation) of the surface.

The respective equations are:

R M SV elbheat =  1 x 1013ito°'538 (2.21)

R M SV eliheat =  1 x 7~u Ra05 (2.22)

In general, the results display a much wider scatter than the Nu(Ra). The cause of

103 104 10® 10® 107 10® 10®

10“ ®

RMSVelhh#Mt=1 E13Ra° 538
8

J)
co 10-io_

RMSVel iheat=7E14Ra° 5

rii
10® 10® 10® 10®

Rayleigh Number

Figure 2.8: Scaling relationship of RMS surface velocity and Rayleigh number for 
internal and base heating (see also: Figs 2.3 and 2.4)

this is the less stable nature of the RMS surface velocity when compared to the surface 

heat flux (the key variable for the Nu). It is possible that some of the cases were not 

sufficiently evolved, however Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show that the surface velocity is 

much more variable than surface heat flux, even in cases that reach heat flux stability 

rapidly. It is therefore likely that at high vigour, velocity does not reach steady state
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as readily as surface heat flux. As a result, interpretations of the surface velocity 

scaling relationship are likely to be less accurate than for Nu(Ra).

300 400 500

Figure 2.9: Comparison of temperature field planform at 22 km depth; basally heated 
model (B) and internally heated model (I), for cases with a dynamic viscosity of 
1 x 1022 Pas

2.5 Previous Work

There are a number of factors, particularly relating to how the Ra and Nu are 

calculated, that need to be considered so previous work can be seen in the correct 

context. Ra and Nu are nondimensional and are calculated from average values. For 

example, surface heat flux will not be the same at all points globally. Therefore, as
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the Nu is calculated from model output, the nature of the model, be it ID, 2D or 3D 

will have a bearing on the final value. One must also consider that not all Ra quoted 

in the literature represent precisely the same measure. For example, Ra for inter

nally and basally heated models are by necessity calculated using different versions of 

equation 2.2 and cannot be directly compared (unless the basally heated equivalent 

Ra is calculated). In addition, some work involving variable viscosity by Christensen 

(1985) used a Ra defined using the viscosity at average temperature, which produces 

somewhat lower values for (3 when using basal heating and higher values when using 

internal heating. The advantage of Christensen’s method of calculating the Ra is 

that it allows the equations to be defined for temperature dependent viscosity. The 

disadvantage is that comparison with other work is not straightforward. For example, 

Christensen obtained a value of 0.2 when using his definition of viscosity as opposed 

to the value of 0.28 when using the traditional definition of viscosity, the average 

viscosity over the entire domain. Table 2.4 shows a range of values for (3 calculated 

from a variety of model types. Work by Giannandrea & Christensen (1993) produced 

a value of 0.28 in large aspect ratio tank experiments. The aspect ratio of convection 

cells (A) seems to have an impact in 2D models (Mckenzie et al. 1974, Olsen 1987), 

though it is not clear from boundary layer theory why this should be. At larger values 

of A, (3 tends to 0.25 whereas where A is lower, (3 is closer to 0.33. Therefore, it is 

likely that this effect was responsible for the value of 0.28 found by Giannandrea & 

Christensen (1993), with Ra up to 105. An arbitrary choice of aspect ratio is not an 

issue with 3D spherical geometry models, at least where whole mantle convection is 

considered. Models of the mantle in 3D spherical geometry (Bercovici et al. 1989,
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Type Boundaries A Heat 0 Source
ID Free Slip 1 B 1

3 (Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967)
2D Rigid Lid 1 B 0.10 (Christensen 1984)
2D Free Slip var. B 0.190.34 (Hansen & Ebel 1984)
2D Free Slip 1 B i

3 (Olsen 1987)
3Ds Free Slip - B 0.280 (Bercovici et al. 1989)
2D Plate v. 1 B 0.3 (Gurnis 1989)
Tank Free Slip large B 0.28 (Giannandrea & Christensen 1993)
3Ds Free Slip - B 0.26 (Ratcliff et al. 1996)
3Ds Not stated - I 0.24 (LRa) (Iwase & Honda 1997)
2D Free slip 1 B 0.3 (Korenaga 2003)
3Ds Free slip - B /  I 0 .29/0 .33 T his S tudy

Table 2.4: Previously calculated/measured Nu(Ra) relationships. ID, 2D 3D, 3Ds 
(spherical geometry) refer to the spatial nature of the model. A represents aspect 
ratio, not applicable to spherical models. L Ra indicates local Ra. B indicates basal 
heating, I indicates internal heating. Note: 3 is quoted as in original papers, the 
values are not necessarily comparable in their method of calculation. However, all 
are intended for use in parameterised thermal history models.

1992) have produced a value for j3 of around 0.28. However, due to technical limita

tions at the time, the models were only able to cover 2 orders of magnitude of Ra. 

This limit reduces the confidence level for the value of (3 calculated when one wishes 

to extrapolate to higher (Earth like) Ra.

The work of Korenaga (2003, 2005) examines the effect of chemically controlled vis

cosity in the mantle. Korenaga proposes that the dehydration of the upper mantle 

caused by melt generation results in the upper mantle becoming less deformable. Log

ically, higher mantle temperatures in the past would be expected to result in more 

melting and a greater stiffening effect. Thus Korenaga proposes that a hotter Archean 

mantle would in fact have a lower effective Rayleigh number than has been assumed.
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This effect would have implications for the value of (3 as it would have to be adjusted 

to accommodate this stiffening effect. Korenaga (2003) suggests that (3 may be very 

low or even negative when this effect is taken into account. Without this effect, the 

value for (3 produced by Korenaga’s models is 0.3.

2.6 Discussion

Nu(Ra) derived from boundary layer theory of thermal convection gives a /? value 

of It is therefore important to consider why the modelling derived value for (3

was found to be closer to 0.29. Previous studies have found a variety of values for /?, 

depending on their modelling and measuring methods, but have either concluded that 

|  is a point which their models ‘will’ trend to at higher Ra (Iwase & Honda 1997), or 

that the value of (3 is entirely different due to particular boundary conditions (Chris

tensen 1984). Iwase & Honda (1997) used 3D spherical geometry models to obtain a 

value closer to They argued that at higher Rayleigh numbers their (3 would tend to 

an assumption somewhat at odds with high Rayleigh number experimental work 

such as Castaing et al. (1989) and indeed with this study. A significant difference 

in their work is that Iwase & Honda calculated their Nu and Ra locally, across the 

thermal boundary layer, as opposed to globally as is traditionally the case. Therefore, 

their value for (3 is based on somewhat different assumptions to the classical case and 

may be more sensitive to variations in planform, possibly similar to the differences 

in RaRMS velocity scaling of different heating modes seen here (Section 2.4.3) and 

reported previously in 2D models (Mckenzie et al. 1974). Bercovici et al. (1989, 1992)
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have proposed a value for 0  of around 0.28. Their work, in 3D spherical geometry, 

demonstrates tetrahedral and cubic spherical harmonic patterns of convection at rela

tively low Ra. They note differing values of 0  for the different patterns. For example, 

0  for their cubic cases is given as 0.28, while tetrahedral solutions give 0.26. This 

indicates that at low vigour the convective pattern (several of which are stable) has 

a significant influence over 0. The models used in this study explored much larger 

Ra, however the values for 0  of Bercovici et al. (1989, 1992) should still be considered 

valid for low vigour convection.

In 2D Cartesian geometries, the aspect ratio and boundary conditions appear to 

have a significant influence (Mckenzie et al. 1974), resulting in lower values of 0  when 

aspect ratio is large and values closer to |  as aspect ratio approaches 1:1 (Olsen 

1987). When 3D spherical geometry is used this source of variation is eliminated as 

the aspect ratio that convection cells can adopt is constrained by Earthlike param

eters of mantle thickness and surface area ratio between the CMB and the surface. 

In addition, 3D models appear to be less sensitive to aspect ratio due to the extra 

dimension of freedom (Tackley et al. 1993, although in a slightly different context). 

In terms of the upper surface boundary velocity condition, this study used a free slip 

condition and the value for 0  is consistent with that of Gurnis (1989).

An additional factor that may affect 0  is the type of convection. Castaing et al. 

(1989) divide convection into soft and hard turbulent regimes, with the transition at 

Ra =  4 x 107. This value puts Earth’s mantle in the domain of this transition. Their
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experiments, which extended to extremely high vigour (Ra =  1012) using liquid He

lium, give P =  |  (0.2857...). While this type of experiment is obviously not intended 

to examine mantle behaviour (the Prandtl number is over 20 orders of magnitude too 

large), it does suggest that real convecting systems are capable of displaying bound

ary layer behaviour at odds with conventional boundary layer theory, which has the 

tendency to reduce the value of p. The type of behaviour suggested to cause this is 

entrainment from the boundary layer, possibly as fingers of material. In this study, 

we are confident that our values are in fact closer to 0.29 than Therefore, we 

suggest a certain amount of nonclassic boundary layer behaviour is occurring. The 

broad range and high magnitude of Ra modelled gives further weight to the result 

that P — 0.29.

This study finds no evidence of a change in p  at high Ra, as illustrated in Figs.

2.3 and 2.4. This indicates that for a thermally driven system, a variable p  cannot 

be used to moderate the long term thermal evolution of Earth when predicting back

wards from the present.

A feature of Fig. 2.6 is that if the trend is extended to Nu =  1 (the onset of convec

tion), our predicted critical Ra would be of order 102. The critical Ra of the mantle 

has been extensively investigated and is accepted to be of order 103. Actual values 

quoted are: Rac =  658 (Cartesian geometry), Rac =  902 for a spherical shell (both 

from Busse 1989) and 712 (Bercovici et al. 1989). Previous work shows a similar 

trend, although as the critical Ra is approached there is a distinct steepening of the
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Nu(Ra) curve as the Ra tends to the critical value (Bercovici et al. 1992). This appar

ent inconsistency is explained by the fact that at Nu =  1 the system is on the point 

of convection and therefore the whole mantle can be considered as a single boundary 

layer. Boundary layer theory of convection requires upper and lower thermal bound

ary layers. Thus a Nu(Ra) power law is not particularly applicable in such a situation.

The power law scaling of RMS surface velocity as a function of Ra is of order 

v r m s ~  Ra0 5, agreeing broadly with values derived from early 2D modelling (Mcken 

zie et al. 1974). The scaling also shows significant differences between basally and 

internally heated cases (Figure 2.8). Internally heated cases consistently have lower 

velocities at any given Ra. As the surface heat flux of such cases is similar, the ten

dency must be caused by some difference in the structure of convection. Figure 2.9 

demonstrates how the planform of the two heating modes differs. The characteristic 

lateral length of individual convection ’cells’ for internally heated cases is approx

imately half that of basally heated cases. This has been observed in 2D models 

(Mckenzie et al. 1974) It is possible that the difference is due to the manner in which 

heat is introduced into the systems.

With internal heating, heat is generated evenly throughout the mantle. The base 

of the system in a ‘steady state’ case adopts a particular temperature with no ther

mal boundary layer at the core mantle boundary (CMB). The only significant thermal 

boundary layer is at the surface. Plumelike features that develop are much smaller 

and tend not to arise from the base of the system initially. Cold material sinking
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from the surface to the CMB provides the dominant largescale driving force. Thus 

a purely internally heated system has its own evolutionary pattern with the heat 

lost from the surface replenished evenly throughout the volume of the mantle. The 

overall effect of this internally heated mechanism is to produce shorter length scale 

convection.

With basal heat input, a much larger scale and generally more organised structure 

develops based around the upper and lower thermal boundary layers, as heat is input 

solely at the CMB and cooling allowed at the surface. Plumes are able to arise from 

boundary layer instabilities at the CMB and cold downwellings are in effect reverse 

cold plumes formed as the upper boundary layer becomes unstable. Therefore, con

vection is on a much larger scale than an equivalent internally heated case. As a 

result material has further to travel between upwelling and downwelling for the same 

convective vigour, producing higher surface velocities.

The fact the /? appears to be larger for internally heated cases could also be ex

plained by the location of heat input. A basally heated system must transfer a given 

‘parcel’ of heat from the bottom to the top of the mantle, whereas for internal heating, 

heat is generated throughout the volume and the majority of heat ‘parcels’ have less 

distance to travel before reaching the surface. This process appears to scale better 

with increasing Ra than basal heating, leading to a higher value for (5. That this j3 is 

close to the |  predicted by boundary layer theory, may be an effect of the aspect ratio 

of the convection cells, as opposed to that of the domain, which remains constant.
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The generally lower aspect ratios of the internally heated convection cells appear to 

be closer to the 1:1 aspect ratio assumed by boundary layer theory and shown to give 

13 M).33 in 2D modelling (Olsen 1987).

Zhong (2005) used CITCOM, a 3D Cartesian box model with 100% basal heating 

and using the same definition of basally heated Ra as this study, found that plume 

number scales at Ra0 31. The work presented here agrees broadly with Zhong (2005) 

as large scale plumes, originating at the lower thermal boundary layer, are likely to 

be the primary transporters of heat, thus controlling surface heat flux in a 100% 

basally heated system. Internal heating by contrast, tends to produce a similar heat 

flux but over a broader area so plume number would not be expected to scale in the 

same manner. This mechanism could be a further candidate for the difference seen 

in scaling relationship between the RMS surface velocity and Ra for the two different 

heat sources.

The models presented here assumed free slip upper and lower boundaries. While 

free slip is a very good approximation of the CMB, Earth’s surface boundary layer 

is composed of rigid plates. In addition to the plate boundary condition, the Earth 

also has phase transitions at 410 km, 660 km and D". These features combined with 

other aspects such as: temperature and depth dependent viscosity, non uniform in

ternal heating and heterogeneous composition may impose limits on the applicability 

of our value for p. We are however confident that we have characterised the scaling of 

Nu with Ra using a model that is more Earthlike (in terms of convective vigour and
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geometry) than those used in comparable previous studies, where a simplified model 

has been shown to capture the essence of the more complex real Earth.

Analysis is an important and often under emphasised aspect of modelling. Many of 

the more realisic models are not truly steady state and may be time dependent. For 

example, the Nu may oscillate, even when a model is considered sufficiently evolved. 

The question is which value for the Nu should be used to define the power law and 

how such variability should be accounted for. In this study, two different power law 

fits were calculated, one using simple linear regression, the other by what might be 

considered a more rigorous weighted least squares method. The quality of the fit is 

illustrated by the variance of the residuals (or reduced x 2) Interestingly, the quality 

of the fit for the unweighted data is excellent, while the weighted fit is poor. The 

weighted fit is dominated by the low Ra values, where the Nu is steady, and virtually 

ignores the higher Ra values, where the behaviour is not steady. A weighted fit which 

ignores the lowest 3 Ra cases (Figure 2.10) provides much closer agreement with the 

unweighted plot and agrees more closely as to a value for (3 (0.290 unweighted and 

0.309 weighted. The variance of residuals is also less for such a weighted fit. The 

reason for this appears to be that the 3 lowest Ra cases with basal heating appear to 

lie on a slightly lower trend than the rest of the data points (see Figure 2.6). This 

is a consequence of the large scale cubic/tetrahedral convective patterns that low Ra 

cases tend to adopt (e.g. Figure 2.11), which are generally less efficient (in a heat 

transfer sense) than more short scale and complex patterns. This has been observed 

previously for low Ra spherical geometry cases (Bercovici et al. 1989, 1992). The dis
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Figure 2.10: An improved fit is achieved when the lowest 3 Rayleigh number cases 
are excluded from the analysis. Basally heated cases only.

cussion above highlights the different values of beta that can emerge from the same 

initial data. This study prefers the unweighted fit of the whole data to define (3.

The implication of (3 =  0.29 as opposed to |  is that the extrapolated surface heat 

flux in the past (at higher Ra) would be lower than previously estimated. This effect 

would arise from the efficiency of the convective system, before other factors, such as 

rheology, are taken into account.

Nu may be calculated using N u = aRaP. Our preferred Nu for Ra^heat =  109 would be 

116, when: a is 0.284 (Equation 2.19) and (3 is 0.29. The surface heat flux (SHF) may
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Figure 2.11: Case B7, 900 km depth. Temperature plot in Kelvin. Note tetrahedral 
planform

be calculated from the Nu using the following equation rearranged and simplified 

from Equation 2.15:

SH F  =  Nu  x 9.832 x 1011 (2.23)

To calculate Nu for different values of j3 (e.g. | )  another value for a must be chosen 

to prevent the two trends from being pinned at the origin. This would lead to an 

artificially large Nu at high Ra. In order to obtain reasonable projection, a was cal

culated for the mid point of the data on Figure 2.6 and also for the lowest value Ra 

in the data. These two values effectively pin the projected values to points within the 

data. These two possibilities for projecting the power law are plotted along with the 

original a in sketch form in Figure 2.12. The calculated Nu are shown in Table 2.5, the 

favoured value is show in bold and shows a 32% reduction in the Nu when f3 =  0.29 as 

opposed to These results are particularly significant when one considers that this
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Figure 2.12: Sketch representation of how the chosen value for a effects the Nu when 
extrapolating to higher Ra numbers

is the most conservative choice of a when generating the (3 = |  relationship. When 

extrapolating to early Earth, where the Ra is even higher, the difference between the

results predicted by the two values of (3 would be greater still.

a Nu ((3 = SHF (TW ) Nu (0 = 0.29) % reduction in Nu for (3 = 0.29
0.2840 214 210 116 46
0.1786 179 176 116 35
0.1716 172 169 116 32

Table 2.5: Resulting Nu for Ra=109 with different values of a are shown for (3 = | . 
Note that for (3 = 0.29, a remains 0.284. SHF is surface heat flux.

It can be seen that the Earth’s ancient heat flux could be significantly lower than 

conventional boundary layer theory would suggest for a relatively small change in
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p. This perhaps offers a mechanism that could help to partially resolve the thermal 

catastrophe paradox which occurs when projecting the Earth’s temperature into the 

distant geological past as described by Korenaga (2003). As can be seen, at higher 

Ra the difference between Nu extrapolations becomes very significant.

Korenaga (2003, 2005) and others use p  in their parameterised thermal models, the 

value for p  being derived from a uniform viscosity model as in this study. They 

then however, use the scaling relationship in parameterised models where viscosity is 

temperature dependent. This is a slight clash of concept as the (3 being used is not 

defined for such a case. In practice, this does not appear to introduce significant error 

as f3 appears to be robust in the face of whatever parameters are in use (Korenaga 

2003, Korenaga &; Jordan 2002). This again highlights the need for (3 to be very well 

defined.

2.7 Conclusion

The Nu(Ra) scaling relationship has been investigated in 3D spherical geome

try over a wide range of convective vigour, using both internally and basally heated 

models. Basally and internally heated systems were directly compared by converting 

the internally heated Ra to a basally heated equivalent Ra, achieved by dividing the 

internally heated Ra by the Nu (Equation 2.18). It was found that P is closer to 

0.29 than | ,  the value suggested by simple boundary layer theory. With p = 0.29 as 

opposed to the Nu and surface heat flux are reduced by 32% and 55 TW respec

tively at Ra =  109. Diffuse heat input in internally heated models and the smaller
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aspect ratio of the resulting convection cells, appears to be responsible for (3 being 

closer to |  ((3 = 0.337) for such cases. There is no evidence that /3 is reduced at high 

Ra for Earth’s mantle. Other mechanisms are therefore required to resolve the ther

mal catastrophe paradox encountered in parameterised thermal evoloution models. 

The relationship between average surface velocity and Ra is different in basally and 

internally heated systems. This is best explained by the difference in characteristic 

length of convection features. Internally heated cases have a characteristic length 

between upwelling and downwelling regions approximately half that of basally heated 

cases. This highlights the influence planform may have over certain aspects of mantle 

behaviour.



Chapter 3

The Influence of Convective Vigour

on Phase Change Induced Layering at

660 km Depth in Early Earth’s

Mantle

3.1 Abstract

Since its discovery, the endothenmic phase change in olivine mineralogy from ring

woodite to ferropericlase and perovskite at 660 km depth (660) has been a candidate for

inducing some degree of layering in Earth’s mantle. A layered mantle would provide a

mechanism to isolate portions of the mantle chemically. Layering could also reduce the

secular cooling rate relative to whole mantle convection. Thus layering would resolve

a number of paradoxes in the understanding of the deep Earth. The problem with this

57
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interpretation is that seismology provides a convincing case for whole mantle convec

tion at present. However, it is widely accepted that the Earth as a whole was hotter

in the past and that the mantle had a higher Rayleigh number (Ra) as a result. It has

been suggested in previous modelling work that for a given Clapeyron slope at 660,

higher Ra increases the propensity to layering. The conceptual model for this suggests

that higher Ra leads to thinner plumelike upwellings, which are then of insufficient

strength to break through the restoring force provided by the negative Clapeyron slope

of the phase change. The suggestion has been made that at ancient Ra, the mantle

may have been layered about 660 and that this layering has at some point broken down.

This phenomenon was investigated through an ensemble run of 3D spherical man

tle models. A parameter space mapping of 660 Clapeyron slope negativity (ranging

from 20 to 2 M Pa/K) and basal Ra (ranging from 1.56E+03 to 7.79E+06) was

examined. Results suggest that the mantle may have been layered in the past. How

ever, layering is unlikely to have endured for a significant time, requiring a further

mechanism to preserve geochemical heterogeneities to the present day.

3.2 Introduction

Isotope geochemistry suggests that there is or has been a mechanism, which is 

able to isolate portions of the Earth’s mantle over a significant period of time. To 

date, seismology has been unable to provide any direct evidence of either a layered 

mantle or a significant compositionally different region of the required size (Van der 

Hilst et al. 1997). The assumption is therefore that the mantle is convecting as a
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single layer. This leaves many questions unanswered. For example, the observed geo

chemistry is not easily explained. Wholemantle convection scaling laws (Chapter 2), 

when used to project past temperatures, seem to require an unreasonably hot early 

Earth in order to balance present heat fluxes (Korenaga 2005).

The 660 km phase change of ringwoodite to perovskite and ferropericlase (660) has 

a negative Clapeyron slope of between 2 and 3 MPa/K (Ito & Takahashi 1989, Ito 

et al. 1990, Davies 1999). This acts to provide a restoring force, which may inhibit 

vertical mass transfer. At present, this Clapeyron slope is not thought to be suffi

ciently large to prevent whole mantle convection. However, it has been shown that 

two factors can affect 660’s propensity to layer; the steepness of the Clapeyron slope 

and the vigour of convection. Convective vigour is strongly linked to heat input and 

can be quantified by the Rayleigh number (Ra). The more negative the Clapeyron 

slope and the higher the Ra, the more likely layering is to occur (Machetel & Hum 

ler 2003). If one makes the reasonable assumption that the mantle was hotter in the 

past it is possible that layered convection may have been dominant and at some point 

broken down. This possibility has been suggested by a number of investigators (com

ment by Davies in Peltier 1996, Allegre 2002, 1997, Honda 1995). Early modelling 

work on mantle layering about 660 was carried out by Christensen & Yuen (1985) and 

reexamined by Machetel et al. (1995, and references therein). In much of this early 

work, particularly the 3D studies, the computational resources limited the resolution 

of the models and the number of cases that could be examined.
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This study investigates the influence of the 660 phase change on mantle convection in 

spherical geometry at high Ra. This was achieved by exploring a plausible parameter 

space of 660 km Clapeyron slope negativity and Ra; an ensemble of 43 model cases 

was carried out. Only limited extrapolation is required in Ra when projecting to the 

real Earth.

3.3 Previous Work

3.3.1 W hy Layering?

Geochemistry offers a range of very powerful methods for investigating Earth his

tory. Radioactive isotope systematics are most commonly used to investigate the 

mantle due to the identical chemical behaviour of different isotopes of the same el

ement and the known relationships between various stable and parentdaughter iso

topes.

Argon 40 is produced by the decay of potassium 40 with a halflife of 1.3 Gyr. As 

Argon is too heavy an atom to leave the Earth’s atmosphere it is reasonable to assume 

that any 40Ar produced has remained within the Earth system, the volume of 40Ar 

being controlled by the amount of 40K originally in the Earth. However, the amount 

of 40Ar observed is significantly less that that which should be produced (Allegre et al. 

1996). Possible explanations for this include: a significant amount of K is isolated 

in the core, the assumption that bulk Earth composition is the same as chondritic 

composition is false or there is a mechanism retaining 40Ar in the mantle. The latter
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explanation has been favoured and used to support the existence of a ‘primitive’ layer 

in the lower mantle. It is worth noting that the precise compatibility of Ar in mantle 

minerals may be in some doubt (Watson et al. 2007), potentially making Ar a much 

poorer measure of degassing. However, 4He also appears to provide evidence for a 

deep isolated layer. 4He is produced by the decay of thorium and uranium, at the 

same time as these elements produce radiogenic heat. There is a fixed relationship 

between the amount of heat and helium produced by these elements. It has been 

observed that this ratio is not maintained at the surface (O’Nions & Oxburgh 1983, 

Van Keken et al. 2001). This indicates that there is a mechanism retaining helium 

within the mantle, again often attributed to the existence of an isolated layer at depth. 

Additionally, the difference in helium isotopic ratios (4He/3He) between mid ocean 

ridge basalt (MORB) and ocean island basalt (OIB) has also been attributed to the 

existence of a deeper more primitive region that OIB samples but MORB does not 

(Kurz et al. 1982, Allegre et al. 1983). Neon is another element that has been used 

to argue for the existence of an isolated reservoir. Ne has three isotopes (20Ne, 21 Ne 

and 22Ne), thus atmospheric contamination can be accounted for. When plotted, the 

21Ne/22Ne ratio shows distinctly separate distributions for MORB and OIB (Allegre 

2002).

From these and other data the conclusion was drawn that the mantle could be either 

harbouring some kind of hidden noninteracting geochemical reservoir or convecting 

as two or more separate layers. We consider the latter case here. From thermal trans

fer theory, layered convection would result in at least one internal thermal boundary
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layer, which could act as a source for plumes and could modulate certain aspects of 

thermal evolution.

The concept of past layeredmantle convection is an evolution of the original 2 layer 

model for the mantle. A revision was necessary as improved seismic observations 

such as those of Montelli et al. (2004, 2006) and Van der Hilst et al. (1997) show 

plumes rising from the coremantle boundary and slab penetration into the lower 

mantle. In addition, strictly layered mantle models (Oldham &: Davies 2004) indicate 

that a present day layered mantle would be visible to seismological studies. Other 

studies reinforce the conclusion that whole mantle convection is the best fit for cur

rent tomographic data (Simmons et al. 2006). The difficulty with the whole mantle 

convection model is that it does not seem to provide mechanisms to explain either 

the thermal or geochemical history. Thus a model in which layered convection has 

taken place in the past, undergoing breakdown before the present becomes attractive. 

This scenario would leave a ‘memory’ of layering in the isotope geochemistry. Allegre 

(2002) proposed that layered to nonlayered transition occurred around 500 Ma. The 

difficulty with this hypothesis is that many of the factors involved are not well defined 

and constants in one study are often variables in another. For example, one study 

may employ variable viscosity, while another might fix the viscosity and vary another 

factor such as radiogenic heat production rate.

Allegre (2002) assumes that, as MORB and OIB source regions have significantly 

different helium and neon isotope geochemistry, there must have been a deep reser
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voir of some description. This may be somewhat more complex as it has been sug

gested that plumes may not be the sole source of volatiles in the upper region of 

the mantle (Ballentine et al. 2005). However, some mechanism is still required to 

provide the wide variety of endmembers seen contributing to MORB and OIB. The 

essence of Allegre’s model is that true 2 layer convection occurred in the past and 

then broke down. Simple layer breakdown and mixing is expected to rapidly destroy 

heterogeneity produced by past layering (Coltice & Schmalzl 2006), therefore a more 

complex system of present day 1 layer convection is required. The conceptual model 

(Figure 3.1) is composed of a series of partial layers with specific residence times. 

Three partial layers are identified by Allegre, one below 660 km, the region above 410 

km and an intermediate layer (660410 km) caused by higher viscosity and an upper 

layer above 410, though it is unclear why 410 should act as a barrier. Mixing times 

for material in these different layers is 50360 Ma for the upper layer and 12001500 

Ma for the intermediate high viscosity layer. This would allow for MORB source to 

be well mixed while OIB source can be of varied but different composition. In this 

model, lower mantle material is entrained through 660, gradually enriching the layers 

above. Allegre suggests that this sort of mixing can explain the various geochemi

cal observations. Tackley et al. (1993) applied modelling and concluded that in 3D 

geometry layering is ‘leaky’ layering at best. Christensen & Yuen (1985) modelled 

Clapeyron slopes for 660 of 6 MPa/K and also described leaky 2 layer convection, 

which they suggest may have been stronger in the past. Such a convection mode 

could allow some more buoyant slabs to reside at 660 and may play a role in the dy

namics and geochemistry of continental breakup, crust formation and large igneous
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provinces (Allegre & Turcotte 1986, Kellogg et al. 1999, Elliott et al. 2006). These 

interpretations are, for the most part, compatible with the model proposed by Allegre.

In such a system, some subducted slabs would be expected to either remain at 660 for

layer, reducing the rate of secular cooling. A reduction in the secular cooling rate 

would be useful to avoid the thermal catastrophe paradox in parameterised thermal 

evolution modelling. However, it appears that the actual value of the Clapeyron slope 

for 660 is less negative than has been assumed for many studies in which layered con

vection has been modelled (Christensen & Yuen 1985). The actual value is thought to

lie between 2 MPa/K and 3 MPa/K (Ito &; Takahashi 1989, Ito et al. 1990, Davies 

1999, Steinberger 2007).

a significant time, possibly acting as a source of shallow plumes or as an insulating

Subduction
MORB

h iw  1200-1500 Myrw

r  " s > r  l  1

410

Entrainment

Lower Mantle

660

Figure 3.1: Model of a partially layered system, after Allegre (2002).
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3.3.2 M e ch an ism s o f P h a s e  C h a n g e  L ay e rin g

The potential for phase change layering, as opposed to compositional layering, 

has been framed as an interaction between vigour of convection (Ra) and the 660 km 

Clapeyron slope (Peltier 1996, Allegre 2002). A 2D parameter space consisting of a 

range of both these variables should define 2 areas, one where the system is layered, 

another where is is not.

A negative (endothermic) phase change Clapeyron slope can favour layering in the 

mantle by inhibiting material transfer. Figure 3.2 is a sketch phase diagram demon

strating how a negative Clapeyron slope applies a correcting force to perturbations 

from both above and below. When combined with a negative Clapeyron slope phase

A
t

Cooler at greater depth,
Ringwoodite surrounded by
Perovskite. Ringwoodite less
dense, - bouyancy restores

B
  I ---------
Hotter at shallower depth,
perovskite surrounded by
ringwoodite. Perovskite more
dense, sinks back.

Temperature w

Figure 3.2: Clapeyron slope layering.

Negative Clapeyron Slope

*  Perovskite
(Denser)

A '660 km

Ringwoodite
(Less Dense)

change, Ra effects layering in the following manner. At high vigour, plumes are nu

merous and thin such that they are unable to cause sufficient perturbations to break
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through a given Clapeyron slope at 660 km. At lower vigour, plumes are much larger 

and are therefore able to cause much greater perturbations in the 660 discontinuity 

and break through, thus layering cannot be sustained. However, just because partic

ularly forceful plumes (or subducting plates) are able to pass through 660 does not 

mean that the whole system will overturn. Mixing will take a certain time before 

upper and lower layers are homogenised. This mixing time and style is critical if the 

layered to nonlayered model is to have any future. Critical Clapeyron slope values 

that can cause layering at near Earthlike Ra are thought to be between 6 MPa/K 

and 2.8 MPa/K (Peltier 1996, and references therin), with the less negative values 

corresponding to studies using basal Ra of order 107. These values lie tantalisingly 

close to the generally accepted range of 2 MPa/K to 3 MPa/K for the 660 km phase 

change (Ito &; Takahashi 1989, Ito et al. 1990, Davies 1999, Steinberger 2007).

3.3.3 Layering Breakdown; Possible Evidence

Breakdown in phase change induced layering could occur in response to a reduc

tion in the overall Ra as a result of secular cooling of Earth. This has been modelled 

in 2 dimensions by Steinbach et al. (1993), who suggested a reduction in Ra to a 

value below 4 x 106 (in their model) causes layering to break down. This figure was 

derived from 2D models which may, to some extent, be easier to layer than 3D models 

(Tackley et al. 1993, 1994) but have shown consistency with other 3D models where 

explicitly 3D mechanisms are not involved (Machetel et al. 1995). Once breakdown 

has occurred, Steinbach et al. (1993) find a very rapid mixing/homogenisation time 

of 90 Myrs, which reinforces the need for the kind of partial layering suggested by
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Allegre. The precise degree and rate of mixing in the mantle as a whole is still a matter 

of debate and appears likely to remain so for some time. Theories of a ‘marble cake’ 

mantle propose that the mantle is heterogeneous on many length scales depending 

on residence time. There is some support for this in geochemical observations such 

as the suggestion of ‘stripes’ of recycled crust al material in the mantle sampled along 

midocean ridges (Graham et al. 2006).

When a strictly layered mantle is modelled, there is a marked tendency for the lower 

layer to retain heat and become significantly hotter than the upper layer (Oldham & 

Davies 2004). This is due to inefficient heat transport in the absence of mass transfer, 

both conduction and radiative heat transport in spinel, perovskite and low spin iron 

being poor (Hofmeister 1999, Goncharov et al. 2006). Therefore, if true layering were 

to break down, a reasonably rapid (in geological terms) influx of hot material into 

the upper mantle would be expected.

There are indications of ‘pulsed’ crustal growth, interpreted from ‘mantle depletion 

events’ identified using ReOs systematics (Pearson et al. 2007) and dated using an

cient zircon grains (Rino et al. 2004). Helium isotopic evidence may also hint at 

periodic large melting events (Parman 2007) though the cause of these events has 

not been directly identified. A possible candidate is periodic layering and breakdown 

within the mantle, though this does not fit particularly well with the idea of a linear 

evolution from layered (past) to whole mantle convection (present), indicating that a 

more cyclic underlying process may be involved.
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With regard to relatively recent Earth history, geochemical lines of evidence suggest 

that mantle temperatures may have been elevated in the Cretaceous (Machetel & 

Humler 2003), possibly associated with the Cretaceous magnetic superchron. A num

ber of large igneous provinces (LIP) occur in the Cretaceous, including the Ontong 

Java, the Manihiki and the Hikurangi. It has been suggested that these three may 

be part of the same LIP (Taylor 2006), providing a possible major surface expression 

of excess mantle temperature.

Looking further back in time, a wide variety of geochemical results indicate ‘super 

plume’ events (excess mantle temperatures and wide spread LIP activity) occurring 

in a cyclical pattern (Condie et al. 2001, Condie 2004, Courtillot & Olson 2007). 

Superplume events are a favoured mechanism to explain the apparent clustering of 

Precambrian crust ages and igneous features such as kimberlite pipes (Kumar et al. 

2007). During the Archean, it is suggested that the ferocity of these events could 

have extensively resurfaced the planet (Abbott & Isley 2002). Such work seeks to 

link magnetic superchrons, plumes, LIPs and mass extinctions. They demonstrate 

how dramatic an effect such excess temperatures could have and how the pulsing of 

mantle temperature could be a powerful force, not only in the physical evolution of 

the Earth, but also in the biosphere.

The aim of this work was to use mantle convection modelling to investigate layering 

breakdown about the 660 phase change as a causative mechanism for the aforemen
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tioned observations.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 TERRA M odelling Code

The TERRA mantle model has been extensively described in the literature (Baum

gardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & Baumgardner 2000). Briefly, 

TERRA is a parallel 3 dimensional spherical geometry fluid dynamics based mantle 

circulation code. It is implemented using MPI (Message Passing Interface) on parallel 

supercomputers such as ‘beowulf’ computing clusters. The spatial resolution of the 

code is scalable depending on the complexity of the model required. In this work, 

midmantle lateral resolutions of ^88 km, ^44 km and ^22 km were used. Radial 

resolutions were similar but enhanced at the upper and lower boundaries.

Lower resolutions are useful as they allow more efficient modelling at sub Earthlike 

convective vigour. As vigour increases, higher resolutions are required to resolve the 

dynamics. When a negative Clapeyron slope is being modelled and sub Earthlike Ra 

are being used (e.g. 104), the value of the slope needed to enforce layering is higher 

than it would be with a more realistic Ra of around 108. This relationship leads 

to a varying relationship between Ra and Clapeyron slope negativity for convective 

layering controlled by an endothermic phase change.

TERRA implements phase changes in the olivine mineralogy as a sheet mass anomaly
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at the specific depth (410 or 660) as used by Tackley et al. (1994) and Bunge et al. 

(1997). In terms of how this operates; radial forces are added to the model layer 

in which the phase change occurs in response to perturbations in the phase change 

horizons. These are detected by taking the temperature at the depth and applying 

either an upwards or a downwards force depending on the phase at that point. For 

example, if a point at 660 km is hotter than the temperature for the shallower phase 

to be stable then a downward force is applied and vice versa. The volume change 

and the effect of latent heat across the phase change are not included due to the 

Boussinesq equation of state used.

The cases modelled use both basal and internal heating, the Ra generally quoted 

is the basally heated Ra, defined in Equation 3.1. The internally heated Ra is given 

by Equation 3.2 and is relevant to this study as a ‘true’ overall Ra would be a combi

nation of the two. However, to keep this work consistent with the previous literature, 

a traditional basally heated Ra is used to describe each case.

Robheat = (3.1)Kp

Raiheat =  (3.2)

k
W here : n =  —— (3.3)

pCp

Where: a = thermal expansion, p = density, g =  gravitational acceleration, H  is the 

rate of internal heat generation (W/kg), A T =  temperature change across domain,
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D = domain thickness, « =  thermal diffusivity, p = dynamic viscosity, k = Kinematic 

viscosity and Cp =  specific heat and constant pressure.

3.4 .2  M a p p in g  o u t L ay ered  to  W h o le  M a n tle  T ra n s itio n

The parameter space of 660 km Clapeyron slope and Ra, which was mapped 

out, lies between 2 MPa/K and 20 MPa/K and 1.56 x 103 and 7.79 x 106. Figure

3.3 outlines the cases modelled, higher Ra cases being modelled at higher resolution

as indicated. The cases modelled were heated, like the Earth, both basally and

Ra Ohoa, 1.56E+03 5.19E+03 1.11E+04 5.19E+04 9.74E+04 5.19E+05 1.56E+06 7.79E+06
Ra,w 2.87E+04 9.57E+04 2.05E+05 9.57E+05 1.79E+06 9.57E+06 2.87E+07 1.44E+08
CI660

-2 41
-A 1 2 3 4 5 40 34 39
-8 6 7 8 9 10 37 36

-12 11 12 13 14 15
-14 26 42 43 38 27 30 29
-15 31 32 35 33 28
-16 16 17 18 19 20
-20 21 22 23 24 25

Figure 3.3: The parameter space being explored with case numbers. Note the re
stricted number of cases at higher resolution. Due to the high computational cost 
of these higher resolution runs, causes with more negative 660 Clapeyron slope values 
were not run as their status can be inferred from lower vigour cases. Red 88 km, 
yellow 44 km and green 22km resolution. Both basally heated (bheat) and internally 
heated (iheat) Ra are given for each case.

internally. The internal heating simulates radiogenic heating, which in the model 

is evenly distributed throughout the mantle. The viscosity profile of the simulated 

mantle was kept uniform to eliminate any layering effects of contrasting viscosities. 

The Ra was altered by varying the dynamic viscosity between 5 x 1025 Pas and 

1 x 1022 Pas. As mentioned above, there are 2 Ra of importance when considering 

both internal and basal heating. The ratio between these two Ra is fixed for all cases
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as the upper and lower boundaries have fixed temperature values and the internal 

heat generation is the same for each case. The ratio is:

Raiheat =  18.425Rabheat (3.4)

Parameter Value
Internal heating 5 x 1CT12 W /m 3

Clapeyron slope of 410 km phase change 1.5 MPa/K
Equation of State Boussinesq
Reference density 4.500 x 103 Kgm3

Gravitational acceleration 10 ms2
Volume coefficient of thermal expansion 2.500 x 10“5 1/K

Thermal conductivity 4 W /m /K
Specific heat at constant volume 1.000 x 103 Jk 1% 1

Temperature at outer shell boundary 3.000 x 102 K
Temperature at inner shell boundary 2.850 x 103 K

Viscosity Profile uniform
Boundary conditions (velocity) free slip
Inner radius of spherical shell 3.480 x 106 m
Outer radius of spherical shell 6.370 x 106 m

Table 3.1: Common input parameters. Shown for completeness as the dimensional 
equations solved by TERRA can be shown to be controlled only by Ra (Chapter 2).

The decision as to whether a particular case is layered or not is very important and 

requires a number of factors to be taken into account. The first step is to plot the 

average absolute mass flux (ignoring sign) for each radial layer for the final timestep 

once the case has stabilised sufficiently. This method of determining the state of 

layering has been used in previous studies (Tackley et al. 1994, Peltier 1996). In 

theory, a layered system should have a mass flux of zero at the depth of layering, 

however, phase change layering involves a boundary with a certain relief (although
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Figure 3.4: Schematic example of radial mass flux and average temperature by layer.

this is not explicitly implemented in our code). Thus mass transfer through the 

phase boundary may be zero but values at a specific radial depth (660 km) will 

still show a small mass flux. The second step is to plot the average temperature by 

layer, which allows a check to be made on the mass flux result. A layered system’s 

temperature profile will show an internal thermal boundary layer either side of the 

horizon of layering (660). Figure 3.4 demonstrates typical profiles for both mass flux 

and average temperature in both a layered and an unlayered system. Finally, 3D 

visualisation can be used to examine upwelling and downwelling features and their 

interaction across layers. This was done for selected cases and was made possible by 

the MantleVis parallel visualisation programme (Heath 2002).

3.5 Results

A total of 43 cases were successfully modelled. Radial mass flux and temperature 

profiles are collated in Figure 3.5. The time dependence of the results is illustrated
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by Figure 3.6. Thus, Figure 3.5 consists of representative curves, capturing a typical 

profile for the case in question, rather than definitive values. It is evident that a num

ber of different convective behaviours are demonstrated by the models. Considering 

the broad trend, the lower right portion of the diagram (more negative Clapeyron 

slopes, low Ra) is generally layered, the upper left portion (less negative Clapeyron 

slopes, lower Ra) is not layered. The region between these end members consists of 

a transitional zone where the models share characteristics of both layered and whole 

mantle convection.

Figure 3.7 provides a summary of the modes of behaviour, individual cases are repre

sented as points and the different behaviours are shown as coloured areas. Projecting 

the observed trend to higher Ra (107 to 10s), an Earthlike 660 Clapeyron slope of 2 

to 3 MaPa/K plots in the transitional regime, where partial layering occurs.

Based on this possibility, Figure 3.8 shows three cases; layered, partially layered and 

whole mantle convection. The partially layered case is interesting in that it contains 

both layered and whole mantle convection features. With downwelling features this 

is particularly noticeable. Laterally small downwellings do not penetrate 660 while 

larger features push through and reach the coremantle boundary. Upwelling features 

are different as features in the upper ‘layer’ are generally seeded off a lower upwelling, 

which has impacted 660 and spread out, heating the region above. Therefore, partial 

layering is in effect a low pass filter, allowing only upwellings or downwellings above 

a certain size to penetrate the phase change. This concept has been discussed pre
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Figure 3.5: Table of radial mass flux (black lines) and radial temperature (red lines). 
Vertical scales match, horizontal scales are variable, therefore absolute magnitude of 
mass flux and temperature at a given horizon in each case is different.
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Figure 3.6: An example of the time dependence of a typical model run (Case 29). 
The four lines for temperature and mass flux are evenly spaced through 1000 time 
steps representing around 1.5xl09 model years («150 Myrs Earth time)
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is shown at its assumed location in the parameter space.
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viously by Ringwood (1994). The cumulative effect is that the lower mantle regions 

of partially layered models are characterised by longer wavelength features than the 

upper mantle regions. The effect is most noticeable in some quite high Ra cases as 

illustrated by Figure 3.9.

In addition to the large scale behaviour outlined above, several less obvious trends 

emerge from the data. For layered cases with the most negative Clapeyron slopes (16 

MPa/K and more negative), the upper layer becomes effectively stagnant. In Figure 

3.5 this is demonstrated by the temperature profile of cases 1625. In these cases, 

the upper thermal boundary layer extends down to 660 km, indicating that conduc

tive heat transfer is dominant over convection to this depth. This effect increases 

as viscosity decreases (Ra increases). The temperature profiles show dominance of 

conduction as the upper thermal boundary layer effectively begins at 660 km.

There are also differences between layering caused by more negative Clapeyron slope 

and layering caused by high Ra. When reducing the Clapeyron slope (reading down 

Figure 3.5), the layering effect passes from one layer to two convecting layers to a 

lower convecting layer and an upper stagnant layer; illustrated in the Ra =  9.74 x 104 

column. When increasing Ra is responsible for generating layering (reading across 

Figure 3.5), there is no upper layer stagnation, the layering simply becomes more 

pronounced e.g. 14 MPa/K row in Figure 3.5.

Some of the model cases have a somewhat inverted temperature profile, where the
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Figure 3.8: Examples of the three dominant modes of convection. (A) layered con
vection, (B) Whole mantle convection and (C) A partially layered mantle. All plots 
represent adiabatic temperature anomaly in Kelvin.
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Figure 3.9: An example of plumes impeded by 660 (A) and ‘slab’ pausing (B). Red 
stars indicate sample length scales between downwelling in the upper and lower mantle 
regions. Model case Ra =  1.56 x 106, 660 Clapeyron slope 4 MPa/K.
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uppermost lower mantle is hotter than the base of the mantle. This is a function 

of both the level of internal heating and the ponding of material just below 660. A 

higher Ra reduces this effect by allowing heat to escape the system more rapidly. 

The significance of a hotter region at the top of the lower layer is that, should the 

layering break down, the ‘trapped’ heat will be released into the upper mantle. Case 

29 (Figure 3.5) provides a good example of a hotter lower mantle and cases 14 and 15 

show the region just below 660 as being much hotter than the coremantle boundary. 

Cases 27, 30 and 29 show how the effect is reduced with increasing Ra.

Some midrange Clapeyron slopes (12 to 15 MPa/K) appear to show very rapid 

transition form whole mantle convection to layered convection (e.g. case 43 to 38). 

Less negative (more realistic), Clapeyron slopes show a more gradual transition. The 

Ra range for dramatic transitions is between 1.11 x 104 and 5.19 x 104. It is likely 

that these Clapeyron slope values enforce a very narrow filter, plumes below a certain 

size being almost entirely prevented from passing through 660.

One of the more important implications of layering in the mantle is the effect on 

planetary heat flux. To this end, the ratio of convective (q) to conductive heat flux 

(qx), known as the Nusselt number:

N u  =  - f  (3.5)
Qk

and Ra values for all cases have been plotted in Figure 3.10. The scatter of the data 

is somewhat larger than ideal, this is due to the cases not being run to allow heat flux 

to settle to a completely steady state, the primary goal of the modelling being the
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Figure 3.10: A plot of Nu against Ra for all cases modelled, the data cluster into two 
trends (green and yellow areas). The Ra overlap of these areas shows a relatively large 
variation in Nusselt numbers (purple area) and is associated with Ra of 5.19 x 104 
and 9.74 x 104.
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identification of layered or whole mantle convection. Taking that into consideration, 

the data plot along two distinct trends, indicating two different modes of behaviour as 

regards heat flux. At lower Ra, the Nu(Ra) power law relationship is essentially flat 

(Nu «  10, power law exponent «  0). At higher Ra the power law fit takes on a more 

familiar positive gradient (power law exponent «  0.26). The values of the exponents 

should be interpreted in a relative rather than absolute sense, as the Ra quoted is 

for basal heating (Equation 3.1) but the model incorporates both basal and internal 

heating. The change from flat to sloped gradient occurs between Ra =  5.19 x 104 and 

Ra =  9.78 x 104, represented by large scatter in the data at those Ra. The Ra are in 

the same range as the Ra values in Figure 3.7 where partially layered (transitional) 

systems begin to occur.

The independence of Nusselt number from Ra at low vigour appears to be caused 

by the presence of a negative Clapeyron slope at 660 km. In the effected cases, the 

vigour of convection is so low above 660 km that the inhibiting effect of the phase 

change results in conduction being a more effective heat transfer mechanism then 

convection in the upper layer. This forces the upper thermal boundary layer to begin 

at 660 km. The result is that for lower vigour cases (below Ra «  5 x 104) the upper 

thermal boundary layer always has the same thickness. Therefore, based on the way 

in which the Nusselt number is calculated, it remains the same. At higher vigour this 

effect is disrupted, the upper thermal boundary layer is ‘unstuck’ from 660 and the 

Nu scales in a power law relationship with the Ra. The trend is evident in Figure 3.5 

and the thermal profiles of cases 610, 37 and 36.
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To illustrate this inflection point further, Figure 3.11 demonstrates how variations 

in 660 Clapeyron slope negativity do not appear to affect Nusselt number until the 

Ra is 5.19 x 104 or larger. This demonstrates the importance of Ra in understanding 

a mantle system with phase changes.

A final question is whether cases that are layered remain layered for a significant 

period of time if their Clapeyron slope is increased or their Ra decreased. The scaled 

Earth equivalent time for layering to break down in an experiment when Ra was 

instantaneously reduced from 9.74 x 104 to 1.11 x 104 at a Clapeyron slope of 14 

MPa/K (Case 27 to 43) was found to be between 9 and 22 Myrs. The temperature 

profile responds equally rapidly as convection quickly takes over to destroy the in

ternal thermal boundary layer. When the 660 Clapeyron slope is changed from 20 

MPa/K to 14 MPa/K at Ra =  5.19 x 103 (Case 22 to 42), breakdown occurs almost 

instantly, or more precisely, on a shorter time scale than the temporal resolution of 

the output (every 10 time steps). Quoting an equivalent Earth time for the change 

would be without merit. The temperature profile for the Clapeyron slope change also 

matches the target case very rapidly, probably because the profile was quite simi

lar to begin with. The large caveat attached to these times for breakdown is that 

the Clapeyron slopes are much more negative than those of the real Earth, thus the 

change is expected to be more radical than at Earthlike Clapeyron slopes. What 

these two simple cases essentially demonstrate is that, hysteresis (an already layered 

system remaining layered despite changed parameters) is not present in the modelled
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cases. For the Earth only the Ra change is relevant, the Clapeyron slope of 660 is 

not likely to have changed over Earth history.

3.6 Discussion

The concept of phase change induced layered convection has been considered as 

an explanation for many geochemical observations for as long as the 660 phase change 

has been known. Investigating the problem in 3D spherical geometry by exploring 

the relationship between the strength of the layering (the magnitude of the Clapeyron 

slope of the phase change) and the vigour of convection (Ra), leads to a number of 

interesting observations.

The most evident is the confirmation of the existence of a transitional style of convec

tion between whole mantle convection and 2 layer convection. The Earth may cur

rently lie in this partially layered region, when assuming an appropriate 660 Clapeyron 

slope of between 2 and 3 MPa/K and a Ra of 107  108 (Figure 3.7). There is also 

a positive relationship between Ra and tendency to layer about a given Clapeyron 

slope, thus higher Ra in the past would favour stronger isolation of the upper and 

lower mantle. There is also a cutoff at «  Ra =  104 below which partial layering does 

not occur for any reasonable Clapeyron slope. Strongly layered convection is very 

unlikely at present Earthlike 660 Clapeyron slopes and Ra.

A higher Ra would be needed to cause significant layering in the past. An varia
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tion in Ra is likely to be due to a larger temperature difference across the mantle 

(AT), or a reduction in viscosity, given that the other terms used to generate Ra 

are considered to be more or less constant over time. An increase of AT by 1000K 

increases the Ra by «  28% (using equation 3.1). However, it is possible that the 

temperature at the base of the mantle may be constrained by the fact of inner core 

crystrallisation and a rapidly mixing outer core, effectively fixing the CMB tempera

ture. In that case, the effective Ra of the mantle would be higher in the past due to a 

higher average temperature within the mantle as a result of higher radiogenic heating 

and retention of a greater proportion of the original heat of formation. Additionally, 

the effect of higher viscosities in the lower mantle (Forte et al. 2002, not implemented 

in this study) might assist in stabilising any layering. Thus it is possible if not prob

able that at some point in the past the mantle did support layered convection.

If one assumes this to be the case, the question then becomes one of whether layered 

convection endured for a significant time in Earth’s history and what the mode of 

layering breakdown was. The length of time layered convection could have lasted is 

tied to the thermal history of the planet, precise numbers for which are difficult to 

define. The mode of layer breakdown is more accessible. At Earthlike 660 Clapeyron 

slope and just below, the reduction of the Ra results in a smooth transition from 

stronger to weaker layering to whole mantle convection (upper three rows of Figure 

3.5). This would suggest that any layer breakdown would progress gradually and 

may not lead to geological evidence such as LIPs. However, when a layered case is 

restarted with a Ra or 660 Clapeyron slope changed to that of a known nonlayered
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case, layering breaks down rapidly. For the scenario of a reduced Ra, layering broke 

down in «  20 Myrs of real Earth time. As the Ra of the cases in question were 

significantly lower and 660 significantly more negative than the Earth, this is likely 

to be an upper value of the reorganisation time of the convecting mantle. Thus, 

once the system passes out of a Ra that enforces layering, transition to whole mantle 

convection appears to be rapid. This agrees with the 2D work of Steinbach et al. 

(1993) who argues for rapid layering breakdown, taking place within 90 Ma. To test 

this accurately would require model cases where the Ra is allowed to evolve (reduce) 

over time from a Ra of order 109 (this is done in Chapter 4). The implication of this 

result is that in order for the model of Allegre (2002) to be accurate, partial layering 

at the present is essential in order to preserve some form of isolated chemical reservoir.

The features of partially layered cases relevant to the evolution of the Earth are: 

dominance of a few large downwellings, small scale convection in the upper layer, 

plumes ponding below 660 before seeding smaller plumes in the upper layer and an 

increase in the overall complexity of the temperature field (Figure 3.8). These fea

tures suggest that in a partially layered Earth, plumes may be slowed by 660, possibly 

exerting some sort of magnitude control on rising plumes. Also, as only strong down

wellings appear to penetrate 660, ambient downwelling may not be a particularly 

significant mechanism for introducing material into the deep mantle. This effect is 

likely to be increased when the ‘downwellings’ are subducted plates, which have both 

negative buoyancy and mechanical strength.
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The heating of the region below the phase change (e.g. case 36, Figure 3.5), due 

to stagnation below 660, raises several interesting possibilities. Should the layering 

rapidly break down at any point, this heat would be released into the upper mantle. 

Such a process could provide a candidate mechanism for ‘superplume’ events and 

their associated LIPs. This mechanism in reverse (cold ‘plumes’) may be related to 

the ‘mantle avalanches’ described by Tackley et al. (1993). The development of a hot 

layer in the upper mantle also provides scope for dynamic features such as ‘splash 

plumes’ (Davies & Bunge 2006), which involve downwelling (subducting) cold mate

rial impacting a hot layer in the mantle. The displacement of this layer could then 

give rise to secondary plumes. Secondary plumes of this type were not observed in 

the cases modelled here, however the upper boundary was not driven by plate motion 

history as in Davies & Bunge (2006).

The effect that introducing a Clapeyron slope had on the Nusselt number was some

what unexpected. The manner in which the Nu is ‘held’ at «  10 below Ra =  1.11 x 104 

is not observed in model cases where phase changes are not included (e.g. in Chapter

2). The cause of this effect lies in the behaviour of low vigour cases. The presence of 

a negative Clapeyron slope at 660 km in these cases disrupts the convective pattern 

such that convection is less efficient than conduction above 660. The result is a fixed 

thickness upper thermal boundary layer when the Ra is below a critical, which lies 

between 5.19 x 104 and Ra =  9.78 x 104. Extremely negative Clapeyron slope cases 

show a similar ‘stagnation’ of the upper layer, though the effect is relatively indepen

dent of Ra. In the Earth it is of relatively minor interest as Earthlike Ra is several
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orders of magnitude higher than the point below which this occurs.

In light of the preceding results, a selection of implications of these observations 

for the geochemistry and thermal behaviour of planetary convecting systems are con

sidered. A first order question worth considering is, given the negative Clapeyron 

slope of 660, how much shallower would the phase change occur in a hotter mantle. 

The answer is surprisingly small, for a 1000 K increase in temperature the phase 

change would occur some 40 km shallower. The 660 phase change is therefore likely 

to have occurred at a similar depth for much of Earth’s history. Within the regime 

of solid state mantle convection the dynamical effects of the depth of the 660 phase 

change can be considered fixed over time.

If 660 causes partial layering in the Earth with a filtering effect on both upwelling 

and downwelling material, it should be possible to observe some consequence of this. 

Possible evidence would constitute; descending slab material held at 660 for a certain 

time and plumes being ‘slowed’ or ponded at 660.

Should this occur in the Earth, as well as supporting the conceptual model of Allegre 

(2002), it could enforce some sort of periodicity on plume mechanics. It could also 

play a controlling role in plume size, with a stronger layering effect in the past forcing 

plumes to accumulate for longer below 660 before having sufficient strength to break 

through, Figure 3.9 demonstrates this in one of the model cases. If this was the case 

plume size should reduce over time as the mantle cools and 660 becomes less effective.
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Seismic studies conclude that at least some descending slabs seem to stagnate above 

660 km (Van der Hilst et al. 1991, Fukao et al. 1992, Tseng & Chen 2004, Tajima & 

Nakagawa 2006), suggesting that the dynamical effect of the phase change on slab 

material may be observable. Alternately, the observations might represent an effect 

of higher viscosity in the lower mantle. Plumes are more complex bodies to image, 

indeed there is still somewhat polarised discussion as to whether classical mantle 

plumes in fact exist (Anderson 2005, for a plume sceptic review). That question will 

not be addressed here, plumes originating at the coremantle boundary are present 

in all models that use sensible parameters for the Earth. It is possible to force mod

els such that plumes are very weak (see Figure 3.12) but these require extremely 

large deviation away from generally accepted parameters for viscosity (Ra) and 660 

Clapeyron slope. However, the fact that there is discussion indicates that seismic 

tomographic imaging of suspected plume regions is, at the time of writing, still not 

entirely conclusive (Nataf 2000). Montelli et al. (2006), using seismic methods, sug

gest that at least two types of plumes exist, those that can be imaged to a depth of 

660 km (transition zone) and those that can be imaged into the deep mantle. The 

unanswered question is whether the shallow plumes are generated by heat from rela

tively weak lower mantle plumes (such as those described by Labrosse 2002), which 

are unable to penetrate 660. These weak plumes would be much more difficult to 

image as their velocity anomaly would be low (Montelli et al. 2004). If this was the 

case, then plumes that reach from the coremantle boundary to the surface would be 

strong plumes with the required force to break through 660. To summarise, some
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slabs do appear to be affected by 660 and 660 does appear to play a role in plume 

transit through the mantle. There is therefore scope within the published data for 

partial layering to exist at present.

A problem that arises is that a generally linear trend of cooling and reducing propen

sity to layer can not explain observations of repeated pulsing of heat in the mantle 

(Pearson et al. 2007). A pulsing mantle system would indicate that surface heat flux 

is time dependent and that some form of rechargerelease mechanism operates in the 

deep Earth. Shortterm pulse events would probably involve larger thermal variation 

than the overall background trends, leading to large uncertainty when one attempts 

to reconstruct the thermal history of the Earth with the large temporal spacing of 

many geochemical samples such as LIPs.

Cases modelled at unrealistically negative Clapeyron slopes are useful as a ‘scaled 

down’ Earth Ra requires a more negative than actual 660 Clapeyron slope to produce 

an effect equivalent to running at real Ra. There is however a limit to how applicable 

these cases are to the Earth. Such negative Clapeyron slope cases may be useful 

in an extraterrestrial setting. A number of bodies in the solar system have a high 

water content e.g. Uranus, Neptune, Europa and large comets. Water has some 11 

proven phases with several further suspected phases. The ice II to ice V transition is 

endothermic, has a Clapeyron slope of ^  5 MPa/K and occurs in the range of 0.5 

GPa (based in phase diagrams Sanz et al. (2004), Johari & O (2007)). Higher pres

sure phase transitions such as ice VIII to ice X may have more negative Clapeyron
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Figure 3.12: An example of how unusual (far from Earthlike) parameters produce 
interesting results. Parameters: Case 014, Clapeyron slope = 12 MPa/K, Ra = 
5.19 x 104. Case 025: Clapeyron slope =20 MPa/K, Ra =9.74 x 104
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slopes. Thus, if an ice body is large enough and has a sufficient thermal gradient it 

may convect and phase change layering or stagnation of an upper layer may play a 

role in their evolution. Some work has been done on this in the context of very high 

pressure phases of water and ammonia (Carvazzoni et al. 1999). The major caveat 

with the application of this study to such systems is that the model physics assume 

an infinite Prandtl number, very reasonable for rock but it may not be applicable to 

water ice. An example of how unusual the dynamics of such systems might appear is 

shown in Figure 3.12.

The key components of the model proposed by Allegre (2002) are; past layering 

and breakdown to a partially layered system. The results presented here affirm the 

importance of partial layering to preserve any preexisting chemical heterogeneities. 

As to the existence of strong layering at some point in the past, results are tentative. 

At the highest vigour modelled in this study with a slightly more negative than re

alistic 660 Clapeyron slope of 4 MPa/K, layering was highly ineffective. However, 

at more negative Clapeyron slopes (e.g. 8 MPa/K) layering becomes more effective 

at lower vigour, possibly providing a ‘scaled down’ glimpse at higher Ra cases with 

more realistic (less negative) Clapeyron slopes. It may therefore be possible at the 

very high Ra expected of early Earth that phase change layering may occur. Based 

on the parameter space mapping undertaken in this work, it seems unlikely that lay

ering persisted until 500 Ma as Allegre requires for his model. The reason for this is 

that, based on the work presented here, the Ra would have reduced beyond the value 

required to maintain layering well before 500 Ma. Allegre developed his hypothesis
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using 2D mantle models, which appear to be able to maintain layering to much lower 

Ra that 3D spherical geometry models, leading to a much more recent date for layer 

breakdown. Based on the results presented here some form of partial layering, which 

influences the behaviour of plumelike and slablike features, is more likely to have 

been active in the post Precambrian. Indeed some indication of slab ‘ponding’ at 660 

is seen in seismic images at the present.

As an alternative solution, other geochemical models are able to dispose of the concept 

of layering in the upper mantle entirely. Boyet & Carlson (2005, 2006) suggest that, 

based on 142N d/144Nd values, the Earth underwent segregation within the first few 

million years after formation and that this material has never been sampled. Concep

tually, this idea supports work by Labrosse et al. (2007) who suggest that a significant 

volume of incompatible elements were isolated in a melt layer above the coremantle 

boundary, the remains of which are responsible for ultra low velocity zones observed 

by seismology. Though these models solve several geochemical issues, there is still 

the matter of the dynamics of the 660 phase change and its influence on the thermal 

evolution of Earth. It may be that the mantle system represents a combination of 

many of these effects, each influencing the overall result. Only by building a full set 

of these mechanisms into our models will we be able to assess the relative influences 

of the various mechanisms.
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3.7 Conclusion

The relationship between 660 km phase change Clapeyron slope and Rayleigh 

number has been mapped out over a large range of both parameters.

The model of Allegre (2002) is only partially supported by the results, partial lay

ering is possible at present mantle conditions. By contrast, the concept of strong 

layering surviving to 500 Ma is not supported by Earth’s likely time evolution across 

the mapped parameter space of C1660 and Ra. From the results presented here (e.g. 

Figure 3.7), the range of Ra resulting in partial layering at approximately Earthlike 

C1660 values is very broad. If Earth is at best partially layered at present, then it is 

very likely that it was partially layered at 500 Ma. Although this chapter does not 

directly investigate the time of transition from layered to partially layered convec

tion, it is likely to have occurred in the Archean eon. Therefore, other mechanisms 

are required to explain the observed geochemistry.

The adjustment time for the mantle to move from layered to whole mantle con

vection appears to be of order 20 Ma for the model cases presented here. Such a 

rapid breakdown would result in a significant input of heat into the upper mantle.

Partial layering of some degree is possible at present and seismological observations 

indicate slab pausing/deflection at 660 and a possible effect on plume transit across 

660.



Chapter 4

Evolving Convective Regimes in

Earth’s Mantle

4.1 Abstract

The possibility of time dependent layering in Earth’s mantle provides a mechanism,

which could introduce periodicity into Earth’s thermal evolution. In the 3D spherical

geometry modelling work presented here, the 660 km phase boundary was used to in

duce layering to varying degrees. The interaction of a given magnitude of Clapeyron

slope for the 660 phase change and a varying vigour of convection (Rayleigh number)

was investigated. The time evolution of models that pass through various stages of

full layering, partial layering and whole mantle convection is analysed and discussed.

Significant periodic time dependence emerges in the surface heat flux as model cases

move into a partially layered regime.
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Previous studies have observed cold upper mantle ‘avalanches’ (Tackley et al. 1994)

into the lower mantle. This work confirms the existence of these avalanches and finds

evidence for a symmetrically opposite event, a pulse of hot material entering the upper

mantle from below, driven ultimately from the surface by avalanching. Such a process

has been predicted in the literature (Davies 1995) but, as far as we know, never pro

duced in 3D spherical geometry modelling.

Should conditions within Earth’s mantle be suitable for such processes to occur, the

thermal history of the planet may show significant variation that is both larger and

more rapid than the secular cooling trend, requiring modification of thermal history

models. Periodic heat pulses have the potential to promote increased melt extraction

at certain time periods, either by enhancing normal melting or by triggering large ig

neous provinces. This provides a mechanism that could produce ‘He events ’ observed

geochemically (Parman 2007).

4.2 Introduction

Earth’s convecting mantle exerts a powerful control over the large scale geological 

history of the planet. Much of the debate between geochemistry and seismology has 

centred on the convective regime of the mantle. Geochemistry provides evidence of 

separate reservoirs in the mantle (Allegre et al. 1996, Boyet & Carlson 2005, 2006), 

while seismology proposes that the mantle convects as one (Van der Hilst et al. 1997, 

Montelli et al. 2004). The problem is however, not straightforward. The resolution 

of seismic tomography is limited by uneven data distribution and ultimately by the
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long wavelength of seismic waves, requiring extensive processing to resolve relatively 

large features. Mantle geochemistry by contrast, is limited by the fine resolution 

and location specific nature of sampling (accessible samples may not be representa

tive). Additionally, mantle geochemistry is time integrated, while seismology provides 

instant snapshots of the present state of the mantle. Therefore, apparent contradic

tions between seismic tomography and mantle geochemistry may represent a clash of 

methodology, where each approach is describing a different part of the same system. 

Computational modelling provides a powerful tool to reconcile seismology and mantle 

geochemistry.

A number of authors have suggested that the mantle may be partially layered about 

the 660 km phase change (660) (for example, Ringwood 1994, Condie 1998, Allegre 

2002). Chapter 3 demonstrates that partial layering can occur within the range of 

660 Clapeyron slope (C1660) and Rayleigh number (Ra) values expected during Earth 

history where the basally heated Ra is:

apgA T D3
Rdbh —  (4.1)

where: p is density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, a  is the coefficient of ther

mal expansion, AT is superadiabatic temperature drop across the shell, D is domain 

thickness (2900 km), n is thermal diffusivity and p, is dynamic viscosity.

It has been shown that at high Ra, the layering effect of 660 is enhanced (Chris

tensen & Yuen 1985, Butler & Peltier 2000). Should early Earth’s mantle have been
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sufficiently hotter than the present (higher Ea), it may have been effectively layered 

for a period of time, transitioning to whole mantle convection as the mantle cooled 

(decreasing Ra). The assumption of higher mantle temperatures in the Archean is 

supported by the analysis of melt inclusions in komatiites (Berry et al. 2008). Allegre 

(2 0 0 2 ) suggested the concept of layering in the past, with an unremarkable transi

tion to a type of partial layering at around 500 Ma. Previous modelling (Chapter

3) provides evidence that fully layered convection is only possible in the very early 

Earth and is unlikely to have persisted until 500 Ma. The main argument against 

layering about 660 proposes that C1660 may not be sufficiently negative. Estimates 

vary but generally suggest a value between  1  and  2  MPa/K (Katsura et al. 2003, 

Fei et al. 2004), though there are more negative estimates (2.8 MPa/K, Chopelas 

et al. 1994). Other factors such as: the higher viscosity of the lower mantle and the 

latent heat effect (Christensen 1998) are also likely to increase propensity to layer. 

There are some suggestions that plate size maintains long wavelength flow, reducing 

the propensity to layer (Korenaga 2008). This would apply to descending plates but 

not necessarily to plumes or ambient mantle flow. There are indications that the 

660 km and 410 km phase transition may behave differently for cold material sinking 

than for hot material rising (Tauzin et al. 2008). Variable degrees of layered convec

tion in the past could reconcile the apparent signature of old geochemical reservoirs 

with seismically observed whole mantle convection at present (Butler & Peltier 2002).

The problem with assuming transitions between different layered states is whether 

Earth’s Ra has reduced significantly over time. This is a difficult question to answer
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as it would require knowledge of Earth’s initial temperature, therefore the assumption 

was made that Earth’s Ra has indeed reduced significantly since 4.5 Ga.

The mechanism by which a layered mantle transitions to a partially layered or single 

layer mantle could have significant implications for the evolution of Earth. When 

an internally and basally heated system such as Earth’s mantle is layered, the lower 

layer cannot lose heat effectively, leading to a ‘heat up’ in the lower layer (Oldham & 

Davies 2004). If this heat is suddenly injected into the upper portion of the mantle 

during a layer breakdown, large amounts of melting could take place. In a partially 

layered system such heat pulses might occur repeatedly, providing a mechanism for 

very large LIPs and/or continental building. The concept of periodic breakdown and 

recharge driven by partial layering has been suggested in the literature (Machetel & 

Weber 1991, Davies 1995, Honda 1995).

This study examines the change in Ra required to cause a transition from layered 

to whole mantle convection at a variety of C1660. The time evolution of models in 

various states of layering is examined. The mechanisms of transition between differ

ent convective regimes are studied by allowing cooling to take place from an initially 

layered system. The implications for the thermal, geochemical and tectonic evolution 

of Earth of such a breakdown are discussed.
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4.3 Simulation Methods

Earth’s mantle was simulated in 3D spherical geometry using the TERRA model. 

TERRA is an established fluid dynamics based code for modelling the mantle (Baum

gardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & Baumgardner 2000, Oldham & 

Davies 2004, Davies &; Bunge 2006, Davies 2008). This study assumed the mantle 

to be incompressible and employed the Boussinesq approximation. The aspects of 

the code most relevant to this study are the implementation of phase boundaries and 

mantle cooling.

Phase boundaries were implemented as a sheet mass anomaly after Tackley et al. 

(1993, 1994) and Bunge et al. (1997). The sheet mass approximation assumes a glob

ally continuous phase boundary, valid for phase transitions such as 660 and 410, which 

have been globally mapped (Shearer & Masters 1992, Flanagan & Shearer 1999). In 

this study, only 660 is modelled, neither are effects such as a higher viscosity lower 

mantle. This may somewhat reduce the effect of choosing slightly more negative val

ues of C1660 than may be the case for Earth. A potential weakness of the sheet mass 

approach is that the phase boundary is effectively assumed to be planar. However, the 

topography of 660 is considered to be of order 1 0 ’s of km (Tauzin et al. 2008), of the 

same order as the resolution of the model. The phase boundary would fit within one or 

two model layers, providing insufficient resolution to resolve topography. Therefore, 

the sheet mass assumption is sufficient until such time that model resolution is < 5  km.

Some models were permitted to evolve, with their effective Ra reducing over time.
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Such models were given a ‘run in’ initial condition, where the shortscale random 

initial condition was allowed to stabilise before any evolution was permitted. In order 

to model the cooling of the mantle over time, the code allows the core to cool with 

the CMB temperature recalculated after every time step using the relationship:

dT dT r
p~di = ~dr L rc ( }

where: M is the mass of the core, Cp is specific heat capacity of the core, T is the 

CMB temperature, t is time, k CMB thermal conductivity, A is the surface area of 

the core and r is radius of the CMB.

All heat flow across the coremantle boundary is assumed to be the result of core cool

ing. The core is assumed to be homogeneous and to cool at the same rate throughout. 

The lack of an inner core leads the modelled core to cool slightly faster as latent heat 

is not released from the crystallisation of the inner core. Gravitational energy released 

by the separation of the lighter element is also ignored. Given the magnitude of the 

other approximations made when modelling the coremantle system, these omissions 

are trivial. Values for the core were taken from Nakagawa & Tackley (2004) and 

comprise:

Parameter Value
Density 1.23 x 104 kgm 3

Specific heat 8  x 102 Jk g ^ K " 1

Table 4.1: Core parameters
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The amount of radioactive heating may be set to decay over time and is based on the 

half lives of 238U, 235U , 232Th and 40K, the main heat generating radioactive isotopes 

in the mantle. Radioactive decay is exponential and is calculated using:

Qe = CHe x pA(4.55 x 109   t) (4.3)

for each element with the results summed, where: Qe is radioactive heat generation 

for a given element, C is the concentration of the element, H is the heat production, 

A is the decay constant and t is time from model start. The age of Earth is assumed 

to be 4.55 x 109.

A crust factor (Fc) is used to account for radioactive elements being heavily con

centrated in the continental crust. The Fc assumes no continental crust at the start 

(crust factor = 1 ) but gradually increases as the simulation progresses until a present 

day factor of 0 .6 6  is achieved using:

F‘ = 4 ^ o »  + 1 (4'4>

The simulation starts at 4.55 Ga, with the nominal end point as the present. In 

practice this end point is often not reached due to the variable relationship between 

model time and Earth time. Values for the elements from Davies (1999) are shown 

in Table 4.2.
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Element Concentration (C) (gg 1) Heat production (H) (Wkg 1) X* (.s“V
238 0 .0 2  x 1 0 ~ 6 94.35 x 10" 6 1.1013 x lO' 10
235 jj 0 .0 2  x 1 0 “ 6 4.050 x 10“ 6 9.8485 x 10“ 10

232Th 0.08 x 1 0 ~ 6 26.60 x 1 0  6 0.4948 x lO' 10

40 K 80.0 x 1 0 “ 6 3.500 x 10“ 9 5.5440 x 10“ 16

Table 4.2: Radioactive element heat production and decay values. *A is the decay 
constant, the inverse of the half life.

The rates of decay of the elements remain in the same relationship with each other, 

the overall cooling rate is scaled relative to the surface velocity of the initial condition 

using:

E sc = tj- (45)
V m

where: Rsc is the scaling of the decay of radioactive heating, Vm is model surface veloc

ity and Ve is average Earth surface velocity (5 cm/yr). The rate of radioactive heating 

decay is multiplied by Rsc to produce an appropriate rate of decay for the model case 

in question. The total amount of radiogenic heating was scaled to match that of the 

initial ‘run in’ condition, maintaining the consistency of the model as it begins to cool.

As well as scaling the cooling, the surface velocity can be used to convert model 

time into equivalent Earth time using:

ImMm

'e ~ ~ v 7
(4.6)
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where: te is Earth time and tm is model time. It is valuable to know ‘Earth time’ for 

a model as it allows time scales emerging from modelling to be discussed relative to 

real observables.

4.3.1 Cases M odelled

The case parameters were chosen using a diagram obtained from parameter space 

mapping of C1660 and Ra ranges (Figure 4.1 and Chapter 3). The parameters mod

elled are shown in Table 4.3. All models were isoviscous, with the reference dynamic 

viscosity being used to set the Ra. The general unchanged physical parameters are 

shown in Table 4.4. In terms of resource use; 18 cases were run, 7 of which (high 

Ra) required 256 processors and «  64 GB of RAM each. The remainder (low Ra) 

required 8  processors and 2 GB of RAM each. All models were run on the Hector 

national supercomputer, a dual core AMD Opteron based CRAY XT4 machine. The 

amount of data produced was of order 900 GB, a significant motivation for the work 

of Chapters 5 and 6 , which seek to implement technologies to enable the more efficient 

storage of such datasets.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Defining the Critical Ra for Transition

In order to study the nature of the transition from a layered regime to whole 

mantle convection, the Ra over which this occurs for a given C1660 must be known. 

The broad overview of this relationship was mapped out in Chapter 3, here a smaller,
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Figure 4.1: Convective mode for C1660 and Ra.

more focussed, data set is presented. As in Chapter 3, layering is identified by plotting 

the global average total (both up and down) radial mass flux by layer through the 

model (after Tackley et al. 1994, Peltier 1996). The plots represent instantaneous 

values at a given point in the simulation, they are not time averaged. Figure 4.2 

demonstrates the relationship at very negative C1660 (12 MPa/K) and lower Ra. At 

such low vigour the transition between layered and whole mantle convection occurs 

rapidly. Time series data of the surface heat flux are presented for selected cases. 

There are no large scale differences between the surface heat flux evolution of the 

different cases, although there is more small scale variability in the cases considered 

to be layered. The range of Ra over which transition from layered to whole mantle 

convection is small at low Ra, values are shown in Table 4.5.
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Case C1660 (MPa/K) Ra or Ra range Evolving* Esc
401  8 8 .6 6  x 1 0 6 No
402  8 8 .0 0  x 1 0 6 No
403  8 7.76 x 106 No
404  8 6.76 x 106 No
405  8 5.00 x 106 No
406  8 6 .0 0  x 1 0 6 No
407  8 7.76 x 106  6.76 x 106 Yes 1 0

408 4 8.48 x 107 No
411  1 2 2.50 x 104 No
412  1 2 4.00 x 104 No
413  1 2 6 .0 0  x 1 0 4 No
414  1 2 7.00 x 104 No
415  1 2 8 .0 0  x 1 0 4 No
416  1 2 5.00 x 104 No
417  1 2 6.00 x 104  5.00 x 104 Yes 1 0 0

418  1 2 5.00 x 104  4.00 x 104 Yes 1 0 0

015  1 2 9.74 x 104 No

Table 4.3: Summary of cases modelled. *The temperature at the core mantle bound
ary is allowed to reduce in response to core cooling and radioactive heat generation 
is allowed to decay. Details in section 4.3.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the more complex progression of layering regimes at higher 

Ra and less negative C1660 (  8  MPa/K). There are 3 phases; whole mantle layering, 

partial layering and full layering. The surface heat flux data show the behavioural 

differences between the three phases. Whole mantle convection and full layering are 

stable, after the initial ‘run in’ phase where the model develops away from the initial 

condition. Partially layered cases by contrast, are highly unstable, delivering periodic 

heat spikes to the surface once the case has developed away from the initial condition. 

Ra values are shown in Table 4.6.
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Parameter Value
Equation of State Incompressible and Boussinesq
Reference density 4.5 x 103 kgm 3

Gravitational acceleration 1 0  ms 2

Volume coefficient of thermal expansion 2.5 x 10' 6 K' 1

Thermal conductivity 4 Wm 1K 1

Specific heat at constant volume 1.0 x 105 JK _1kg_1

Temperature at outer shell boundary 3.0 x 105 K
Temperature at inner shell boundary* 2.85 x 103 K

Radioactive heat generation** 5 x 10~ 12 Wm“ 3

Boundary conditions (velocity) free slip
Inner radius of spherical shell 3.480 x 106 m
Outer radius of spherical shell 6.370 x 106 m

Table 4.4: Common input values used for all cases. *Permitted to reduce in cooling 
cases. **Reduced in cooling cases.

Transition Ra
Whole mantle convection to partial layering 4 x 104  5 x 104

Partial layering to layered convection fa 7 X 104

Table 4.5: Ra values for the various transitions at C1660 =   1 2  MPa/K and low Ra.

4.4.2 Manner of Transition

Figure 4.4 illustrates surface heat flux over time for selected cases with C1660 = 

 8  MPa/K. Periodic heat pulses occur as cases enter the partially layered regime. 

The interval between these pulses can be converted into real Earth time (Equation 

4.6). Table 4.7 summarises the converted intervals between pulses in 3 cases where 

models were allowed to run for a significant period of time, recording multiple pulses. 

Intervals reduce as Ra reduces and are of order 100200 Ma. The interval is linked 

to the Ra, higher Ra resulting in longer intervals with a scaling of: Interval (yrs) = 

cRa1 2 (where c is in the range 0.51.5). Figure 4.5 shows a partially layered case with
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Transition Ra
Whole mantle convection to partial layering 9.74 x 104  5.19 x 105

Partial layering to layered convection 6.76 x 106  7.76 x 10s

Table 4.6: Ra for the transitions at C1660 =  8  MPa/K and high Ra.

more Earthlike Ra and C1660, which also exhibits heat pulses. Time slices of the 

radial mass flux demonstrate how each pulse is preceded by a significant reduction in 

the degree of layering in the system.

Case Ra PI (Model Myr) S Vel. (cm/yr) SI (Myr)
404 6.77 x 106 1860 0.6342 236

1400 0.6342 178
Average 207

406 5.99 x 106 1310 0.5118 134
1480 0.5118 151
1700 0.5118 174

Average 153
405 5.00 x 106 1370 0.4650 127

1640 0.4650 153
1430 0.4650 133

Average 138

Table 4.7: Scaled thermal peak intervals, assumed surface velocity for Earth: 5 cm/yr. 
Source of pulse interval values, Figure 4.4. PI  Pulse Interval, S Vel. Surface Velocity 
and SI  Scaled Interval.

The process which leads to a surface heat flux pulse is visualised in detail in Figure 4.6 

and as snapshots in Figures 4.5 and 4.8. An animation of the avalanchepulse mecha

nism can be found in Appendix B. The heat pulse is driven by a single strong down 

welling, often described as a mantle avalanche (Tackley et al. 1993). The avalanche 

initiates as a point downwelling from 660, which rapidly grows, sucking in most of the
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major downwelling features in its hemisphere. When the large volume of downwelling 

material impacts the coremantle boundary it spreads outwards, driving the hotter 

material away towards the other side of the core. The concentration of hot material 

becomes unstable, resulting in plumes (Figure 4.5). The plumes rapidly transit the 

mantle and produce a dramatic increase in the surface heat flux. The time between 

the initiation of an avalanche and the surface heat flux maximum is ?«100 Myrs, val

ues taken from Figure 4.8 and converted to Earth years. The most notable aspect 

of the visualisation in Figure 4.6 is the strong degreeone trend at the large scale. A 

feature less obvious in static diagrams is the relative motion of material at the CMB 

and the surface. As material downwells on one side of the planet and upwells on the 

other there is a global flow at the surface converging on the downwelling side; clearly 

demonstrated by the animation in Appendix B.

4.4.3 Evolving models

Models with cooling allow the Ra to reduce as a run progresses, transitions between 

different convective regimes within a continuous model case are then possible. Figure

4.7 demonstrates the effect of transitions in low Ra cases. The primary effect of 

the transition from layered to whole mantle convection is a small deviation from 

the overall cooling trend at the point of transition, highlighted by dotted boxes. At 

higher Ra (Figure 4.8) the impact of transition into partial layering is accompanied 

by sustained and significant pulsing of the surface heat flux. The grey curve in Figure

4.8 indicates the surface heat flux trend for the same case without radiogenic heating
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reduction or core cooling enabled.

4.5 Discussion

The following discussion builds on the observation of layering breakdown in man

tle models. It is worth noting the limitations of the model used in this study and 

some related arguments from the literature. The lack of a 410 km discontinuity with 

a positive Clapeyron slope may cause mantle avalanches to be enhanced (as suggested 

by Tackley et al. 1994), however there may be less than straightforward differences 

in behaviour between 410 and 660 (Tauzin et al. 2008), which this study wished to 

eliminate. The reasoning behind enhancing the absolute magnitude of C1660 for mod

elling was presented above (section 4.3), it is reassuring that the pulse mechanism 

was still observed in cases with high Ra and a C1660 of 4 MPa/K, the least negative 

value used in this study. Korenaga (2008) proposed that plate tectonics may impose 

a large length scale on mantle convection, effectively forcing material through 660. 

This study was not designed to test this possibility as plates were not modelled. This 

is not necessarily a weakness, as this study seeks primarily to understand early Earth, 

a time when the exact mode of plate tectonics is largely unknown.

With regard to the critical Ra for transition between convective regime, there is 

a notable difference between behaviour displayed by models at low and high Ra. At 

low Ra and very negative C1660 the range of Ra where partial layering occurs is small, 

with a rapid change from whole mantle convection to layered mantle convection. By
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Figure 4.7: Low vigour model cases with cooling, (a) Focussing on transition from 
layered convection to whole mantle convection, (b) showing transition from partially 
layered convection to whole mantle convection. Zero time refers to the start of cooling, 
the cases were ‘run in’ before this to allow them to develop away from the original 
initial condition. Dotted boxes highlight the points of transition.
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Figure 4.8: High vigour model case with cooling. Zero time refers to the start of 
cooling, the case had previously ‘run in’ to allow it to develop away from the initial 
condition. Case 407, C1660 =  8 MPa/K, Initial Ra =  7.76 x 106
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contrast, high Ra and less negative C1660 cases display a wide domain of partial lay

ering with a gradual change from layered to whole mantle convection. It must be 

noted that Figures 4.2 and 4.3 represent ‘static’ models defining the convective state 

of a set Ra and C1660 for each case.

The differences in behaviour are mirrored to some extent by those cases allowed 

to cool, the transition being relatively unremarkable for lower Ra cases (Figure 4.7). 

At high Ra (more Earthlike) the transition is dramatic (Figure 4.8), contradicting 

Allegre (2 0 0 2 ), who proposed that such a breakdown could occur in a benign manner. 

The nature of the transition from layered convection to partial layering is therefore to 

some extent Ra dependent, with higher Ra resulting in larger fluctuations in the sur

face heat flux. An important point to note is the relative temperatures of the cases. 

Low Ra cases are significantly hotter than high Ra cases as they are less efficient at 

losing heat, convection being more sluggish.

The results of layer breakdown observed in evolving cases represent the same pro

cess observed as pulses in partially layered nonevolving cases. It is the transition 

to partial layering caused by the reduction in convective vigour (cooling), which 

produces heat pulses. There are some differences in the expression of the pulses. 

For example, in Figure 4.8 the first 2 pulse peaks occur ^340 Myrs (Earth years) 

apart but are not separated by an extended return to complete layering as in the 

nonevolving cases (Figure 4.4). The main pulses are then followed by much lower 

amplitude fluctuations. The most likely cause of this difference is the constant cooling
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of the model. The progression from full layering to partial layering and on to near 

whole mantle convection does not allow the model to reequilibrate at any given state.

The mechanism of breakdown has been visualised for three cases and remains consis

tent, indicating that it is a robust process, capable of operating at a variety of Ra and 

C1660 combinations. A sketch representation (Figure 4.9) illustrates the global na

ture of mantle avalanches and their corresponding heat pulse. A superficially similar 

process has been modelled in spherical geometry by Zhong et al. (2007), who observed 

strong degree 1 up and downwelling features in response to continental insulation of 

the surface. It is important to note that the mechanism behind Zhong, Zhang, Li & 

Roberts’s degree 1 convective pattern is entirely different to the mechanism in this 

work. The transit time of «T00 Myrs for an avalanche to descend and plumes to 

rise is internally consistent with model velocities, which suggest ^60 Myrs average 

oneway transit time. This agrees broadly with previous estimates for mantle transit 

time (Tackley 2000).

Table 4.7 demonstrates that the interval between heat pulses is of order 100200 

Myrs. This broadly agrees with weak cyclicity found by analysing LIP’s. Intervals 

between 105 Myr and 730 Myr were found for the last 3.5 Gyr and ^170 Myr interval 

for the last 1.5 Gyrs (Prokoph et al. 2004). This link is somewhat correlative and does 

not in itself indicate a mechanistic connection. Davies (1995) also finds time scales 

of order several hundred Myrs for partially layered cyclicity, using a parameterised 

model. The trend of reducing intervals between pulses as Ra reduces suggests that
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the ‘pulsing’ behaviour of the models is being driven by cold material descending 

from the surface of the model as suggested by the parameterised models of Davies 

(1995). This indication is borne out by the visualisation of a cold avalanche triggering 

the heat pulse. Therefore, an expected trend in the long term cooling of the Earth 

could be for mantle avalanches and associated effects to become more frequent but 

less dramatic over time. A scaling of pulse interval with Ra of: Interval (yrs) = 

cRaL2 (where c is of order 1 for the cases presented) underlines the dependence of 

peak interval on Ra. The scaling is based on cases with a significantly more negative 

C1660 than Earth at  8  MPa/K. Thus, for Earth, c is likely to be less than 1 . The 

scaling also becomes invalid once Ra exceeds the value required for 2  layer convection.

Mantle avalanches have been previously described (Tackley et al. 1993, 1994, But

ler & Peltier 2000), similar avalanches are observed in this work. However, due to 

the greater computing resources available for this study, simulations could be run 

at high resolutions with much more Earthlike Ra for a longer time. For example, 

Tackley et al. (1993) show the development of their model over 2 Gyrs of model 

time. Taking their model surface velocity of 0.6 cm/yr and converting to Earthtime 

(Equation 4.6) the resulting 240 Myrs is not sufficiently long to observe the cyclic 

nature of mantle avalanches. Evidence of upwelling and subsequent surface heat flux 

maxima in response to avalanches, was not found by Tackley et al. (1993). Again, 

it is likely that the relatively short time evolution of their model case was responsible.

Adopting the assumption that some form of phase change induced layering is likely, at
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least for the early Earth, the implications of layered to partial layered transition and 

avalanche induced heat pulses are significant. Possible models are: a varying degree 

of partial layering for all of Earth history or full layering for a period, followed by a 

move to partial layering. Full layering for all of Earth history can be discounted as 

seismic tomography studies clearly show material passing through 660 km (Van der 

Hilst et al. 1997, Montelli et al. 2004). The two remaining models are similar in that 

the major process of interest is the pulsing introduced by partial layering. This either 

occurs over the entire history of Earth, or begins when layered convection starts to 

break down. The model of a single event transition from layered to whole mantle con

vection is effectively ruled out by this study, given the wide range of Ra over which 

partial layering occurs.

Parameterised modelling of the thermal evolution of Earth often encounters ther

mal catastrophe, where the temperature of the mantle tends towards unreasonably 

high values well before 4.5 Ga (reviewed in greater detail by Korenaga 2008). In a 

partially layered mantle, heat pulses could significantly disrupt the central assump

tion of parameterised modelling that heat flux decays consistently over time. When 

the cooling rate (heat flux) of the planet is highly time dependent, typified by a se

ries of maxima followed by accelerated cooling, assigning a consistent cooling rate is 

likely to produce inaccurate results. It is possible that the heat flux at the present 

day would plot on the ‘tail’ of a peak as illustrated by Figure 4.5. Therefore, when 

measurements are projected back in time they would produce an artificially high ‘av

erage’ heat flux, leading to thermal catastrophe in a parameterised model. It must
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be noted that there are other methods of averting thermal catastrophe. For example, 

Labrosse & Jaupart (2007) employed the assumption that thermal losses from ocean 

lithosphere have remained reasonably stable from 3 Ga to present, despite higher 

mantle temperatures in the past. The assumption prevents thermal catastrophe in 

the models before 3 Ga. It also suggests that plate tectonics did not operate in its 

current manner prior to 3 Ga. The results of the work presented here also suggest 

that mantle convection might have operated in a different manner (more layered) in 

the distant past.

The mantle avalanche mechanism has been observed to produce converging surface 

motion towards the downwelling. In the models presented here, the surface velocity 

boundary condition is free slip. On Earth, plates lie above the mantle and are cou

pled to its motion. With an avalanche starting at 660 km, one might expect the rapid 

inward motion of the mantle in response to this dramatic event to act on the plates 

as shown in Figure 4.9. Whether such a process could explain the periodic accumu

lation of supercontinents would require further investigation. The interval between 

avalanche/pulse events in the models is a few 100 Myrs, this is of the same order as 

the supercontinent cycle, an exciting but rather speculative possibility.

A further impact of pulse events on plate tectonics would be expected from the 

hot plumes triggered by an avalanche. From both the visualisation and surface heat 

flux data (Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.8) it is evident that a significant amount of heat 

is delivered to the upper mantle by a pulse. The heat is however, not delivered as
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Figure 4.9: Sketch of layer breakdown and subsequent heat output, (not to scale)

a single plume, rather is is more diffuse and takes the form of many smaller plumes 

spread over much of the hemisphere. On Earth, this could produce clustering in time 

of Large Igneous Province (LIP) eruption, illustrated in Figure 4.9, which are broadly 

associated with one hemisphere at the time of emplacement. Based on Earth times of 

^100 Myrs for a pulse to reach maximum, the clustering would be expected on this 

timescale. LIPs do indeed appear to show some clustering in time (Ernst &; Buchan 

2002), again raising tantalising possibilities.

Large scale global magmatism would of course have an observable geochemical ef

fect. A probable outcome of the pulsing would be a certain degree of periodicity in 

the level of melt extraction from the mantle. Expected effects might be continental 

building episodes and the transfer of trace elements into the upper mantle (Stein &
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Hofmann 1994). A number of geochemical studies suggest some sort of periodicity in 

‘mantle depletion events’ of He (Parman 2007) and gold (Frimmel 2008). If this geo

chemical variation is linked to periodic events in Earth’s mantle such as avalanches 

and heat pulses, one would have to take these events into account when building 

conceptual models of the mantle. The most significant impact might be expected in 

the Archean as the models presented here suggest that heat pulses would have been 

larger further back in time.

The modelling results are particularly interesting when seen in context with the ideas 

of Condie (1998), who provides a detailed conceptual description of potential man

tle avalanche mechanisms. Based in geological and geochemical observations, Condie 

makes a number of suggestions. He proposes that supercontinents fragment over large 

upwellings and collect over large downwellings, but that plumes tend to follow some

time after breakup. In his model, plumes are triggered by downwellings reaching the 

core mantle boundary. This global process is similar to the ideas presented in Fig

ure 4.9. Condie also proposes evolution of layering over time, with the mantle more 

strongly layered before 1 Ga with only 3 major avalanches in the Archean. The re

duced magnitude and increased frequency of avalanche events after 1 Ga is attributed 

to the reduction of Ra, limiting the effectiveness of C1660 as a barrier to flow. Again, 

the models agree well with this time dependent trend. Finally, Condie suggests that 

the duration of Precambrian events is of order 5080 Myr and that there is a clus

tering of plumes in time, statements this modelling work is entirely consistent with. 

Differences between this work and that of Condie arise in the mechanism for repeated
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avalanching. Condie suggests a large role for subducting plates and continental insu

lation, whereas this work focusses solely on the influence of the 660 km phase change. 

Therefore, while many of the observations in this work match those of Condie (1998), 

his approach is more surface driven, an aspect that was not covered in the modelling. 

Further differences arise in the timescales of avalanche events. The modelling work 

would suggest 100200 Myr intervals between avalanches, Condie’s ‘superevent cycles’ 

vary between 800 Myr and 400 Myr. There are indications that model cases run at 

early Earth Ra (109) would produce longer intervals between pulses, for example the 

long tail of Case 408 (Figure 4.5). Despite the caveats outlined above, the level of 

agreement between modelling results and the overall conceptual model of Condie is 

remarkable.

A number of possible impacts of periodic pulsing of the mantle have been discussed. 

It is not certain that this mechanism has been active on Earth as there are a number 

of simplifying assumptions to the models, which could have an unforeseen impact. For 

example, the model is isoviscous radially, does not simulate surface plates or allow 

temperature dependent viscosity. However, evidence for periodic behaviours emerg

ing from geochemical studies, problems with simple parameterised thermal evolution 

models and the need to reconcile observations favouring both layered and whole man

tle convection, suggest something is missing from the story of Earth’s mantle. The 

evolution of a partially layered regime could be part of the answer.
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4.6 Conclusion

• The transition from layered mantle convection to partial or whole mantle con

vection at high Ra is characterised by significant periodic fluctuation of surface 

heat flux, driven by mantle avalanches. This contradicts the suggestion in the 

literature that such a transition could go almost unnoticed (Allegre 2002).

• Mantle avalanches initiate at the 660 phase boundary as a result of cold material 

ponding above. The effect of an avalanche is to sweep hot material together, 

spawning significant plumes.

• The mechanism of periodic layer breakdown has been shown to be consistent 

across a range of Ra and C1660, supporting the conclusions of previous param

eterised modelling (Davies 1995).

• For partially layered cases, repeated discrete avalanches and subsequent ‘heat 

spikes’ are observed, the interval between these events appears longer at higher 

Ra for a given C1660. The interval is 100200 Myrs, of similar order to the 

time scale of supercontinent formation and the interval between large igneous 

provinces.

• Partial layering, leading to periodic ‘pulsing’ of the surface heat flux provides a 

mechanism for global episodic mantle depletion events, inferred from geochem

ical observations.

• If Earth’s mantle was initially layered and has transitioned to partial layering 

or even whole mantle convection over its history, models of the thermal history
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and geochemical evolution must take this into account.



Chapter 5

Distributed Storage of High-Volume

Environmental Simulation Data:

Mantle Modelling

5.1 Abstract

Advances in the modelling of Earth’s mantle often face limitations due to the

volume of output data that can be stored. To address this limitation, a feasibility study

of a peertopeer distributed storage system for the archiving of large datasets produced

by the Earth mantle modelling code TERRA is presented. The manner in which the

nature of such data affects the indexing, duplication and performance requirements of

such a system is analysed and a dataoriented overlay network to improve efficiency

is proposed. Duplication methods are analysed and small scale test bed performance

measured.
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Glossary

Terms, which may not be familiar to some readers (computer scientists will prob

ably want to start at section 5.2).

• Hashing, using a mathematical algorithm on a file to produce a short numerical 

or alphanumerical string, which is dependent on the content of the file. If the file 

changes then using the same algorithm will result in a different hash, alerting 

the user.

• Distributed hash table, a method of using file hashes to map files to particular 

resources in a structured way ie. in a network.

• Overlay Network, a virtual network in which connections between nodes do not 

have to match physical connections between the machines in question. The web 

is an overlay network.

• API, a library of prewritten code, which can be used by an object oriented 

programming language like Java to build systems without having to write every 

single section of the code oneself.

• JRE, Java Runtime Environment, the virtual machine, which allows one to run 

Java bytecode on a system.

• P2PS, Peer to peer simplified, a API for writing peer to peer programmes in 

Java.
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• Peer, a peer is the basic entity of a peer to peer system, the term is used to refer 

to individual nodes in a network and usually comprises a programme running 

on a given machine. A rendezvous peer is a peer with a known address, which 

can be contacted by other peers for information to further peers.

• Instantiation, the act of creating a new instance of an object such as a Java class, 

this is a key operation of object oriented programming, which allows existing 

code to be extended in a structured manner.

5.2 Introduction

Many largescale scientific instruments such as the LHC at CERN, telescope arrays 

and supercomputing clusters are rapidly converging on a single abstract definition, a 

device with the potential to produce bytes in almost limitless quantities. This has 

been termed the ‘data deluge’ (Vazhkudai et al. 2005), which is likely to impact on al

most every scientific discipline. This chapter addresses that issue through the storage 

and indexing requirements of data produced by the TERRA Earth mantle simulation 

code (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & Baumgardner 2000, 

Oldham & Davies 2004), primarily run on beowulfstyle supercomputing clusters in 

the 2562048 processor range. Large though the storage attached to such machines 

may be, the amount available to a single user is usually limited. When running 

TERRA at 10 km resolution (1024 cores, ^300 GB RAM), the frequency of visuali

sation output is limited and long runs may not be possible, even when the runs are 

within the computational capacity of the cluster. Additionally, as model output data
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remains in a single users account, it is difficult to ascertain if a model with particular 

parameters has already been run. The result is unintended duplication of models, 

which at high resolutions becomes expensive. The storage system is required to be 

searchable and to allow selective retrieval of data, precluding the use of tape storage.

The TERRA model is scalable depending on the computing resources available. A 

typical base resolution may only produce several gigabytes (GB) of output. How

ever, every stepwise improvement in resolution is accompanied by an 8fold increase 

in output. At high resolution, a single model run produces over 600 GB of output. 

When a suite of models are run, the level of data output easily outstrips the storage 

capacity of smaller clusters, considered here as comprising 200300 processors. The 

continued growth of computing power will only increase this flow of data. Although 

storage technologies are generally improving at a similar rate as computing power, 

most researchers share their supercomputing clusters with a relatively large number 

of users. Storing all data output on the cluster is not usually possible. Fortunately, 

many institutions have large numbers of workstations in computing laboratories where 

only a fraction of the local disk is in use. Assuming 30 GB of free space per machine, 

a 60 machine lab has 1.8 TB of storage available. Typically there are 10s of such 

labs, upgraded on a rolling 3 year cycle, with new workstations having at least twice 

the amount of local storage as the previous generation. Therefore, a network of 1000 

machines where 1/3 are upgraded each year will gain 910 TB of storage every year 

for 3 years and 1920 TB per year in the following 3 years. The potential for a system 

able to exploit these resources is significant. The performance and reliability of the
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operating environment was evaluated, taking account of the inherently untrustworthy 

nature of open access computers on an institutional network. The novelty of this work 

arises from the integration of the storage mechanism with the structure of the data, 

to allow more efficient operation.

5.3 Related Work

The concept of storage over a number of physical resources itself is not new, 

search engines, high traffic web pages and grid computing all implement distributed 

storage for reasons of availability, performance and integrity of data. More ‘infor

mal’ distributed computing is a more recent concept and consists of systems such 

as Gnutella for file sharing and Freenet, which allows anonymous storage within an 

overlay network on the Internet.

5.3.1 Centralised and Larger-Scale System s

Many distributed storage systems are deployed in a Grid context, Storage Re

source Broker (SRB) is a typical example. SRB is aimed at storage and sharing 

of terabytespetabytes of data. Developed at the San Diego Supercomputer Centre, 

SRB is middleware that acts as a link between geographically separated data stores 

(Rajasekar et al. 2002). SRB uses a federated architecture with metadata catalogues 

(MCAT) that are local to a particular data store and enable access to the stored 

data. As with many such systems, the underlying implementation is hidden from 

the user and files are accessed using a global persistent identifier (a unique ‘name’). 

SRB also utilises data duplication, caching and load balancing (Rajasekar & Wan
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2002). OceanStore (Rhea et al. 2001) is a research project aimed at building a global 

data store with a multiexabyte storage capacity. Large server pools are distributed 

globally in peer to peer relationships, data is freely shared but encrypted. Implemen

tations of OceanStore use: erasure coding, secure hashing with a distributed hash 

table and dedicated routing control. In addition, OceanStore is selfhealing through 

the use of update cycles.

5.3.2 Peer to Peer

Peer to peer (P2P) networking emerged with the rapid uptake of systems such as 

Napster. First generation networks relied on index servers (in a similar manner to 

SRB) and onetoone transfers. Subsequent generation P2P systems such as BitTor 

rent (Cohen 2003) exploit the parallelism inherent to P2P networks by sharing files 

as fragments. The result is cost effective distribution of data to a large number of 

users (Yang & Veciana 2004). Current generations of P2P software such as Gnutella 

and Freenet are intended to be completely decentralised to avoid single point failure. 

Other techniques, such as distributed hash tables, enable structured overlays to be 

built by a groups of peers using strict algorithms relating data and its location within 

a network, without the need for a central controller.

The P2P approach to distributed systems assumes an environment of ‘edge’ work

stations, where unreliability is expected. This situation is similar to an institutional 

network, where hardware is accessible to a large number of users and cannot be con

sidered trustworthy. A number of storage oriented systems based on P2P technologies
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have been proposed, many intended as a form of fault tolerant backup for user files. 

Backup systems include SNS (Ye et al. 2003), Farsite (Adya et al. 2002) and pStore 

(Batten et al. 2001). These three systems implement methods such as; clustered 

architecture, a versioning system, data replication and routing algorithms to map 

data onto resources. However, none of these systems are intended to store and index 

structured scientific data. FreeLoader (Vazhkudai et al. 2005) is intended for scientific 

data sets of several terabytes (TB). The assumptions made by FreeLoader are that 

data is written once then accessed multiple times, primary copies of data are backed 

up elsewhere and that scientific workstations are often of higher specification than 

standard machines. FreeLoader implements striping by breaking files into ‘morsels’, 

which can provide superior performance to that of the local hard disk (Vazhkudai 

et al. 2005). However, it is primarily a high performance distributed file system, not 

a data archive. An emerging concept in P2P systems is the use of overlay networks 

to enhance search efficiency (Andersen et al. 2001, Stoica et al. 2001). In the scenario 

discussed here, the most useful aspect is the trend toward dataoriented architectures 

(Aberer et al. 2005), in which metadata are used to virtually group similar data to 

enable more efficient routing of queries.

The development of P2P systems is assisted by specific P2P APIs, which provide 

a framework on which to build. Peer to Peer Simplified (P2PS) (Wang 2005), is a 

set of P2P protocols implemented as an API. The main implementation of P2PS is 

in Java and contains sufficient classes to develop many different types of P2P appli

cation. In this respect, P2PS is similar to JXTA (Gong 2001), the main differences
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being technical rather than conceptual. The key feature of P2PS relevant to this 

project is that customised internal message types (as XML Advertisements) can be 

easily defined. Communication between peers is based on abstract pipes, thus an 

apparent direct connection between two peers may in fact pass through a number of 

intermediate peers. The P2P infrastructure provided by P2PS is based on subnets 

of standard peers connected by rendezvous peers, which allow communication across 

subnets. This type of centraliseddecentralised architecture allows greater scalability 

and efficiency of the network as a whole (Ramaswamy et al. 2005).

Key features taken from the above systems, which have been incorporated into the 

system concept are; duplication for reliability, data striping, indexing, dataoriented 

overlays and assumed unreliability of peers. P2PS was used as a basis for the test 

bed implementation.

5.4 Mantle Modelling - TERRA

5.4.1 W hat is TERRA?

The Earth’s mantle is defined as the region of predominantly solid rock located 

between the generally more buoyant crust and the more dense liquid iron outer core. 

It is around 2900 km thick and makes up over 80% of the planetary volume. Although 

the mantle behaves as an elastic solid, transmitting seismic waves on short timescales, 

on a geological time scale its behaviour is analagous to a highly viscous fluid, allowing 

convective heat transfer from the interior to the surface. TERRA is a finite element
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3D mantle convection simulation code (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 

1995, Yang & Baumgardner 2000, Oldham & Davies 2004). Earth’s mantle is treated 

as a spherical shell of highly viscous fluid with physical properties based on inver

sion of observations of the real mantle, lab experiments and abinitio mineral physics 

calculations of likely mantle minerals. It solves the equations for the conservation of 

mass, momentum and energy and steps forward the evolution of the mantle system. 

Appropriate boundary conditions are prescribed at the surface and the coremantle 

boundary. The code is parallelised with MPI and is scalable depending on resources 

available.

The model resolution is referred to by the value of the parameter ‘m t’. The mt 

parameter relates to the manner in which the finite element mesh is divided. The 

mesh is based on a regular icosahedron, where each of the 20 sides of this regular 

polyhedron is an equilateral triangle. These equilateral triangles are paired to give 10 

diamonds. The diamonds are treated as quasisquares and are repeatedly subdivided. 

The number of subdivisions, which must be a power of 2, along each side of a diamond 

is given by mt. For Earth simulations the number of radial layers (nr) is set to

m t .
nr = — +  1 (5.1)

z

to maintain a reasonable element aspect ratio. At each timestep, five values are 

solved for at each grid node; temperature, nonhydrostatic pressure and the three 

components of velocity. A simulation may be run for many 10,000’s of time steps. 

Note that the number of unknowns increases by a factor of 8 for each factor of 2 rise 

in mt. Table 5.1 summarises some typical mt values. As TERRA is research code, it
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does not have a GUI and is executed from the command line, a recompile is usually 

required before each run. It is however, extremely computationally stable. Figure 5.1 

demonstrates a typical work flow for running a TERRA job.

mt Mean Resolution (km) No. of nodes
64 88 1,351,746
128 44 10,649,730
256 22 84,541,698
512 11 approx. 655,000,000

Table 5.1: Resolution for different values of mt.
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Figure 5.1: TERRA Workflow
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5.4.2 D ata Volumes

Terra has two fundamentally different output types. First, there are continuous 

output files which represent the bare minimum of useful summary output. These files 

are usually less than 10 MB in size since they are only summaries of actual data. The 

second class of files have values from the actual computational grid. These files are 

appreciably bigger. They include checkpoint files (to allow restart of the calculation) 

and output files for visualisation packages such as GMT (Wessel & Smith 1998) and 

MantleVis (Heath 2002). All these file types have the tendency to be very large at high 

model resolution (see Table 5.2 for examples). Many of these files are output multiple

Total file size in Megabytes
mt level Checkpoint Files (binary) Mantle Vis Whole Grid GMT

mt64 57.6 22 168
mtl28 416 179 1248
mt256 3300 1430 9270
mt512 26000 11400 69067

Table 5.2: Data volume for various types of TERRA output

times during a simulation, particularly if an animation of the models’ evolution is to 

be produced. Each visualisation or checkpoint file output by TERRA relates to a 

specific point in time during the model run. Provided that data was output on several 

occasions during a model run, the loss of one output does not invalidate the rest of 

the data. The storage system is therefore intended to be more resistant to the loss of 

small portions of several files than to the loss of an individual file. Additionally, the 

resolution of a TERRA run (see Table 5.1) affects the number of timesteps required. 

For each increase in resolution, the number of timesteps must be doubled in order
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to simulate an equivalent time period. Table 5.3 gives an example of a typical run 

schedule for 23 years of work for one researcher and represents approximately 200 

days processing on a 550 Gflops cluster. As a minimum, data integrity must be 

maintained for a similar time span. While model runs can be recreated (rerunning 

with original code and parameters), the cost of doing this is can be exceptionally high. 

Rerunning code should be avoided as much as possible. Additionally, an archive of 

previous model runs, accessible to a wider research group or community, would allow 

researchers to avoid unnecessary duplication and again reduce costs.

Total data in Gigabytes
mt No. of runs Totals
64 60 129
128 40 804
256 10 3240
512 2 6562

10,734

Table 5.3: Output requiring storage from a typical research project, based on 5,000 
timesteps at mt64, 10,000 at mtl28, 20,000 at mt256 and 40,000 at mt512. Outputting 
2 checkpoints and a set of MantleVis files for every 500 time steps.

5.5 P2PS Based Distributed File System

The design of the system was driven by the requirements of storing TERRA out

put. However, the reliability and performance requirements are common to many 

research areas that utilise modelling. The fundamental elements of the initial imple

mentation of the storage system were; standard P2PS peers, a file transfer mechanism 

and custom advertisements for advertising files held by a peer and for issuing instruc

tions to the network. Each peer in the system maintains a list of the files it holds and
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Figure 5.2: Key components the p2p storage system. The network is intended to 
represent an institutional LAN, however it could equally represent a WAN or the 
public internet.

advertises them to the network. A user peer connects to the network and constructs a 

query for available data. A list of available data are then shown to the user. To trans

fer specific data, a transfer advertisement is constructed containing a file identifier, 

the source and the destination where it is to be sent. When this advert is published 

the source peer initiates data transfer. Once the transfer advert has been published, 

the user peer is no longer required for a file transfer to take place, therefore the user 

peer could be described as having a 3rd person perspective on the file transfer. This 

does not prevent the user peer downloading data to itself if required. Figure 5.2 

summarises the main hardware components involved.
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5.5.1 Duplication and Striping

Due to the low trust nature of a P2P network some form of duplication is essential 

if data integrity is to be maintained. Complex data distribution algorithms, such as 

those described by Rabin (1989), were not utilised in the proposed implementation, 

however they may offer a method of improving storage capacity in the future. Here, 

simple duplication was employed to provide fault tolerance. To improve transfer 

performance a method of striping was chosen to exploit the parallelism inherent to a 

P2P system. Previous studies have shown that data striping can allow transfer rates 

over a network equal to or exceeding that from the local hard disk (Vazhkudai et al. 

2005). Duplication and striping are best performed by the same algorithm, allowing 

‘chunks’ of files and duplicates of chunks to be logically indexed. The basic function 

of duplication and chunking is:

D = ^2{d0i...dni) (5.2)

Where D is the original file, d is a chunk of the original file, 0 is the first chunk, 

n is the last chunk and i is the duplicate number. The manner in which data may 

be stored and retrieved on demand is demonstrated in Figure 5.3 where chunks and 

duplicates are numbered sequentially from 0. Mapping of chunks to peers is carried 

out in a different order for each file. This ensures that, unless the number of duplicates 

exceeds the number of peers no one peer holds duplicates of the same chunk. When 

the last peer is reached the mapping loops back to the first peer.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution and return of chunks.

5.5.2 In d ex in g  a n d  M e ta d a ta

In any information storage system the user must be able to query the archive. 

For TERRA this would include the user searching for relevant data prior to initiating 

a new model run, thus saving computing time and money. General metadata for a 

TERRA model run is a combination of input and summary output parameters. There 

are some 4050 values that are of direct relevance to a model run, too many to integrate 

into the simplified indexing system of the test bed. Instead, a subset of values most 

relevant to archiving and retrieval are outlined in Table 5.4. The metadata consist 

of values defining both the physical constraints of a model run and key information 

relating the computational method (TERRA). This information gives the user an 

indication of the type and resolution of model and provides the technical details
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Tag Example
User MartinW

Terra version Cardiff. 1.0
File type GMT
Planet Earth

mt 128
Number of processes 32

Plates no
Equation of state 1

Boundary condition 1
Radiogenic heat production rate 0 W /Kg
Temperature of inner boundary 2.85 x 1003 K

Dynamic viscosity 1.00 x 1023 Pasec

Table 5.4: Metadata used to characterise TERRA model runs, mt  model resolution, 
Number of processes  the number of processors used on the cluster, Plates  whether 
the model implements plate tectonics, Equation of state  how the mantle material 
behaves in response to changes in pressure and temperature, Boundary condition  
how the model handles the upper an lower boundaries, Radiogenic heat production 
rate  the amount of heat generated within the mantle, Temperature of inner boundary 
 heat from the Earths’ core, Dynamic viscosity  the reference viscosity of the model.

required to restart the run from checkpoint files. Metadata are attached as a header 

on each file chunk. In addition to model metadata, the header records chunk number, 

duplicate number and other internal system data. This will allow each peer to derive 

its own local index from the files it holds. In the simplest scenario, the system could 

be searched by publishing a query to the whole peer network, each peer searching its 

own local index and returning any matches. However, this ‘query flooding’ approach 

is not particularly scalable and makes poor use of available bandwidth (Ripeanu 

2001). A dataoriented overlay network, based on the metadata within the system 

would streamline querying. There are of course many parameters (over 50) that 

could be chosen. However, a small subset of parameters can capture the main aspects
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of interest to the modeller. A hierarchy of parameters may be constructed and the 

model outputs grouped accordingly, with the most discriminating parameter first (e.g. 

resolution). Provided that the hierarchy is carefully constructed, the possibility of a 

particular model theoretically occupying two groups simultaneously is unlikely. For 

example, the minimum reference viscosity which may be used in a given run depends 

on the resolution. A run at mtl28 and a run at mt256 are extremely unlikely to 

share a viscosity value. The only situation where this may happen is where a high 

resolution case is deliberately run using a viscosity value, which would normally be 

run at lower resolution. The aim being to test the numerical convergence of the 

solution. These runs are relatively rare. Figure 5.4 demonstrates how a query might 

propagate through a series of groups, each group filtering the data such that fewer 

peers need to be queried. Such a structure requires that lower groups in the hierarchy 

depend in some way on the group above.

5.6 Evaluation

A test bed of the distributed storage system was developed to test the performance 

of the operating environment and gain an insight into potential future behaviour. 

This is important as the system must strike a balance between providing reasonable 

data throughput and the need to minimise the impact on the workstations donating 

storage. The duplication method was modelled to establish its resilience.
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Figure 5.4: Example of querying, groups in bold are those relevant to the query, other 
possible but unused groups are in grey. Both number of processes and viscosity are 
strongly dependent on resolution (mt).

5.6.1 Performance Test Bed

A test bed of 5 PCs was set up, consisting of 1 Pentium M notebook and 4 Pentium 

4 desktop workstations. All machines ran Windows XP Professional with JRE 1.5.0. 

Six sample file sizes were produced using TERRA output; 1 MB, 3.7 MB, 7.4 MB,

11.1 MB, 14.9 MB and 18.6 MB. A set of these files was allocated to each storage peer. 

Communication was by TCP pipes. Under evaluation were; the ability of peers to 

discover each other, File queries and advertisements, transfer advertisements, latency 

of the P2P network, rates of data transfer and the ability of the transfer mechanism 

to maintain data integrity. To derive a baseline of machine reliability an 8 day survey 

of 27 randomly chosen machines was undertaken; ss85% were found to respond to a
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ping request at any given time.

During test bed evaluation, 42 files, totalling 367 MB were transferred between peers 

operating in 2, 3 and 5 peer configurations. All workstations on which peers were in

stalled were located within the same subnet, rendezvous peers were not implemented 

in the test bed. A single peer issued commands to the system. Qualitatively, all peers 

detected each other and were able to advertise their files. The controlling peer was 

able to view advertised files and issue transfer commands, which were carried out by 

the target peers. One peer failed during file transfer in the 5 peer configuration. Out 

of 42 files transferred 97.6 % arrived intact. Figure 5.5 demonstrates effective transfer 

rates achieved during file transfer between peers in the test bed. File transfer rates 

for larger files were marginally lower than those for smaller files, though this may 

be an artefact of small sample size. Data transfer was a processor intensive task for 

the duration of the transfer, however, idle peers use very few resources on their host 

machines. System memory usage fell within the ~25 MB consumed by Java.

The latency of the P2PS network was defined as the time taken for a ‘ping’ to be 

answered using P2PS input pipes, output pipes and message listener. Although this 

operation will certainly take longer than a simple ping of a machine it is a more 

objective measure of the true latency of the P2P system as it represents the total 

time taken for the peers to react to a command. Figure 5.6 compares simple ping 

and P2PS ping. The Java VM and the peers themselves contribute the majority of 

the latency to the system, with typical P2PS ping times of 500700 ms, compared to 

pure ping times of 5 ms. There was no difference in transfer rates or latency between
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Figure 5.5: Transfer rates between peers in the test bed The speed relates to the 
data sending rate of the given peer in the given configuration. Key: (no. of peers in 
configuration)PP(peer number).

2, 3 or 5 peer configurations.

5.6.2 Levels of Duplication

In the light of the observation that only ^85% of peers may be available at any 

particular instant, the level of duplication must ensure that data remains available in 

such situations. There are two extremes of duplication. Where there is only one copy 

of each chunk, the loss of one peer results in the loss of access to the whole file. On 

the other hand, where the number of duplicates equals the number of peers each peer 

holds a complete copy of the file and only 1 peer needs to survive to retrieve the file. 

Obviously, the former case is almost certain to result in data loss, while the latter 

would allow very little data to be stored. The duplication system is most vulnerable
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of typical ‘pure’ ping between workstations on the network 
and the actual latency of a P2PS peer responding to a request.

when the number of chunks is greater than the number of peers, concentrating the 

chunks. Table 5.5 demonstrates the reliability of different levels of duplication. The

Duplicates MPL MSPL Data Vol. (MB)
1 1 1 500
2 50 2 1000
3 66 3 1500
4 75 4 2000

Table 5.5: Example employing 100 theoretical peers and a 500 MB file split into 100 
chunks. MPL  absolute maximum number of peers that could be lost without chunk 
loss. MSPL  maximum number of sequential peers that could be lost before chunk 
loss occurs.

main risk in this duplication structure is the loss of consecutive peers. Excluding 

largescale failures such as power outages, the probability of individual machine fail

ure within different rooms across campus can be considered unrelated. Therefore, 

the failure of one peer is a discrete event and does not make it more likely that the
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consecutive peer will also fail. For multiple files the risk is mitigated by the choice of 

a different sequence of peers each time a file is written so that different files do not 

share the same sequence of peers. This suits the nature of the data, as the loss of one 

file does not invalidate the rest of the files.

The probability that sufficient peers will be lost to render a given file irretrievable is:

I f  : M  < k ,P  =  0 (5.3)

I f . M > ^ k  kN  + k \ p = ,  (5.4)

( ( N  k ) \ M \ )  , N
Othermse  : P  =  ( k(M _  k y ( N _  i y)  (55)

where: P is the probability of file loss, N is the total number of chunks, k is the

number of duplicates and M is the number of chunks lost.

The probabilistic problem is a variation on the ‘socks problem’, where one must 

determine how many randomly selected socks one needs to take out of a drawer be

fore getting a matching pair. In this case there are many different colours of sock and 

a variable number of feet!
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5.6.3 Discussion

The immediately noticeable feature of Figure 5.5 is the raggedness of the lines 

and the stronger performance of peer 2 in the 5 peer configuration and peer 1 in 

the 2 peer configuration. Part of the variability is almost certainly due to small file 

sizes used in this test bed, which allows small anomalies to dominate the data. The 

machine responsible for the higher transfer rates was a 1.83 GHz Pentium M note

book with 1 GB of RAM, the other machines were of lower performance with 512 

MB of RAM. The differences could be due to: the amount of free system memory 

availably, the cleanliness of the windows install or issues with TCP over the network. 

The latter cause being the most likely candidate for introducing inconsistency to the 

results. Data transfer rate therefore appears strongly effected by the performance of 

the machine sending the data and the reliability of the network. This is significant 

as it indicates that faster data transfer may be possible when IT labs are upgraded, 

particularly with more RAM. The relatively high processor usage during data trans

fer strongly favours file striping across a relatively large number of peers to avoid 

undue performance impact on the workstation and inconvenience to general users. In 

this test, rendezvous peers were not implemented. The final system implementation 

will require a number of rendezvous peers through which new peers can communicate 

across subnets. Rendezvous peers will need be located on more reliable machines and 

new peers will be bootstrapped with the address of a rendezvous peer when they join 

the network.

The test bed confirmed the effectiveness of using customised advertisements to is
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sue commands to the system. This method of controlling the system is very flexible, 

as P2PS peers respond only to advertisement types they are interested in. Interest 

being registered by a peer issuing a query for a particular advertisement type. Thus, 

a peer can have a series of modes, each responding to and communicating via a differ

ent set of advertisements. The use of advertisements also allows the user peers in the 

system to issue commands and then leave the network, confident that the commands 

will be carried out. Further advertisement types that would be useful are, delete com

mands, disk space information, and general system health monitoring, which could 

be collected by the peers and transmitted in response to a query. Theoretical anal

ysis of the duplication method suggests that 3 duplicates of every chunk would be 

sufficient to ensure that a file could be retrieved when up to 66% of peers on which 

the chunks are stored are unavailable. Even when only 2 duplicates are made of each 

chunk, provided the peers holding both chunks no not fail simultaneously, 50% of 

peers could fail before the file is irretrievable. 4 duplicates of each chunk is not a 

significant improvement over 3 duplicates, and uses significantly more space.

5.7 Conclusion

In summary, a P2PS based storage system is very feasible in a university setting 

and imposes few additional costs. The inherent structure of TERRA output is used 

to group model runs using key metadata to improve P2P search efficiency. The 

XML advertisements central to P2PS allow a high degree of flexibility and are readily 

adapted for use in a distributed storage system. Data transfer rates of 34 Mbit/s 

over a 10 Mbit/s connection favour file fragment sizes of 5 MB, as the 15 seconds
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taken to transfer this file size is unlikely to cause a noticeable performance impact 

for the users of the machines. The method of duplication strikes a good balance of 

resilience and storage usage at a duplication level of 3. Multifile integrity is further 

ensured by changing the order of peers for each set of chunks.



Chapter 6

MantleStor: Distributed Indexing

and Storage of Earth Mantle

Modelling Data

6.1 Abstract

The storage of scientific modelling data is a multifaceted problem; there are issues

of sheer volume, data indexing and cost. TERRA is a scalable 3dimensional spherical

geometry code, capable of modelling Earth’s mantle with realistic parameters such as

vigour of convection. While many details of the mantle are still being incorporated

into the model, the computing issues surrounding TERRA have shifted from a question

of how to produce a realistic model to how to visualise and analyse the models in a

meaningful manner. The main visualisation tools used with Terra are; MantleVis

(a parallel visualisation tool), Generic Mapping Tools (Wessel & Smith 1991) and

155
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Paraview (paraview.org). With these types of visualisation comes data and when over

100 million data points are under consideration, this data volume becomes very large.

File systems attached to the supercomputers where the data is produced are able to

take up some of this data, however, these resources often need to be shared and can

be expensive, especially when maintenance costs are considered. To explore one of

the alternatives, this work presents MantleStor, a distributed indexed storage system,

based on PeertoPeer technology and intended to operate over a significant number

of standard institutional workstations. The results of a trial implementation over 8

physical machines are presented and analysed, with a discussion of the performance

of the indexing system, system resilience and data transfer. MantleStor is able to

handle one index search per second in ideal circumstances and one every 10 seconds

in a more challenging environment. Data integrity can be maintained with over 30%

loss of storage machines. MantleStor’s parallel file download is able to make best use

of available network bandwidth.

6.2 Introduction

Modelling Earth’s mantle in realistic geometry and at high resolution is an en

deavour, which produces large data volumes (100’s of gigabytes). A system for storing 

such data was explored as a feasibility study (Wolstencroft et al. 2006, and Chap

ter 5), a larger scale implementation of this concept of a peer to peer (P2P) based 

distributed storage system is presented here. Features include file storage, search, 

retrieval and deletion. The search function is based on a flexible applicationspecific 

metadata indexing scheme.
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A distributed storage system is of interest as large volume data storage is expensive 

but typical institutions have many workstations with significantly underutilised hard 

disks. Accessing this unused pool of storage was the first motivation for this study. 

A further motivation lies in development of an indexing system for such model data. 

Primarily conceived as a means of searching the stored data, the indexing method 

is not exclusive to a particular data type and can function with any data for which 

relevant metadata are available. The target user of this system is a small research 

group with access to computational resources in the small to mediumsized Beowulf 

cluster range, but with limited storage space for large datasets. Long term (5 years 

and over) data storage is not a requirement of the system as subsequent generations 

of clusters make models run on previous clusters almost trivial to rerun.

The novelty of MantleStor arises from the integration of P2P concepts, data stor

age and metadata indexing of Earth mantle modelling datasets.

6.3 Previous Work

MantleStor combines a number of concepts. Inspiration was drawn from a P2P 

systems such as Gnutella, while other aspects of the system are motivated by dis

tributed search and data integrity. The system is intended for a small number of 

users and a large number of autonomous peers, this style of operation has similarities 

with Grid (or more recently: ‘Cloud’) computing environments.
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The key component of MantleStor is the indexing system. It is inspired by search 

engines in general but is tailored for users who are asking for something other than 

a keyword match. An archive search needs to find a particular parameter and return 

matches within a given range. Thus search is a 2 part operation, first finding matching 

parameters then finding the values of those parameters that match the range defined. 

This is different from the type of search that Google does, where results are based on 

a measure of relevance (Page rank) to the keyword or search term. In this respect, 

the MantleStor index could be described as a simple distributed database.

The storage aspect of the system is similar in its goals to a number of other sys

tems such as Farsite (Adya et al. 2002), SNS (Ye et al. 2003) and pStore (Batten 

et al. 2001). The shared goal is to utilise otherwise wasted storage space in a similar 

manner to how Condor (Thain et al. 2005) makes use of otherwise unused CPU cy

cles. The intent was not to produce something of the scale and complexity of systems 

such as SRB (Rajasekar et al. 2002, Rajasekar & Wan 2002) and OceanStore (Rhea 

et al. 2001) but to implement a lightweight and functional solution to the problem of 

finding storage for large datasets.

A P2P approach was used as the key assumptions of inherent unreliability, ‘edge’ en

vironment and low machine resource overhead match with the institutional computer 

room environment in which MantleStor will be expected to operate. In addition, the 

availability of P2P Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) such as P2PS (Wang 

2005) allowed rapid implementation and testing of MantleStor.
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6.4 The TERRA Mantle Model

TERRA is an established mantle modelling code and is extensively described in 

the literature (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & Baumgard

ner 2000). Very briefly, TERRA is a finite element, 3dimensional spherical geometry 

wholemantle thermal convection/circulation model. Resolutions up to 15km are pos

sible, allowing very Earthlike simulations. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide more detailed 

descriptions of the different aspects of TERRA and the underlying science. The most 

relevant aspect of TERRA for MantleStor is the large amount (in terms of information 

not file size) of summary data it produces along with the large volume visualisation 

and checkpoint files (which require storing). The summary data consist of at least 50 

setup and output parameters, which display varying degrees of uniqueness. In gen

eral, model runs that are similar in their behaviour share similar parameters. Only 

model cases that share exactly the same setup parameters, initial conditions and have 

been run for the same number of time steps will have identical output parameters. 

The parameters all relate to the physical behaviour of the system and their use within 

the indexing scheme is discussed in section 6.5 (below). The parameters can include 

input parameters for a model and output parameters that result from that simulation.

6.5 Indexing Strategy

The novel aspect of this storage system is its use of TERRA metadata to tag 

the data. When searching the store, a list of files matching a required parameter is 

returned, rather than showing a list of all files available. To highlight how this is
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valuable, a typical model parameter is described.

The Rayleigh number (Ra) is a nondimensional parameter, which represents a mea

sure of convective vigour in a system. The larger the Ra, the more vigorous the 

convection. It can be used as a measure of how Earthlike a particular model case is, 

at present the Earth is thought to have a Ra of «  108 (Bunge et al. 1997, Weeraratne 

& Manga 1998). As Ra increases, models demonstrate more complex behaviour and 

a broader range of length scales (Figure 6.1). Thus, when searching an archive of 

model cases with the intention of answering a particular question, some Ra ranges 

will be of more relevance than others. Indeed, different sized planetary bodies will 

have different Ra e.g. Mars has a lower Ra than Earth. Many metadata will be

Low R ayleigh  Num ber, 9 .7 4 x 1 0 4 H igher R ayleigh  Num ber, 1.56x10®

Figure 6.1: An example of low and high Ra model cases, scale represents temperature 
anomaly in degrees Kelvin from the average.

common to a significant number of model cases that may be run; for example, the 

radius of the mantle, which would only change if one was simulating another planet.
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There are more specific metadata, which are defined by the purpose of the modelling. 

A typical example would be cases run to assess the effect of increasing Ra on the 

amount of heat given out at the surface of the modelled mantle (as in Chapter 2). 

Such models would have identical metadata apart from the Ra.

If only one set of cases were stored, the archive would be simply a store. How

ever, as more cases from different projects are added, searching the store will allow 

connections between different runs to be more easily made. For example, a straight

forward case run as part of a given set may be compared with a more complex run or 

used as an initial condition for further runs. This allows more effective comparison 

and discovery of existing data than was the case previously.

The more complex overlay network based index proposed in Chapter 5 was not imple

mented in MantleStor as the benefits of such an overlay became less clear as system 

design progressed. The rationale was that P2PS is already an overlay on the Ethernet 

network and that a further overlay would simply complicate implementation. Addi

tionally, the scale of testing required to evaluate such an overlay based index system 

required access to more hardware than the project could muster.

6.6 System Structure and Implementation

MantleStor is implemented in Java and is based on P2PS (Wang 2005), a JXTA 

inspired P2P API (also implemented in Java). P2PS uses Extensible Markup Lan

guage (XML) Advertisements for discovering and communicating between peers. The
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Advertisement system of P2PS has been extended with the addition of the follow

ing Advertisement types: PeerStatAdvertisement (collects statistics such as available 

disk space), Search Advertisement, File Advertisement (returns the details of a file in 

response to a search), Transfer Advertisement (a command to send a given file to a 

given destination) and FileDelAdvertisement (a deletion command for a given file). 

Other than these additional advertisement types P2PS is used ‘as is’ to provide P2P 

communication between MantleStor peers. This section describes how MantleStor 

operates on a technical level, some aspects are slightly simplified for clarity. Full 

source code can be found in digital Appendix A as a PDF and runs to ~3200 lines 

of code over 76 pages.

6.6.1 Communication

P2PS advertisements provide the communication structure of MantleStor. Adver

tisements consist of XML messages that are passed between peers, which are active 

once they have been published. Advertisements are of a given type and may hold a 

variety of data, set at instantiation. A peer will only ‘hear’ a given type of advert if 

it is actively listening for it, this is achieved by publishing an Advertisement Query 

for that type of Advertisement. Thus, the search system is asynchronous, an indeter

minate amount of time may elapse between Query and corresponding Advertisement 

publication. For example, when a peer boots, it publishes a FileQuery, this dictates 

that when the peer detects a File Advertisement, an event is triggered by the P2PS 

peer, allowing MantleStor to process the Advertisement and act on the contents (call
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Figure 6.2: MantleStor GUI, (A) Overview of the GUI and its functions, (B) Storing 
a file, (C) the search response. Note: ‘search’ clears the returns list, generates a 
new advertisement and then waits before showing returns, ‘update’ simply shows all 
returns since the last time ‘search’ was clicked.
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particular methods, display data to the user and so on).

The data packets may be transferred using TCP or UDP protocols. These protocols 

are also used initially when peers boot and attempt to discover each other. Compli

cations can arise where peers are on different subnets, this can be overcome by using 

rendezvous peers, where peers are bootstrapped with the IP address of a known peer 

on an otherwise unreachable subnet. Actual file transfer within MantleStor uses sim

ple sockets, once handshaking has taken place through an Advertisement exchange.

6.6.2 Indexing, Chunking and Duplication

In this chapter, the original data file is referred to as the ‘file’ and a piece of this 

original file is a ‘chunk’. When a file is selected for storage, a metadata file is also 

provided by the user (see Figure 6.2). In a full deployment the metadata file should 

be produced as an extra output file from the modelling code. The data file is then 

split into chunks and duplicated with metadata attached to each chunk. The resulting 

chunks are then spread evenly over the available peers. As well as indexing the data 

with metadata relating to the model cases themselves, there is a need to maintain 

an internal track on the data (duplicates and file chunks). An example of a typical 

chunk header is shown in Table 6.1 and illustrates how internal MantleStor data and 

metadata are combined in the header. The file names of the chunks are derived from 

the simple Java hash of the original file with extensions to indicate chunk and du

plicate number. The format is: hash.chunkNo.duplicateNo (e.g. 893782476.1.2). A 

more sophisticated hashing algorithm could easily be substituted, if required.
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Entry Description
893782476 The hash code  1st part of chunk filename

1 Chunk number
3 Total number of chunks the file was broken into
2 Duplicate number
3 Total number of duplicates of each chunk

example.txt Original file name
15 Total number of lines in the header
mt First parameter
64 Value
ird Second parameter
2 Value

line 15 End of the header
18.467 30.379 300.000 
17.858 29.499 300.000 
17.260 28.617 300.000 
16.672 27.732 300.000

Data begins here, may be ASCII or binary

Table 6.1: An example file chunk header, the information is written to every file chunk 
as it is created. Note: the top 7 lines of the header are always present, the metadata 
is expandable depending on the length of the metadata file specified with the original 
data.

The actual chunking and duplication is carried out as follows:

Input: file to be split (data), a metadata (meta) file in plain text and the num

ber of duplicates to make.

Check both input files exist and can be read

if (data.size <15 MB)
chunk size = data.size/3
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else (chunk size = 5 MB)

data.size/chunk size = total number of chunks

hash = positive integer of data

Duplicate loop (iterates for number of duplicates) {

Chunking loop (iterates for number of chunks) {

Individual chunk {
Write to header:
file hash
chunk number
total number of chunks
duplicate number
total number of duplicates
original file name
total length of header

Write contents of the meta file to header
Write (chunk size) bytes from data to chunk

Close the chunk
>

}
}

If (file chunking was successful)
delete the original files.

R esult: a set of chunks (with a set number of duplicates each) of the original file, 

each tagged with metadata relating to the chunking system and the data itself.
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6.6.3 Storing: Distributing Files

Once the file chunks have been produced, they must be distributed as evenly as 

possible over the available peers. This is done by making a list of available peers and 

distributing a file chunk to each one in turn. When the last available peer has been 

sent a chunk the system loops and begins at the first peer again. When dealing with 

files of the same size, there will be the same number of chunks of each file. If many 

such samesized files are being distributed consecutively, there is the risk that all will 

be sent to the same set of peers. The consequence of this would be that the loss of 

sufficient chunks to make one file unavailable would result in all the files that were 

distributed together being unavailable. To avoid this, the first peer is taken from the 

list using a randomly generated array index. This should minimise the chance that 

the loss of one file will result in the loss of all files stored.

Distribution is carried out as follows:

Publish ServiceAdvertisement requesting peers send IP addresses

Wait 20s

Discovered IP addresses = IP Array

Starting at random index of IP Array

while (chunks remain){

File sending loop{

connect socket to remote peer
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send chunk filename

wait for remote response (file name received)

send chunk as bytes
}

if(chunks remain)
get next index of IP Array

if (last index has been reached)
go back to start of IP Array

}

The recipient side of the file transfer is implemented as a file receive thread, which 

runs continuously listening for incoming file send requests. When a direct connection 

is detected the thread instantiates a new thread to download the individual file. Thus 

many files can be downloaded simultaneously. The ‘filenames’ in the code below are 

the chunk names, which are unique.

File Recieve:

Receive thread detects incoming connection on port 80

new receive thread instantiated with new socket{

read incoming filename from socket

create new empty file with name filename in stor directory

acknowledge sender

read bytes from socket and write to new file

close streams/socket
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}

6.6.4 Local Index

The local index is a 2D array containing all metadata of all file chunks held by a 

given peer. The list is populated, maintained and searched by the Locallndex class. 

The metadata is read from the chunk headers (described in Section 6.6.2) and stored 

in the local index as follows:

Input: the path of the store directory.

Instantiate 2D ArrayList = theLocallndex

Load all files in store into File array.

for each file{
put the filename into theLocallndex column 0

for each parameter in the file header!

if(Column head contains parameter)
put the value into the column,

else
make a new column with the parameter as head
put parameter into new column

}
>

The important technical aspect of the local index is that if a particular file does not 

have a particular parameter associated with it a blank marker is entered into the local 

index array. This allows many completely different sets of metadata to be stored in
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the same array. A small example of what the index might look like is shown in Table 

6 .2.

Chunk name mt bheat ird age
6748399484.1.1 64 2500 2 100000
8755646473.3.2 128 2850 1 

6748399484.6.1 64 2500 2 100000
2453268074.1.2 256   300000

Table 6.2: An example local index array.

The local index is searched as follows:

Input: Parameter of interest, minimum value and maximum value 

Search(Param, Minvalue, Maxvalue){

Refresh the local index

Find Param in the first row of local index

Iterate down Param column checking each
entry against Minvalue and Maxvalue

Add the filenames of any matching chunks
to an ArrayList of matching files

Return the ArrayList of matching files.
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6.6.5 Searching M antleStor as a W hole

MantleStor is searched from the GUI of the user client (Figure 6.2) by entering a 

parameter, a minimum value and a maximum value. For example, if the parameter 

is Rayleigh number (described in section 6.5) a minimum value might be 2000 and a 

maximum 300000. If both values are identical then only that value will be searched 

for. Search returns all files found that satisfy the search criteria.

Searching the distributed archive:

Input: param, min and max value.
Client:

Search button clicked

SearchAdvertisement constructed using input
SearchAdvertisement published.

Client waits 20 seconds...*

Peers:

detect SearchAdvertisement

search Local index

Make list of matching files

For each matching file make FileAdvertisement

publish FileAdvertisements

Client:
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Incoming FileAdvertisements are added to an ArrayList

After 20 seconds...*

List of found files displayed to user.
Options: Download or Delete.

Update button - refreshes found file list with contents
of newly arrived FileAdvertisements.

6.6.6 R etrieve/D elete

Once the list of files matching a particular search is displayed (Figure 6.2), the 

user may download or delete files stored in the system. The mechanics of these tasks 

are shown below. The Assembler mentioned is a thread, which runs in the background 

checking whether enough chunks have been downloaded to reconstruct the initial file. 

When the Assembler finds this is the case it runs the Unchunker. Each file being 

downloaded has its own Assembler, which is only interested in chunks with a given 

root filename (hash code).

Download/retrieving files:

Client:

Download button clicked

Assembler for file instantiated

TransferAdvertisement constructed with file and destination

TransferAdvertisement published
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Peers:

TransferAdvertisement detected
TransferAdvertisement used to search for matching files.

List of matching files produced.

For each file{
instantiate sender.
connect socket to destination
send filename
send file as bytes
close socket/streams

>

Client:

Receive thread detects incoming connection on port

new receive thread instantiated with new socket{

read incoming file name from socket

create new empty file

acknowledge sender

read bytes from socket and write to new file

close streams/socket
}

Incoming files are placed in /tmp.

Assembler checks every 30 seconds:
if(all chunks present)

run UnChunker
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The Unchunker is the same as the chunker but in reverse. The first chunk of a set is 

passed in as an argument to the UnChunker.

UnChunker:

Input: a chunk of a set located in tmp directory 

Read the header of chunk

get total number of chunks

get original filename

if(all chunks present in /tmp)

write metadata to a new text file

Create a target file with the same name as the original data file.

Assembly loop{
Open each chunk sequentially.
Read past the header.
Read the data from the chunk and write to target file
Close the chunk

}

Close the target file

if(file assembled correctly)
delete chunks from \tmp

Result: an identical copy of the original file and metadata file.

Files may also be deleted from the whole system by the user.
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Deleting a file:

Client:

Delete button clicked for file

FileDelAdvertisement published for file

Peers:

Detect FileDelAdvertisement

Search local store

Files matching FileDelAdvertisement are deleted.

Note: both filename and chunk hash must match those specified in the FileDelAd

vertisement before a file is deleted.

Complete source code (.java and PDF) and MantleVis application can be found in 

Appendix A.

6.7 Application and Testing

The primary goal of testing was to establish the effectiveness of the indexing 

system, with tests of request rate and precision carried out for increasing numbers 

of peers. Other aspects, such as data transfer rate and resistance to failure were 

also measured and assessed in a user context. For example, the data transfer rate 

measurements answer the question of, “how long will it take me to store my data”, 

rather than purely abstract measurements. Particular attention was paid to the effects
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of the operating environment, as Chapter 5 has demonstrated that the success of any 

deployment will strongly depend in it.

6.7.1 Request and Precision

Since a distributed archive such as MantleStor must be searchable within a rea

sonable time, the maximum request rate and the precision of the index system were 

assessed. Test beds of 1 to 8 peers were used, explicit rendezvous peers were not used 

and peer discovery used TCP multicast. Interpeer communication was by P2PS 

pipes. Each test was carried out by first populating the system with 100 known files 

(of negligible size ^100 KB) and associated metadata. The initial 100 files were split 

into 3 chunks and duplicated 3 times, resulting in 900 tagged chunks held within 

the system. The request test consisted of a series of 20 queries generated at a given 

interval, the number of returns were counted and compared to the number of returns 

expected from the known metadata. Results were recorded as a decimal value be

tween 0 and 1, where 1 is perfect return from all 20 queries.

The precision test consisted of a series of 30 randomly generated queries with a 

given interval. The queries were submitted to the system and to a local store on the 

machine generating the search containing a complete copy of all chunks stored in the 

system. The local store return was considered perfect and was compared with the 

system return. Unlike the request test the accuracy of the response was also taken 

into account, any returns that did not match the query/local return were considered 

failed. As with the request test, the results were recorded as a value between 0 and
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1, where 1 is a perfect return from all 30 queries. The query intervals used for both 

request and precision were: 20 s, 10 s, 5 s, 2 s, 1 s, 0.5 s, 0.25 s and 0.125 s.

For analysis, results for both the request and precision tests were scaled with the 

best return rate (usually from the 20 s interval) used to represent 100%. This allowed 

comparison between different network speeds and machine specifications, primary in

terest being in the scaling of the system with increasing query load. The results are 

presented in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.3: Example of the effect of network traffic on request rate and precision 
performance. P refers to the number of storage peers.
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Figure 6.4: Request rate and precision performance of the MantleStor indexing sys
tem, low peer numbers, higher performance peers. P refers to the number of storage 
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Figure 6.5: Request rate and precision performance of the MantleStor indexing sys
tem, higher peer numbers, low performance peers. P refers to the number of storage 
peers.
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A number of observations emerge from the results. Figure 6.3 shows a fast, quiet 

network with reasonably high performance peers, this is the best result of the whole 

suite of tests. Such a situation is however atypical, the ‘busy’ lines on Figure 6.3 

shows the effect of using a busy institutional network on system performance. The 

‘tipping point’ of the query interval is an order of magnitude larger for a busy network. 

Additionally, the difference between request and precision performance seen with a 

quiet network is swamped in the busy network, with precision seeming to achieve 

better performance than request.

The most likely sources of failure within the system are: multicast discovery failure, 

where a peer fails to receive an Advertisement, peer overload, where a peer cannot 

update rapidly enough to respond to incoming queries and hardware failure. Most of 

the failures in this series of tests appear to have been of multicast or peer overload.

The hardware performance of the peers is therefore important. Figures 6.4 (higher 

performance machines) and 6.5 (lower performance machines) demonstrate how scal

ing is much poorer when using low performance peers. The data for precision and 

request are also much more inconsistent, with large variations within the plots (Figure 

6.5). In general, larger numbers of peers improve performance, up to 5 peers, beyond 

5 peers performance seems to decrease. It is important to note that the request and 

precision metrics are derived from an average of 20 and 30 measurements respectively, 

thus the inconsistency is unlikely to be due to a lack of smoothing. The relatively 

poor system performance is caused both by lower performance peers being unable to
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update and query their local archive rapidly enough to keep up with incoming requests 

and by failures of multicast. This local index update process is somewhat inefficient 

by design as the assumption is that there can be no guarantee that a file held in the 

store and archived at runtime will be present at an arbitrary point thereafter. Thus 

the local index must be updated regularly. Low performance peers are Pentium 3 

based (256512 MB RAM), high performance peers are Pentium 4 (or better) based 

(5121024 MB RAM). It is likely that machines with 256 MB of RAM are forced to use 

swap space, dramatically reducing their performance and introducing inconsistency 

into the results. Operating system and software was Windows XP and JRE 1.6.005. 

Therefore, although MantleStor will run on a P3 machine, a P4 or faster is necessary 

for good performance in a busy environment. However, simple subjective tests when 

a file was stored, searched for and then returned showed no great variation between 

low and higher performance peers in terms of user experience. This is due to the fixed 

waits built into the system, which allow slower peers to catch up. These waits were 

not used in the precision and request tests as the system was deliberately overstressed.

In a realistic environment, a minimum query interval of ^10 s is advisable. This 

is not a major hindrance to the usability of the system considering the time it takes 

to download very large files (Section 6.7.2 below).

6.7.2 Data Transfer

As MantleStor is intended for the storage of large files, the scaling of the data 

distribution and retrieval of system was measured. Building on the work of Chapter
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5, five sample files were produced with sizes of: 27 MB, 54 MB, 80 MB, 107 MB and 

214 MB. These were then stored in a MantleStor system of between 3 and 8 peers, 

searched for and retrieved. Storage and retrieval were timed and the effective transfer 

rate calculated. Results are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: Effective transfer rate with varying file size for a 10 Mbit/s Ethernet 
network. The transfer rate includes time spent handshaking etc. thus it represents 
performance in a user focussed manner. ‘P ’ is the number of peers.

Both Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show a marked difference in terms of transfer rate between 

distributing and retrieving, this is due to the nature of MantleStor. Distributing a 

file is a serial task, the client maps one file at a time onto one peer. By contrast, 

retrieving a file is a parallel task, many peers are able to send their chunks simul

taneously, utilising bandwidth more effectively. In both graphs this observation is 

confirmed by the performance of the lowest number of peers (IP in Figure 6.6, 3P in 

Figure 6.7) the retrieval rate is lower in both cases, indicating that smaller numbers
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Figure 6.7: Effective transfer rate with varying file size for a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet 
network. As before, £P ’ is the number of peers.

of peers are unable to fully exploit the available bandwidth. Otherwise, performance 

is consistent for increasing numbers of peers. Larger file sizes appear to have a higher 

transfer rate, this is the result of the increasing time spent actually sending data vs 

the system waits, which influence all transfers regardless of size. The jaggedness of 

the retrieve plots in Figure 6.7 are the result of the Assembler running every 30 s, 

sometimes downloads fit nicely within this 30 s cycle, sometimes not. The effect is 

moderated as file size increases (increased time to download).

6 .7.3 S y stem  R esilience

For any distributed storage system, some level of resilience is essential if the in

tegrity of the archive is to be maintained. MantleStor implements a duplication
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system where each file chunk exists as 3 identical copies. In such a system a file is 

lost if 3 consecutive peers are lost. Consecutive peers are peers which were written 

to consecutively and will contain all 3 copies of a file chunk in most scenarios. Con

secutive peers are unlikely to be located next to one another or even in the same 

building. An exception to this rule occurs when only one chunk is written to each 

peer (many peers or a small file). In that case, up to 4 consecutive peers could be 

lost without the file being lost. This is possible as 2 chunks with 3 duplicates each 

comprise 6 chunks, 2 of these chunks could be lost from the end of the first file and 

the beginning of the second file making a total of 4 losses, without the file being lost. 

The more usual situation, where each peer holds many chunks precludes this possibil

ity. Thus the worst case scenario is that the loss of 3 peers results in the loss of the file.

As the critical number of consecutive losses remains equal to the number of duplicates 

(3), the percentage of peers that must be consecutively lost becomes smaller as the 

number of peers increases (Fig. 6.8). In a qualitative sense, the likelihood of consecu

tive loss reduces as the number of peers increases. A more likely scenario involves the 

loss of random peers from various positions in the original mapping. In the best case 

scenario where all losses occur in this manner, a file may be retrieved with many of 

the original peers missing. Fig. 6.8 illustrates both the best and worst case scenarios 

together with data from a test scaling to 8 peers. The real data plots in the envelope 

between the worst and best case scenarios with a preference for the best case. The 

shaded area indicates where larger numbers of peers would be expected to plot. The 

system appears to be resilient against losses of around 30%. In previous work we
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showed that a network of this type may have up to 15% of machines unavailable at 

any given time (Chapter 5). Therefore, the duplication system is applicable to the 

operating environment.
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Figure 6.8: Results of the resilience test, worst and best case curves are synthetic 
data based on the manner in which chunks are mapped to peers.

6.8 Concluding Discussion

MantleStor, when deployed, would be expected to operate over ^60 machines 

(peers). The analysis of the system performance presented above extends to 8 peers, 

therefore we use the trends observed in this relatively small number of peers to predict 

the behaviour that would be expected in a 60 peer configuration. The host machines 

would ideally be Pentium 4 or above with more than 1 GB of RAM, connected by a 

fast Ethernet network (100 Mbit/s or higher). In such an environment, the indexing
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system will return accurate searches within a second or two (well within the wait built 

into the search method). However, in a more realistic environment where hardware 

performance may be less than ideal or the network has lower bandwidth (10 Mbit/s) 

or is busy, then time to return a search is more of order 1020 seconds. With 60 peers, 

the network should be considered busy, thus searches would certainly be expected to 

take of order 10 seconds. There is scope to further optimise the system to run in 

difficult environments. A self test, where the system establishes the typical response 

times of the available peers would allow the system wait for searches to be adjusted 

to suit the conditions. Lower performance peers can be accommodated by reducing 

the number of local index refreshes, perhaps to only one refresh every 1 0  searches. 

This may result in occasional false responses, but would improve responsiveness.

Considering the resilience of MantleStor to be consistent with modelling and ob

servations (Figure 6 .8 ), ^18 peers could be lost from a set of 60 before file integrity 

is at risk. The system could be made more robust by increasing the number of du

plicates, should the infrastructure be particularly unreliable. The cost of this would 

be to reduce the overall amount of data that could be stored.

Transfer performance is obviously dependent on the network, assuming a 100 Mbit/s 

network, ^9  Mbit/s distribution speed and ?^15 Mbit/s retrieval speed can be ex

pected (Figure 6.7). A typical set of TERRA checkpoint files for a mt=256 run might 

constitute 3 GB of data, which would take 45 minutes to distribute and 27 minutes 

to retrieve. With a 10 Mbit/s network (Fig. 6 .6 ) 3 GB of data would take 3 hours
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20 minutes to distribute (2 Mbit/s) and 2 hours 23 minutes to retrieve (2.8 Mbit/s). 

Again, the performance of MantleStor is very much constrained by the hardware, 

though a 100 Mbit/s network is only 45 times faster than a 10 Mbit/s network, not 

1 0  times as theoretical data rates might suggest.

The reason for such low performance could be that files are split prior to distribution, 

leading to a longer cumulative transfer time. The encoding/decoding of data being 

carried out by the Java machine as it sends the chunks may also have a varying nega

tive performance impact depending on whether the data is ASCII or binary. Within 

the system itself, Advertisements must be converted into XML, another processing 

intensive task. Higher transfer rates might be achieved if, once discovered, messages 

were sent onetoone between the peers, this could also simplify handshaking between 

peers before chunk transfer takes place, streamlining the process.

It is worth noting that using gzip to compress a set of binary checkpoint files to

talling 3 GB takes 20 minutes on an Intel Harpertown based cluster node, unzipping 

takes 12 minutes and &7% compression is achieved. This result would of course be 

different for ASCII files and depends on the speed of the processor and file system, 

hence it can only really be considered an example. The equivalent ‘speed’ of this 

process is ?s23 Mbit/s compression and ^40 Mbit/s decompression. Though this is 

clearly faster than distributing data with MantleStor, the data rates are of the same 

order of magnitude, and the space savings are very dependent on the type of file being 

compressed.
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To conclude, MantleStor is a fairly simple implementation of a distributed storage 

application. MantleStor and systems like it are quite clearly limited by the speed 

and bandwidth of network in which they operate and to some extent the performance 

of the machines they operate on. The latter factor is more of an issue when using 

distributed indexes, which require a certain amount of processing. In good condi

tions, the system can handle a query every second, retrieve 3 GB of data in under 30 

minutes and ensure file integrity with up to 30% data loss. Performance deteriorates 

somewhat when using older hardware and slower/very busy networks, an aspect that 

could be improved by optimising some operations, such as the local index update and 

system waits.

Given the above conclusions, the usefulness of a distributed storage system such 

as MantleStor is dependent on the precise context of its use and the needs of a 

particular researcher. If data must be transferred over a typical 10/100 Mbit/s Eth

ernet network, the distribution time penalty is in effect already being paid, therefore 

MantleStor may be applicable. An example of this situation would be if the data has 

been generated at a remote computing site such as a national supercomputer. How

ever, if data is produced on a particular supercomputer and will be visualised on the 

same machine, then it is only worth incurring the time cost of distributing the data 

if there is nowhere else it can be stored. This balance may change as institutional 

networks and Internet infrastructure in general, become faster.



Chapter 7

The e-Science Project, Reflections at

Half Time.

7.1 Abstract

The use of computing in science has a long history. Modem computer science and

science are, however, more disparate then one might imagine. The two disciplines

have somewhat different philosophies and priorities. The eScience project is an at

tempt to bring together computer scientists and scientists in order to take advantage

of the potential of high performance computing and the Internet. This chapter con

siders both the eScience project within Earth sciences in the UK and a case study

of a smallscale eScience implementation. Although the overall eScience project is

far from complete, a number of observations can be made. Computer scientists and

scientists need to better understand each others ’ approach and methodology. Strength

and depth must continue to be built up in interdisciplinary areas. This observation

188
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is particularly applicable to Earth science where the challenges of understanding the

planet require both fundamental and applied research across many different fields. Fi

nally, support for projects must be maintained long term. The potential is great but a

lack of good interdisciplinary contact and research could lead to valuable opportunities

being squandered.

7.2 Introduction

The task of realising the potential of modern computing is one of the most impor

tant challenges in science today (e.g. Nature, Editorial 2008). The ultimate aim is to 

integrate computing to such an extent that a scientist will be able to use extremely 

powerful computing when it is required without any complication and from any de

vice anywhere in the world. Needless to say this is a very ambitious goal. The term 

eScience (sometimes written eScience) is used to cover this truly vast field of interdis

ciplinary research broadly centred on work at the interface of science, computing and 

internet technologies. A further motivation of eScience is to extend computational 

methods into nontraditional research sectors. The term is dominantly used in the 

UK, the US equivalent being ‘Cyberinfrastructure’.

The universe is increasingly seen as a mass of potential data awaiting collection and 

processing through the lens of computing in order to make sense of it. Modern inter

connected sensor networks and analytical machines are capable of producing volumes 

of data unheard of in human history. A key example, predicting the impact of anthro

pogenic climate change, is an integrated data collection, analysis and computational
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modelling challenge. The conceptual background for this type of integration can be 

seen in the suggestion by the mathematician/astronomer PierreSimon Laplace (1749 

1827) of an ‘intellect’ with knowledge of the position and state of all components of 

the universe, which would be able to calculate the future using the laws of physics. 

In practice this is of course impossible. However, high performance computing and 

high resolution global data collection may well be able to approximate the future of 

Earth’s climate on a time scale useful to humanity.

Understandably, politicians and other high level research funders have been very keen 

to promote eScience and significant funds have been injected into eScience activ

ities (e.g. Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) eScience programme1). 

eScience centres were established throughout the UK. eScience is seen as important 

by Universities and many have prioritised a range of projects aimed at bringing more 

eScience into their researchers’ professional lives (e.g. ARCCA2). The examples out

lined above lead to the central question posed by this chapter: what is eScience, how 

has it been implemented so far and what are the implications for science in the future?

This chapter explores this question from a combined Earth Science and computer 

science perspective. A number of larger projects are discussed in order to understand

how eScience is being implemented. A small scale eScience project is presented as

xThe NERC e-Science programme ran between 2001 and 2007 and spent £14.2 million supporting
8 projects, 2 research centres and 17 studentships. Source: N E R C  publication, e-Science: Harnessing
the power of the internet for environmental research.

2ARCCA - Advanced Research Computing @ Cardiff, is a combination of high performance
computing hardware and programming support for any researcher who needs such a service in
Cardiff University. The investment is of order several million pounds.
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a case study.

Glossary

• Scientist: throughout this chapter, scientist is used to indicate Earth scientists, 

biologists, chemists, physicists etc. sometimes referred to as ‘hard’ sciences.

• Computer Scientist: Computing researcher who is not also a scientist (as defined 

above).

• Grid Computing: The concept of using computing power with the same ease as 

electricity from the power grid.

• The Grid: The high speed network of supercomputers built primarily to process 

data from CERN Large Hadron Collider experiments. Other uses include video 

conferencing and computational modelling.

• Cloud Computing: commercial variation on grid computing. It includes ‘soft

ware as a service’ where maintained online applications such as word processing 

are available either free (advertisement supported) or for a fee. Further exam

ples include Amazon’s S3 and EC2 , which allow users to cheaply rent network 

storage and use remote multicore workstations on a pay as you go basis.

• Web 2.0: A collective term for websites offering online applications such as: 

photo and video sharing, blogs, social networking and mapping. First use of 

the term is usually credited to Tim O’Reilly, founder of O’Reilly Media. Such 

sites are often highly dependent on user generated content.
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• Semantic web: The idea that language/terminology can be broken down and 

presented such that a computer can understand it as a human would. E.g. 

understanding the difference between: ‘is the cat black?’ as opposed to ‘the cat 

is black’.

• Middleware: Software that connects other pieces of software together, often 

linking disparate systems of different provenance or as a way of supporting 

multiple user interfaces (UI) for a single underlying service.

• Wiki: a user created and editable online content management system. Wikipedia 

is a typical example.

7.3 What is e-Science?

Scientists have been using computing of some form for a long time. The first 

‘computers’ were humans who worked on paper, carrying out calculations and manu

ally processing data such as astronomical images (Nelson 2008). These were followed 

by mechanical computers such as the (unfortunately overlooked) K1 built by Her

man Hollerith. Finally, electronic computers such as the WW2 British Colossus, the 

US ENIAC and the Manchester University ‘Baby’ brought in most basic concepts of 

modern computing. The successful demonstration of the transistor by 1948 lead to 

the development of the integrated circuit and the type of processors we know today. 

Developments to date culminate in the construction of the internet, loosely linking 

most of the world’s computers. At every stage, science has been intimately involved 

in both development and exploitation of the new technology. Generally, mathemati
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cians and physicists were in the vanguard as their work often depends on being able to 

process a large number of calculations. More recently, the demands of large datasets 

and the modelling of complex interactions has pulled a significant portion of hard 

sciences into the computational sphere.

The first difficulty is in separating eScience from everyday computing. The line 

is fuzzy; one could consider collaborating with researchers across the globe via email 

to be a form of eScience. However, eScience generally focusses on the most de

manding applications from a data and distributed processing aspect. It has been 

variously defined by different bodies; in fact some avoid defining the term at all. The 

Research Councils’ UK website3 states that eScience is: ‘the systematic development 

of research methods that exploit advanced computational thinking’. NERC states 

that eScience is: ‘the new way of working for scientists in computational and data 

intensive fields’ (slightly rephrased). For the sake of this work eScience is defined as: 

‘using the power of modern computing and networks to enable scientific research that 

would not otherwise be possible’. The key word in this definition is ‘enable’; there is 

little to gain from developing innovative methods if they do not translate into research.

An example of classical scientific computing is 3D spherical geometry Earth man

tle modelling. TERRA (Baumgardner 1985, Bunge & Baumgardner 1995, Yang & 

Baumgardner 2000), one of the the older codes, has been in development since the 

early 1980’s. It is highly scalable such that, for some questions, one is only limited

by the size of the supercomputing cluster at hand. Other limitations originate from

3 www. r cuk. ac. uk
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a lack of full understanding of some more subtle physical phenomena such as the self 

consistent generation of rigid tectonic plates on Earth’s surface. The mode of opera

tion for such a code is simple. Users log in remotely to a large supercomputer, upload 

source code, compile and run from a Linux/UNIX command line. This process has 

been used for a long time and can cause problems for new users. A typical Web 2.0 

software engineering approach might be to build some sort of UI, possibly webbased, 

with grid access such that the user could specify input parameters and submit model 

runs without concerning themselves with details such as compilation or even where 

the code is running. The problem with this approach is that codes such as TERRA 

are by their nature non standard. Every user requires different features in their ver

sion of the code. What TERRA users actually benefit from is a subversion system 

to maintain the source code and a Wiki to maintain basic ‘how to’ documentation 

for new users and more advanced comments regarding new features of the code. This 

example highlights the need for an informed approach when tackling eScience prob

lems. Scientists are not the average computer user and applications are not a science 

version of Facebook4. Scientists have particular requirements and non standard skill 

sets; eScience solutions must work with them.

There is a certain degree of debate as to whether eScience tends to be ‘push’ or 

‘pull’ in nature. Developments in computing are very rapid and technology is often 

available before the scientist knows how to use it effectively. The nature of pro

curement programmes also leads to situations where resources are available before

researchers are able to make best use of them; this is technology push. Conversely,

4www.facebook.com, one of the current crop of ‘buzz’ social networking sites.

http://www.facebook.com
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there are many problems in science, which are in desperate need of a computational 

solution. For example, many legacy datasets need processing and making available 

online; this is science pull. From the scientist’s viewpoint, science would pull and 

computer technology would provide the solution. However, when considering com

plex problems there may be more innovative solutions possible than the scientist 

can conceive. Thus, computer science must also independently develop technologies, 

which are not initially aimed at a specific science problem.

7.4 Who is Involved?

eScience can be viewed as the process of bringing the relatively young discipline 

of computer science into a closer relationship with older sciences such as Earth science 

(or viceversa). This is a somewhat complicated process as computing has a different 

philosophy from traditional sciences. The difference is largely due to a strong engi

neering legacy, which is evident in the approach and language of computer science. 

For example, a hypothesis in computing refers to a statement about a problem e.g. 

‘I need a way of distributing 100’s of GB to 1000’s of users’ and a proposed solution, 

which will be attempted. If the solution is found to be effective it may be more widely 

applied. In traditional science, a hypothesis is a reasoned assumption about the way a 

given system operates e.g. ‘mantle plumes are the cause of hotspot volcanism’, which 

is then vigorously tested in an attempt to disprove it. If it survives repeated testing 

it will enter established theory. This example highlights a potential difficulty, which 

can arise in interdisciplinary collaborations. The scientist is attempting to test a con

cept, while the computer scientist is attempting to build something and learn more
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about the way similar problems may be solved. This can lead to a situation where 

the scientist expects to merely obtain a tool from the computer scientist, which they 

can use to help test their hypothesis. However, the computer scientist is much more 

interested in the process of finding the solution; building the tool is often considered 

more of a proof of concept. Productionready software tools are generally built by 

software engineers, not by scientists or computer scientists. This introduces a third 

actor in successful eScience, however the contribution of the software engineer may 

be relatively invisible, for example if an Application Programming Interface (API) 

has already been written.

7.5 Examples of Larger e-Science Projects

Many projects to date have been as much about developing capabilities as actually 

doing science. The majority of large projects have focussed on middleware, with the 

intention that it will be recyclable into other projects. The intent has been to develop 

a loosely associated tool set for eScience within the various target disciplines. A 

selection of larger projects have been grouped by type and briefly described below.

7.5.1 Data Organisation, Assim ilation and Availability

A large number of projects take the data deluge provided by modern analytical

and monitoring technology as their motivation. Organising and storing such data

in an accessible and durable manner is essential if expensively collected data is to

be fully exploited. The NERC DataGrid5 provides a data discovery service, which

5http://ndg.badc.rl.ac.uk/

http://ndg.badc.rl.ac.uk/
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consists of a catalogue of Earth and environmental science data indexed by location 

(latitude/longitude), time and keyword. The important component is the middleware, 

which connects the data providers to the search system. No data resides on the 

NERC data grid so it can be considered as digital plumbing. Data providers such 

as the British Geological Survey and the British Oceanographic Data Centre retain 

control over their data; other types of data service maintain a database and provide 

a web front end for searching. Bioscience services such as Flybase6 and Fishbase7 are 

typical examples. They act as central repositories for DNA sequence and species data 

respectively. Many such services are implemented as a variation of the Wiki format, 

which allows users to add and view information in a consistently structured manner.

7.5.2 Distributed Processing

When modelling a physical system, it is often necessary to run many instances of 

a model in order to better understand the relative sensitivities or to map out a par

ticular parameter space. The problem with such an approach is the high throughput 

of computing required. If the model is only suitable for high performance super

computers then such a task is best postponed until the next generation of hardware. 

However, if the model can be sufficiently simplified to run on a desktop machine with

out compromising key features, then a distributed computing approach can be used. 

The are two main methodologies. The structured approach, utilising a system such

as Condor8, can be used in an institutional network setting. A pool of workstations

6http://flybase.org/
7http://www.fishbase.org/
8http://www. cs.wisc.edu/condor/

http://www
http://www.fishbase.org/
http://flybase.org/
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running client software are organised by a central server, a list of jobs and the codes 

required are submitted and the system runs them as efficiently as possible over the 

available machines. If such a system is not available or indeed if the few thousand 

workstations in a typical Condor pool are not sufficient, an even larger scale solu

tion may be used. ClimatePrediction.net9 is a worldwide climate modelling project 

where the computing power is provided by ordinary people voluntarily installing the 

software and allowing it to use their computers when they are idle. This highly un

structured distributed computing method employs the BOINC10 software API and 

is reliant on the goodwill of the volunteers who provide the computing resources. 

The volunteer approach is only applicable for some types of work; the high public 

profile of ClimatePrediction.net has been key to its success. The processing of any 

type of confidential information could not be done with such a public system. The 

distributed computing approach is also useful for data processing, the SETI11 project 

being a typical example. As desktop machines continue to become more powerful 

(multicore, large RAM size, GPGPU12 etc.), this type of project is likely to become 

much more effective.

7.5.3 Semantic Web

The term semantic web covers a variety of projects, which are concerned with mov

ing common human classification systems such as language into a consistent frame

work for use by computers. These classification systems arise from the manner in

9 http: /  /  www.climateprediction.net /
10Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing, http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
11 Search for extraterrestrial intelligence, http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
12General purpose graphics processing unit, using the power of a graphics card to accelerate

processing.

http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
http://www.climateprediction.net
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which the human brain functions, therefore a certain amount of work is required to 

help computers ‘understand’ them. A typical example is the species classification 

system defined by Carl Linnaeus (17071778). The CATE13 project aims to use the 

taxonomic system within a database and web portal, which will allow both consensus 

and alternative taxonomic hypotheses to appear together. This degree of flexibility 

is necessary as there is significant debate over relationships between related species, 

particularly with the advent of genetic sequencing. Thus it is desirable to be able to 

view and manipulate all proposed species phylogenies (trees) together. From a tech

nical standpoint, the database must be able to link to other initiatives such as DNA 

catalogues or smaller specimen datasets. Programmers must also try and anticipate 

future developments as data must be easily adaptable and reusable.

A related issue is that of ontology, a term borrowed from philosophy, which is the 

study of the nature of existence and its classification. In eScience it concerns clas

sification and description of data and how such classification is defined. Linnaeian 

taxonomy is an example of an efficient ontology as organisms are classified into a 

fairly rigid framework. Other classification systems in science are less well defined 

and can lack structure. It is necessary for such classification systems to be formalised 

in some manner that is machine readable. For example, a machine requires some way 

of understanding that the rock description: ‘coarse grained rock composed of quartz’,

applies to a sandstone and should be associated with other similar rocks.

13Creating a Taxonomic e-Science, http://www.cate-project.org/

http://www.cate-project.org/
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7.5.4 Visualisation

The ability to visualise results is one of the most important aspects of science. 

Anything larger than a table of ~10 numbers is impossible for most people to compre

hend, whereas a graph or map plot is instantly accessible. The reach of the internet 

results in extreme amounts of data being potentially accessible. The challenge lies in 

how to process and present such data in the most efficient manner. Significant time 

may be spent preparing a single figure for publication by hand, doing that thousands 

of times is impossible. Some datasets must be analysed in their entirety, for example 

the TERRA mantle modelling code (described in section 7.3) produces many giga

bytes of spatial and temporal data. Terra data requires a HPC cluster to visualise and 

render information into a more compact format for exploration, figure production and 

animation. TERRA data is quite unusual in this respect; many datasets are either 

of smaller (e.g. regional) extent or consist of discrete data. Figure 7.1 demonstrates 

the difference between the two classes of data. For many applications the user only 

requires a subset of the original data; the problem then becomes one of data discovery, 

exploration and extraction. Data discovery is covered by middleware systems as de

scribed in section 7.5.1. If visualisation by data extraction and presentation is added 

to a data discovery, a valuable tool can be constructed. Access to this type of system 

is often provided via a web portal such as the NERC funded GODIVA214, which 

integrates ocean models and observational data on a range of scales and makes it 

available in a ‘point and click’ interface. More advanced visualisation may be carried

out using links to Google Earth or Google Maps. Data available include scalar fields

14http: / /behemoth, nerc-essc.ac.uk /  ncWMS /  godiva2.html
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Figure 7.1: (a) An example of TERRA visualisation. Temperature anomaly data 
from a single time step: 1.5 GB in size, consisting of over 300 million data points, 
processed using 128 cores of a HPC cluster. A typical model run might contain 
30,00040,000 time steps, all potentially available for visualisation, (b) An example 
of GODIVA2 portal, showing slective visualisation of 2D ocean model data. URL: 
http://behemoth.nercessc.ac.uk/ncWMS/godiva2 .html

such as sea surface temperature and ice volume from a wide range of sources. There 

are significant advantages to the portal interface: data transfer costs are reduced as 

only summary data are downloaded; processing occurs remotely so any device capable 

of running a browser can access the service. New data can be automatically added 

as they become available. Technically, there is some similarity with GIS (Geograph

ical Information Systems), but such portals are conceptually different in that they 

are designed for exploring very large datasets, whereas GIS are concerned with the 

processing and analysis of spatial data. A disadvantage of the portal approach is the 

amount of effort involved in maintaining and updating the datasets and building the 

tools to process the many different types of raw data into a usable format. A further 

limitation lies in the trade off between simplicity (essential for ease of access) and the

http://behemoth.nerc-essc.ac.uk/ncWMS/godiva2.html
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demand for as much data as possible, which will tend to increase complexity. This 

problem is mitigated by linking to programmes such as Google Earth, which provide a 

more flexible environment. In the future, larger touch screens/surfaces should enable 

more intuitive manipulation of such data.

7.5.5 High Level Tools

With all the complex eScience tools in development, it is often easy to forget 

that researchers requirements will sometimes go beyond anything a generic service 

can provide. Traditionally this would require custom building their own model or 

processing tool. If they were fortunate an environment such as MATLAB would be 

sufficient but more likely the use of a programming language like FORTRAN or C++ 

would be required. There are however alternatives, which are best described as high 

level tools. High level tools attempt to simplify the process of building semibespoke 

models and data processing tools. As these tools should be accessible to as many re

searchers as possible, there is a strong dependence on appropriate UI. Some examples 

follow.

The Cactus Code15 is a computational modelling tool kit that includes prewritten 

modules to handle many functions the scientist would otherwise have to write. As a 

result, only specific custom modules require hand coding, reducing the time taken to 

produce a code. Examples of uses include: modelling black hole collisions, smooth

particle hydrodynamic methods and a variety of relativistic physics applications.

15 http://www. cactuscode.org/

http://www
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GENIE16 is a more applied, NERC funded attempt to integrate a range of Earth 

system (climate, ocean, carbon cycle etc.) models into a framework that can run 

across the grid. The aim is also to permit high level open access to this type of 

modelling.

The Triana project17 is a workflow programme, which allows data processing with 

prewritten modules that are linked together using a graphical UI of blocks repre

senting different tools. Advanced support allows the use of network resources via web 

services directly from the work flow environment. It has been used for signal and 

image processing.

7.6 Reflections on e-Science

Having introduced eScience and covered a selection of projects, it is worth re

stating the initial question: what is eScience, how has it been implemented so far 

and what are the implications for science in the future? The what and the how have 

been covered, the rest of this chapter discusses the implications of eScience. The 

view advanced here is that although some of the tools developed by the eScience 

programme are excellent, tools are not necessarily the key benefit from an eScience 

project. Tools tend to change with the problem at hand and even with what happens

to be in fashion. What remains are: contacts between very different researchers, the

16http://www.genie.ac.uk/
17http://www.trianacode.org/

http://www.trianacode.org/
http://www.genie.ac.uk/
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skills acquired by teams and individuals and most importantly, a change in the way 

scientists think about their use of technology.

7.6.1 Case Study: M antleStor

Storing and managing large datasets is and will remain a major preoccupation for 

the scientific modeller. Data storage capacity increases rapidly as hard disk capacity 

climbs. This is matched by improvements in performance of processors and RAM size, 

which lead to ever higher model resolutions. The problem is particularly notable in 3D 

modelling. If one halves the resolution (e.g. 10 km to 5km) the number of data points 

increases 8  times (Figure 7.2). More importantly, the size of output and checkpoint 

files also increases 8 fold. For many research groups, funding to buy large amounts
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Figure 7.2: Illustrating the rapid growth of data points as 3D model resolution is 
increased. Note log axis on vertical.
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of storage is often limited. There is therefore a need to search out new methods 

to access more storage. The MantleStor project explored one possibility, to access 

underutilised storage space on network workstations and consolidate it into a usable 

storage space. The technical solution exploited peer to peer (P2P) technology to allow 

each workstation to make its unused disk space available to a central controller. The 

initial concepts of the MantleStor system have been published (Wolstencroft et al. 

2006).

Methodology

The system needed to be able to operate in an environment of mostly standard 

MS Windows XP workstations, located in rooms of ~60. The maximum envisioned 

deployment environment would comprise several hundred machines. There are ob

viously a wide range of methods, which could have been used to spread data files 

over such a number of machines. Some rely on OS kernel level modification and are 

often Linux based and intended for high performance distributed file systems like 

Lustre (Simms et al. 2007). Other systems such as Storage Resource Broker (Ra 

jasekar et al. 2002) are generally intended for a Grid environment. These approaches 

were considered too complex for the MantleStor system. Instead, a lightweight Java 

based P2P system was used. The underlying P2P infrastructure was provided by 

P2PS (Wang 2005) a P2P API. Each participating machine runs a daemon process, 

which maintains a local storage space, an index of files and maintains a connection 

to the network. A ‘client’ version of the application is run on the users’ workstation, 

allowing data to be stored, searched for and retrieved. A basic but fully functional
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implementation of MantleStor was tested using a small pool of machines to establish 

search speed, data transfer performance and system resilience.

Outcomes

MantleStor was successfully tested and found to be resilient in a test bed scenario 

(Chapter 6 ). However, P2P communication difficulties on the wider institutional 

network prevented a full scale deployment. The difficulty arose during the project 

as a result of changing network infrastructure; early versions of MantleStor did not 

experience such difficulties. This highlights a common problem in eScience, that key 

underlying hardware can easily change beyond the control of the project.

As a further example of the risks inherent in eScience, the wider project of which 

the P2PS API was a part unexpectedly came to the end of its funding during the 

course of the study. The lead programmers found employment elsewhere and the 

project was effectively frozen. This complicated the construction and testing of the 

final version of MantleStor and seriously limits future development of MantleStor as 

it would require rewriting with a different and better supported API. This provides a 

cautionary tale, highlighting the importance of choosing a longterm base upon which 

to build. This is a difficult problem to deal with due to the rapid overturn of new 

ideas and software in the computer science world.

The available resources also changed during the project. At the start of the project 

a single smallmedium sized Linux cluster with 200300 GB of storage was available
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to the project. At the time of writing this had expanded to 3 clusters, two of which 

entered the Top500 (06/2008 edition) at number 29 and 8 8  in the world respectively. 

The storage attached to these systems effectively removed the problem of data stor

age but highlighted a further issue, that of indexing. MantleStor features an indexing 

system, which tags data to be stored with metadata to enable data discovery. This 

was not only essential for managing data within MantleStor but also has implications 

for indexing model data in general.

TERRA is a very traditional code and that extends to output data handling. Sum

mary output takes the form of ASCII files and detailed visualisation output is dumped 

as a set of files in a nominated directory. There is no archiving structure for the out

put of TERRA runs; collective analysis of cases is carried out using a variety of 

packages such as GMT, gnuplot and MantleVis. As it stands there is no method for 

easily discovering if a given combination of input values has been used in a previous 

case either by a single user, research group or the wider community. The method of 

indexing used by MantleStor is a step towards a model archive. The simple search 

tool in MantleStor allows users to search stored model runs based on a series of input 

parameters, something not previously possible. An extension of this sort of function

ality, possibly without the large data storage aspect, could lead to a very valuable tool.

Using MantleStor as an example, a number of general observations can be made 

regarding small scale eScience projects. Project outcomes are not particularly pre

dictable, as the range of possible solutions to a given problem changes rapidly and
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may overtake the original aims. The most valuable outcomes of a project may well 

be unintended. eScience projects are by nature interdisciplinary, even the smallest 

projects (like MantleStor) have a sizeable number of personnel in the ‘background’ 

e.g. writing software libraries or APIs. The importance of these contributions is often 

overlooked until they are no longer available. Also, the distinction needs to be made 

between tools that need to be extensively developed to production level and those 

that are more adhoc in nature, the former requiring software engineering skills, the 

latter representing business as usual for most scientific hackers!

7.6.2 Building on e-Science

In the eScience projects discussed above, science did provide the driving force 

(science pull), whether or not this involved using an established method or develop

ing a new one. The question is, whether many eScience projects are too complicated. 

An excellent quote from Albert Einstein illustrates a typical physicists approach: “Ev

erything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler”18. It is a test that 

should probably be applied to eScience.

Infrastructure projects such as the National Grid Service, improvements in JANET

and the HECToR supercomputer have provided top quality services at a national

level, leaving the UK in good shape for the future. These projects represent generic

capability, which provide a basis on which to build. A number of UK research council

funded projects described in section 7.5 have been extremely successful, for example,

18Alles sollte so einfach wie moglich gemacht sein, aber nicht einfacher
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ClimatePrediction.net and GODIVA2 (both NERC). The longer term legacy of the 

eScience programmes is less clear. The Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute 

(OMII19) is an organisation supported by the UK research councils to reengineer 

some of the middleware developed by various projects to make it more widely avail

able (EPSRC 2007). The interesting point is that middleware is intended to be fairly 

generic and therefore one might not expect that it would need reengineering. Were 

the original projects too complicated? What the example highlights, is the difficulty 

of doing something new. Often, once a novel piece of software has been written and 

tested, it requires extensive revision before it can be considered mature. Further 

complexity arises as it is tempting to state at the beginning of a project, that it will 

produce reusable components, but much more difficult to actually do this. This does 

not indicate that a particular project has failed, just that it should perhaps have had 

better defined goals. Tools are forever changing so skills and adaptability contribute 

much more to the capability of a research team than any particular piece of code. 

The NERC eScience programme is complete, but the eScience project as a whole 

has some way to go. With regard to the future, one would hope that the funding 

bodies will maintain support for eScience work. NERC now have 7 funding themes, 

only one of which (Technology) explicitly mentions computing, although all themes 

will need to make use of it. After all the excitement of the eScience programmes it 

would be unfortunate if in the minds of Earth scientists, computer science is relegated 

to playing a supporting role.

From a participant point of view, successful eScience is a two way process, computing

19http: /  /  www.omii.ac.uk

http://www.omii.ac.uk
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becoming embedded in science and vice versa. This will of course only work if each 

part seeks to understand the others’ discipline. A generalist natural scientist with 

computing skills and an awareness of software design might be the perfect eScience 

researcher, but such people are rare. Science in particular has become extremely spe

cialised, mainly in response to the weight of knowledge needed to even understand 

where the forefront of understanding lies. If eScience is to really succeed, researchers 

who understand how predictive, observational and engineering sciences interconnect 

are required to mobilise techniques and skills across traditional scientific boundaries. 

Such people have existed in the past; Johann Wolfgang von Gothe (17491832) is re

membered primarily as a writer, poet and philosopher but he also made considerable 

contributions to science with his works on the nature of light and plant morphology. 

Gothe was of course an exceptional individual, but he serves as an example of a time 

when academia was less isolationist. The difficulty lies in breaking down structural 

divisions between disciplines. The ‘interdisciplinary trap’ is mainly a funding and 

career progression problem. Outside of specific initiatives (e.g. NERC eScience) 

funders who will support method development are difficult to find, due to the current 

nearobsession with applied science and its economic benefit. As an example, the for

mer UK chief scientist Sir David King used his address at the BA science festival 2008 

to call for a focus on applied fields, at the expense of blue skies research (Amos 2008). 

Once funding has been found and work done, publication can also be difficult as top 

journals in a particular field may not see the value of interdisciplinary research. This 

may lead to difficulties when applying for academic posts, which demand a certain 

level of publication in an expected range of journals (Whitfield 2008).
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Many of the problems outlined above could be solved by education. Science requires 

a stronger emphasis on educating students in ‘proper’ computing such as program

ming and scripting, rather than simply focussing on particular commercial software 

packages. This should probably start in schools, as the digital future requires citi

zens with full computer literacy. As an example, the world’s rapidly growing body 

of digital information requires an army of digital curators to archive and preserve it. 

Whether the work of the present survives as long as that of the Greek philosophers 

will be largely up to these digital curators.

7.7 Summary

This Chapter has provided a general overview of eScience and some realisations 

of the concept, mainly centred on Earth science applications. The greater eScience 

project is still in its infancy. Its development in the future will be heavily influenced 

by technological innovation, which by its nature, is unpredictable. Philosophically, it 

is clear that science and computer science must come even closer together. Individuals 

who are equally at home in the laboratory, in the field and writing code may not be 

in great supply but effective interdisciplinary teams should be able to operate in a 

similar manner. A broader issue is whether sufficient funding will be committed in the 

long term. Large amounts of money have been spent fostering eScience projects over 

the last decade. If a decent level of support is not maintained, skills will be lost. If 

the eScience project is maintained, science and computer science will be able to work 

together to produce truly useful methodological innovations. If the project falters,
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then science will have to make do with whatever techniques computer science happens 

to develop and computing will struggle to access a valuable application space. With 

sufficient motivation, there may come a time when there will be no need to make a 

distinction between computer science and science; at that point the eScience project 

will be complete.



Chapter 8

Summary

The main aims of this work were to advance understanding of Earth’s thermal evo

lution and to investigate technical aspects of high resolution mantle modelling with 

particular reference to data indexing and storage. The project as a whole was dom

inated by computational techniques, with a very strong reliance on: computational 

methods, high performance computing, visualisation, data handling and analysis. It 

was access to technology that enabled novel investigations into the geodynamics and 

history of the deep Earth.

It has been demonstrated that investigating the deep Earth with the 3D spherical 

geometry code TERRA is a very data intensive exercise. The project has produced 

in excess of 1.5 terabytes of data, mostly in the shape of visualisation and check

point files. In 2005 this data volume would have required almost the entire RAID 

array of the then available computing cluster. Therefore, a significant aspect of the 

work was focussed on the handling and storage of data. The scavenging of spare

213
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hard disk space on communal network workstations was investigated as a possible 

solution. The resulting system, MantleStor, combined a number of techniques from 

computer science not previously used in Earth sciences. MantleStor is a peer to peer 

(P2P) based storage system, in which data are indexed in a distributed manner using 

model metadata. To improve performance and data integrity, data are split into 5 MB 

‘chunks’ and duplicated 3 times across a number of storage clients. The index and 

search system allows an archive of model runs to be queried in a manner not possible 

with conventional storage. Peer to Peer Simplified, the P2P API used, is based on 

XML messages, which allow a high degree of flexibility within the design of the system.

In good conditions, MantleStor can handle one search per second and retrieve 3 GB 

of data in under 30 minutes. The duplication system ensures file integrity with up 

to 30% loss. Performance deteriorates somewhat when using older hardware or slow 

networks due to delayed XML messages and slow updating of the distributed index. 

The usefulness of a distributed storage system such as MantleStor is dependent on 

the precise context of its use and the needs of a particular researcher. If data must be 

transferred from a remote machine in any case, then the cost of using a distributed 

storage system may not be high. However, if data are able to reside on storage directly 

attached to a cluster, the cost of distributing them may be too high. Therefore, the 

applicability of MantleStor is somewhat dependent on the task and while distributed 

storage is an attractive idea, it may not suit every scenario.

MantleStor was, however, not deployed beyond a test bed in part due to the availabil
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ity of new resources, which were not anticipated or indeed expected at the beginning 

of the project. Access was obtained to HECToR (UK national supercomputer) and 

Merlin (Cardiff University HPC cluster), where several terabytes of local data storage 

could be obtained. The indexing and archive aspect of MantleStor became of greater 

interest and it is clear that an extensive archive of TERRA model cases should prob

ably be constructed at some point in the near future. The experience of developing 

MantleStor highlights the ephemeral nature of such eScience projects; often the orig

inal goal is overtaken by technology.

Chapter 7 provides a reflection on eScience in general, with MantleStor as a pri

mary case study. Other, mostly Earth science, examples were also discussed. General 

conclusions centre on the relationship between computer science and the more tra

ditional sciences. The wider ‘eScience project’ is still in its infancy; science and 

computer science need to move still closer together. One of the most effective ways of 

doing this is via well supported interdisciplinary teams. As long as the wider eScience 

project is maintained, science will be able to influence the path of a significant strand 

of computing and computing will have applications for which to develop solutions. 

Computer science techniques must continue to be effectively harnessed to accelerate 

our understanding of the Earth and its processes. The cost to science of not doing 

this could be significant.

The Earth is an example of a small rocky planet orbiting a medium sized star. For 

obvious reasons it is by far the best studied planet, although the study of Venus and
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Mars is catching up. At the time of writing, astronomy has inferred the existence 

of at least 300 planets orbiting other stars and may have directly imaged 4 (Kalas 

et al. 2008, Marois et al. 2008). In the near future, exoplanets of similar size and 

composition to Earth are likely to be detected and it will be the task of geophysical 

modelling to study these bodies. In order to understand the emerging ‘planetary 

zoo’ one must first understand Earth. The evolution of Earth is in itself a complex 

problem. In this work, a range of possible mechanisms influencing the thermal and 

dynamical evolution of Earth were considered using high resolution computational 

modelling.

One of the most fundamental constraints on the thermal history of Earth is the 

heat transfer efficiency of the mantle. Silicates are poorly conductive so the bulk of 

heat transfer within the mantle occurs by convection. The efficiency of the convective 

system, represented by the NusseltRayleigh power law relationship: N u = aRa@, can 

provide a constraint on how much heat Earth is able to lose. Estimating this efficiency 

analytically is difficult owing to the geometry of the mantle and the many conditions 

which must be satisfied. Therefore high resolution computational modelling in 3D 

spherical geometry is one of the few methods, which can provide an answer. Both 

basally and internally heated systems were modelled to an Earthlike Ra and the 

basally heated (3 was found to be 0.29, a slightly lower value than the the value sug

gested by boundary layer theory of convection ( |)  but broadly consistent with recent 

literature. With (3 = 0.29 as opposed to the Nu and surface heat flux are reduced 

by 32% and 55 TW respectively at Ra =  109. Diffuse heat input in internally heated
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models and the smaller aspect ratio of the resulting convection cells, appears to be 

responsible for (3 being closer to  ̂ {(3 = 0.337) for such cases. The differing aspect 

ratio of basally heated and internally heated models results in consistently lower sur

face velocities for internally heated models. It had been suggested that (3 reduces at 

high Ra, however, this study found no evidence to support that hypothesis. Other 

mechanisms are therefore required to resolve the problem of backprojected mantle 

temperature tending to infinity before 23 Ga in parameterised thermal evoloution 

models.

As the intrinsic efficiency of convection in a spherical shell cannot provide a mod

erating influence on mantle heat flux in the past, other mechanisms are required. A 

source of much debate regarding the mantle has been the interpretation of geochemi

cal evidence suggesting the presence of a ‘primitive’ reservoir of material. It had been 

proposed that the entire lower mantle is isolated from the upper mantle, providing 

this reservoir. Unfortunately, the elegance of this solution is disrupted by convincing 

seismic tomography images showing whole mantle convection in action. The concep

tual model of Allegre (2002) integrates these two end member views, hypothesising 

that the mantle has been layered to some degree in the past and has evolved to whole 

mantle convection today. The most common mechanism, which is invoked to allow 

evolving layering is the interaction of the convective vigour of the mantle (Ra) with 

the 660 km mineral phase change. Decreasing convective vigour (Ra) over time the

oretically allows a transition from layered whole mantle convection. The relationship 

between 660 km phase change Clapeyron slope and Ra has been mapped out over a
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large range of both parameters. It was found that partial layering of some degree is 

possible at present day Ra. Some seismological observations indeed appear to indicate 

some slab deflection at 660 and an effect on plume transit across 660. With regards to 

the Allegre model, past layering is supported by modelling results. However, strong 

layering is unlikely to have survived much after 3 Ga. It is unlikely that any large 

scale heterogeneity in the mantle would have survived to the present. Therefore, other 

explanations are required for some of the observed geochemistry. For example, a bet

ter understanding of the behaviour of key elements such as Helium during melting 

is emerging, suggesting that assumptions may need to be revised (Parman et al. 2005).

Past layering of the mantle appears possible and the present is likely to be weakly 

partially layered at best. It is interesting to consider what the impact of a change 

from layered to mostly whole mantle convection would have. To investigate this mech

anism, a series of models were run, which crossed the previously identified threshold 

values of Ra. The transition from layered mantle convection to partial or whole 

mantle convection at high Ra range is characterised by significant periodic fluctua

tion of surface heat flux (SHF), driven by mantle avalanching. This contradicts the 

suggestion that such a transition could go almost unnoticed (Allegre 2002). The fluc

tuations represent transition of the mantle into a partially layered regime, rather than 

a dramatic switch from layered to whole mantle convection. The range of Ra over 

which partial layering is possible is large at Earthlike Ra, indicating that the mantle 

could have spent a significant period partially layered. Mantle avalanches, initiated 

at the 660 phase boundary in response to cold material ponding above, drive periodic
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‘pulses’ in the SHF. The effect of an avalanche is to sweep hot material together at the 

core mantle boundary, spawning significant plumes in the opposite hemisphere. The 

mechanism operates in a ‘pulserecharge’ manner producing a series of heat inputs 

into the upper mantle region. The mechanism of periodic layer breakdown has been 

shown to be consistent across a range of Ra and 660 Clapeyron slop values, support

ing the conclusions of previous parameterised modelling (Davies 1995). The interval 

between ‘heat spikes’ appears to increase with increasing Ra (going back in time) and 

is of order 100200 Myrs, similar to the time scale of supercontinent formation and 

the interval between large igneous provinces. Models where the mantle was permit

ted to cool produced a succession of SHF pulses where the initial 23 pulses were of 

similar high magnitude followed by smaller oscillations. This trend corresponds to 

a reducing degree of partial layering. Should Earth have undergone a similar pro

cess, one would expect the Precambrian to show evidence of periodic global melting 

events which reduce in magnitude over geological time. Global episodic mantle de

pletion events have been inferred from some geochemical observations (Parman 2007).

The main implication of the work presented here is that nonlinearity could be very 

important in the thermal history of Earth. If Earth’s mantle was initially layered and 

has passed through a partially layered regime, it is likely that there have been global 

scale mantle avalanche and melting events. This suggests that the smooth average 

mantle temperature plots produced by many thermal evolution models may not ade

quately capture Earth’s thermal history. Nonlinear heat flux from the mantle would 

also mandate extreme care when using the present state of the mantle to infer its
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state in the geological past, as modern heat flux measurements could be misleading 

if taken out of context.
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Appendix A

MantleStor

This Appendix can be found on the accompanying CDROM and contains source 

code for MantleStor along with the application itself. To access the CDROM menu, 

open the ‘Appendices’ file in a web browser. Source code is presented as a PDF and 

in .java files. MantleStor is provided as a MantleStor .jar file, in a directory with 

packages upon which it depends. Windows batch files are provided to launch the 

application.

On systems other than Windows, cd to the MantleStor directory and type: 

java -jar MantleStor.jar client

or

java -jar MantleStor.jar peer

depending on if you wish to run a storage peer or the user client.
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Appendix B

Mantle Avalanche Visualisation

This Appendix can also be found on the accompanying CDROM. To access the 

CDROM menu, open the ‘Appendices’ file in a web browser. The appendix consists 

of an animation of a mantle avalanche and subsequent plumes. The animation was 

produced using a MantleVis visualisation of Case 404 (Chapter 4), which had the 

following characteristics: Rayleigh Number 6.77 x 106, 660 km Clapeyron slope 8 

MPa/K, mt256 resolution ^22 km.
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